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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
SOTER'S INC., et al.,
Plaintiffs,

ORDER, JUDGMENT, AND
DECREE OF FORECLOSURE

vs.
DESERET FEDERAL SAVINGS AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION, et al.,

Civil No. 8560
(Judge Ernest Baldwin)

Defendants,
SHERWIN KNUDSEN d/b/a
TRI-K GENERAL CONTRACTORS,
Plaintiff,

i* *1A

Case No. 8561
(Consolidated)
NO

vs.

APR 2 6'.389 £ ' / >

SOTER'S, INC., et al.
Defendants.

y
TT:

OtputyOfffc
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This matter came on regularly for trial before the Court on
May 11, 1988 until May 26, 1988, the Honorable Ernest F. Baldwin
presiding. Soter's, Inc. was represented by Lowell V. Summerhays;
Summit Park Company ("Summit Park"), Gregory S. Soter, and Julie
Soter were represented by William J. Cayias; Deseret Federal
Savings and Loan Association ("Deseret Federal") was represented
by Stephen G. Crockett and Gregory D. Phillips of and for the firm
of Kimball, Parr, Crockett

and Waddoups; Continental

Federal

Savings Bank ("Continental") was represented by Glen E. Davies of
and for the firm of Watkiss & Campbell; Sherwin Knudsen dba* Tri-K

Construction Co. ("Tri-K") was represented by William R. Russell;
and United Pacific Insurance Co. ("United Pacific") was represented
by Robert W. Hughes. The Court having reviewed the Interrogatories
to the Jury, having reviewed the file herein, having heard the
arguments of counsel at hearings on June 27, 1988, July 15, 1988,
and September 21, 1988, including the parties' motions for judgment
notwithstanding the verdict, and being now fully advised in the
premises, by virtue of the law, and good cause appearing therefor,
HEREBY ENTERS ITfS JUDGMENT AND DECREES as follows:
1.

That the total sum of $3,969,427.03, together with

interest on the principal amount of $2,700,485.75 at the rate set
forth in the Soter's, Inc. Promissory Note from and after October
31,

1988, plus Continentalf s attorney1 s fees and costs in the

amount of $

, is due under the Soterfs, Inc.

Promissory Note, and secured by the Trust Deeds that are the
subject of this action which Trust Deeds were given by Soter's,
Inc.

and Summit Park, Utah Corporations, as trustors, to Deseret

Federal as trustee and beneficiary.

The Trust Deed given by

Soter's, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as the "Soter's Trust Deed19)
was recorded in the office of the Summit County Recorder on April
23, 1984 as Entry 219486, in Book 297 at Page 381. The Trust Deed
given by Summit Park (hereinafter referred to as the "Summit Park
Trust Deed91) was recorded in the office of the Summit County
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Recorder on April 23, 1984 as Entry No. 219487, in Book 297 at Page
401 and rerecorded in the office of the Summit County Recorder on
May 3, 1984 as Entry No. 219995, in Book 298 at Page 626. The
entire amount thereof is presently due, and there exist no offsets
or defenses as would reduce said amount, except that Soterfs, Inc.
may offset Deseret Federal's share of Deseret Federal's principal
and interest due under the Promissory Note by $1,250,000.00,
together with interest thereon at the legal rate from the date of
this Order, Judgment, and Decree of Foreclosure. Deseret Federal's
portion of the principal and interest due under the Soter's, Inc.
Promissory Note through October 31, 1988 is $1,550,529.62.
2.

That it is adjudged and decreed that the Soter's Trust

Deed and the Summit Park Trust Deed, which cover the real property
described in Exhibits "A" and "B" attached hereto, are valid and
subsisting liens upon said real property securing the indebtedness
identified in paragraph 1 hereof, and that the interests of all
other parties in said real property are inferior and subordinate
to the liens of the Soter's Trust Deed and the Summit Park Trust
Deed.
3.

That Continental and Deseret Federal have judgment for

foreclosure on the Trust Deeds that are the subject of this action,
which Trust Deeds were given by Soter's, Inc. and Summit Park, and
that the parcels of real property described in Exhibits "A" and "B"

4U£«-tjdft.kh
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ireto, which are covered by the Soter's Trust Deed and the Summit
irk Trust Deed, shall be sold to satisfy the indebtedness adjudged
paragraph 1 hereof, together with accruing interest, and the
eriff of Summit County shall proceed to sell the same according
the provisions of law relating to sales on execution.
eriff of Summit

County

When the

sells the parcels of real property

scribed in Exhibits "A" and "B," he shall out of the proceeds of
ch sale first retain his costs, disbursements and commissions,
a then pay to Continental and Deseret Federal, or to their
torneys, the accrued and accruing costs of this action, then said
ns for Continental's attorney's fees, then the amount owing to
itinental and Deseret Federal for principal, interest, costs and
senses, taxes, assessments and insurance premiums, together with
:rued interest thereon, or so much of said sums as said proceeds
.1 pay, and that the surplus, if any, shall be accounted for and
.d over to the Clerk of this Court subject to this Court's
"ther order.
4.

That the interests, if any, in the parcels of real

party described in Exhibits "A99 and "B" hereto of all parties
ein except Continental and Deseret Federal, and all of those
iming by, through or under any parties herein except Continental
Deseret Federal, and all persons whose interest

in said

party was not duly recorded in the proper office at the time of

B00K.GGPAGE985

recording of the Soters Trust Deed and the Summit Park Trust Deed,
be and the same-*re hereby barred and foreclosed, subject to their
statutory rights of redemption, if any.
5.

That in the event that the proceeds of the sale of the

parcels of real property described in Exhibits "A" and "B" hereto,
which are covered by the Soter1 s Trust Deed and the Summit Park
Trust

Deed,

are

insufficient

to

satisfy

the

indebtedness,

attorneys1 fees, and other costs and expenses adjudged herein,
Continental and Deseret Federal are entitled to have and recover
judgment against Soter1s and Summit Park, jointly and severally,
in such amount necessary to satisfy the indebtedness.
6.

That Continental and Deseret Federal have judgment in

their favor and against Gregory S. Soter and Julie Soter, jointly
and severally, in the amount of indebtedness adjudged in paragraph
1 hereof subject to offset set forth in paragraph 1.
7.

That Deseret Federal have judgment in its favor and

against United Pacific and Tri-K, jointly and severally, in the
amount of $2,215,919.00, together with interest thereon at the
legal rate from the date of this Order, Judgment, and Decree of
Foreclosure.
8. That Tri-K have judgment in its favor and against Deseret
Federal in the amount of $102,796.00 plus interest thereon at the

4\dfi-tj4tt-kh
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legal rate from the date of this Order, Judgment, and Decree of
Foreclosure•
9.

All claims asserted herein by Tri-K to any lien or right

to lien upon the property described on Exhibit "A,f and/or "B"
hereto and all claims to any lien evidenced by that certain claim
and Notice of Lien executed by Tri-K and recorded in the office of
the Summit County Recorder on April 25, 1985 in Book 339 at Page
452 be and the same are hereby dismissed with prejudice*
10.
predicated

Soter's, Inc.'s and Tri-Kfs claims against Continental
upon the alleged

agency

relationship

that Deseret

Federal acted as the agent of Continental in negotiating the
Construction Loan Agreement or in funding the Construction Loan are
hereby dismissed with prejudice.
11.

Tri-Kfs claims against Continental predicated upon the

alleged agency relationship that Deseret Federal acted as the agent
of

Continental

in

inducing

Tri-K

to

remain

on

the

Camelot

Condominium Project after December 31, 1984 are hereby dismissed
with prejudice.
12*

Soter's, Incfs

and Tri-K1s

third-party beneficiary

contract claims against Continental are hereby dismissed with
prejudice.

BnOK.G-pAGfqg7

13.

Continental's fraud claim against Soter's, Inc. and

conspiracy to defraud claims against Soter's, Inc. and Tri-K are
hereby dismissed with prejudice.
14.

Continental's Performance Bond claims against United

Pacific are hereby dismissed with prejudice.
15.

Continentalfs claims against Tri-K for breach of the

Construction Contract are hereby dismissed with prejudice.
16.

Oeseret Federal's indemnity claim against Soter's, Inc.

under the Assignment of Construction Contract and Consent are
hereby dismissed with prejudice.
17.

Soter's, Inc.'s claims for breach of implied covenant of

good faith and fair dealing against Deseret Federal are hereby
dismissed with prejudice.
18.

Summit Park's claims that Deseret Federal breached the

Revolving Line of Credit Agreement and converted money from Summit
Park are dismissed with prejudice.
19.

Tri-K's

fraud

claims

against

Deseret

Federal

are

dismissed with prejudice.
20. United Pacific's fraud claims against Deseret Federal are
dismissed with prejudice.

4Uf»-0jdftS.kh
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JUDGMENT ENTERED this

/$

day of
BY THE CO'
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STATE OF UTAH
SOTER'S INC., at al.,

)
I

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I
I

Civil NO. 8560
(Judga Ernast Baldwin)

Plaintiffs,
vs.

""""

DESERET FEDERAL SAVINGS AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION, at al.,
Dafandants,
SH2RWIN KNUDSEN d/b/a
TRI-K CENERAL CONTRACTORS,

]
Casa No. 8561
(Consolidated)

Plaintiff,
vs.
SOTER'S, INC., at al.
Dafandants.

]

This casa cans on for hearing before the above-entitled Court
sitting with a jury on May 11, 1988. Evidence in the case was
closed on May 20, 1988 and tha Court heard argument on Motions for
Directed Verdict on May 23 and 24, 1988.

Zn response to said

Motions, tha Court dismissed all affirmative clains for damages of
Soter's, inc. and Sherwin Xnudsen d/b/a Tri-K Contractors ("TriK") -against Continantal Fadaral Savings Bank ("Continental"). Upon
stipulation, the Court also dismissed the fraud claim of Continental against Soter's, Inc. and the conspiracy to defraud elaim of
Continental against Soter's, Inc. and Tri-K. Also on stipulation,
the Court dismissed the direct claims of Continental against United
Pacific Insurance Company ("United Pacific") on its Performance

Bond issued to Tri-K and Oeseret Federal Savings and Loan Association ("Oeseret Federal**) as joint-obligees and against Tri-K for
breach of its Construction Contract with Soter's, Inc.
The Court further ruled that no party had presented evidence
justifying an award of punitive damages and that that issue would
not, therefore, be submitted to the jury. The Court also took from
the jury the issue of whether Deseret Federal had properly charged
two draw requests against a Revolving Line of Credit given by
Oeseret Federal to Summit Park Co. ("Summit Park") finding that the
payment of the draw requests out of the Revolving Line of Credit
had not been authorized.

The Court further found, however, that

said payments were properly chargeable to the Promissory Note and
Construction Loan Agreement between Oeseret Federal and Soter's,
Znc.

Finally, the Court ruled that the mechanic's lien claim of

Tri-K against the condominium property presented equitable issues
and that the Court would hear argument on that claim after the
remaining issues in the case had been submitted to the jury. Upon
further hearing, the Court ruled that Tri-K was not entitled to a
mechanic's lien.
The remaining factual issues were submitted to the jury under
52 special interrogatories on May 25, 1988. The jury returned its
answers to those interrogatories on May 26, 1988. The Court heard
further oral argument of counsel on June 27, 1988, July 15, 1988,
and September 21, 1988, en various motions of the parties for entry
of judgment based upon answers of the jury to certain special

4U!ft<«f.hk
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cartain othar ansvars of tha jury,

A H partias „^ree that aftar

tha jury randarad its vardict, tha partias nade various notions,
including notions for judgment notwithstanding tha vardiet.

Tha

Court having now—considered tha jury's ansvars to tha special
interrogatories, tha avidanca introducad at tha time of trial and
tha arguments of counsel, and being fully advised in tha premises,
antars its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Judgment as
follows:
FTKPIKCS Of FXCT

z.
Pursuant to tha Pre-Trial Order stipulatad to by all parties
and submittad to this Court, cartain uncontastad facts undarlying
tha sattars at issue in this casa vara stipulatad and agreed to by
all tha partias. Tha Court doas haraby adopt thosa stipulatad and
agraad facts as a portion of its Findings of Fact as follows:
1.

Soter's, Inc. is a Utah corporation and is tha faa owner

of tha land on which tha condominium projact which is tha subject
of this lawsuit was partially constructed.
2.

Summit Park is a Utah corporation and is tha faa owner

of tha 350 acre undavalopad parcel.
3.

Gregory S. Sotar and Julia Soter ara all individuals and

residents of tha stats of Utah.

4\4i»~»M.kh
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association with its principal plaea of businass locatad in Salt
Lake City, Utah.
5.

Continental formerly did business as Continental Federal

Savings and Loan .Association and is a federally dhartered savings
bank with its principal place of business located in the State of
Virginia.
6.

Shervin Xnudsen is an individual and resident of Salt

Lake County, State of Utah, and does business as Tri-K.

Tri-K was

the general contractor for the construction of the condominium
project which is at issue in this case.
7.

United Pacific is a corporation organized under the laws

of the State of Washington and is authorized to do business in the
State of Utah.
I.

On April 4, 1984, Soter's, Znc. and Deseret Federal

executed a Construction Loan Agreement.
9.

Zn connection with the Construction

Loan Agreement,

Soter's, Znc. executed a Promissory Note dated April 4, 1984, in
the face amount of $3,000,000.00.
10.

As security for the Construction Loan Agreement and

>romissory Note, Soter's, Znc. executed a Construction Deed of
'rust, Security Agreement, and Assignment of Rents dated April 4,
.984, with respect to the condominium project property.

4**«*ft«.Ui
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11.

Zn addition to tha Daad of Trust, Soter's, Znc. also

axacutad cartain UCC-1 financing statanants datad April 23, and
April 25, 1984.
12.

Cragory—6. Sotar, and Julia Sotar aach axacutad a

guarantaa datad April 4, 1984, guarantaaing tha parfonnanca of tha
Promissory Hota by Sotar*s, Znc.
13.

Summit Park axacutad that cartain Daad of Trust, Saeurity

Agreement,

and Assignnant

additional

saeurity

Promissory Note,
14.

Summit

of Rants

for tha

datad

Construction

April

4,

1984, as

Loan Agraaaant

and

This Daad of Trust eovarad tha 350 acra pareal.
Park

also

axacutad

cartain

UCC-1

financing

statements datad April 23, 1984 and April 25, 1984 which partainad
to tha 350 aera pareal.
15.

Dasarat Fadaral and Summit Park axaeutad a Ravolving Line

of Cradit

Agraamant

datad

April

4,

1984, in

tha

amount

of

$350,000.00.
16.

Zn connaction with'-tha Ravolving Lina of Cradit Agraa-

aant, Summit Park axaeutad a Sacurad Ravolving Promissory Note
Sated April 4, 1984, in tha principal amount of $350,000.00.
17.

As saeurity for tha obligations under tha Ravolving Line

»f Credit Agreement, Summit Park executed a Deed of Trust, Security
Lgreement, and Assignment of Rants datad April 4, 1984, covering
.he 350 acres.
18.

As

further security

for tha

obligations

under

the

evolving Lina of Cradit Agreement, Soter's, Znc. executed a Deed

4tf»M.kh
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4, 1984, covering the condominium property.
19.

With regard to the Revolving Line of Credit Agreement,

Summit Park and Soter's, Znc. also executed certain UCC-1 Financing
Statements pertaining to the condominium property and the 350 acre
pareel.
20.

Gregory S. Soter and Julie Soter also each executed a

guarantee dated April 4, 1984, for the purpose of guaranteeing the
performance

by Summit

Park of the Revolving

Line

of Credit

Agreement.
21.

The Construction

Loan Agreement and Promissory Note

between Soter's, Znc. and Oeseret Federal were preceded by an
earlier construction loan agreement and promissory note between
Soter's, Inc. and Zion's First National Bank ("2ions").
22.

The disbursements under the Construction Loan Agreement

and Promissory Note between Soter's, Znc. and Deseret Federal were
made as follows:
Amount

£111
04/04/84
04/04/84
04/12/84
04/20/84
04/24/84
04/27/84
04/30/84
08/04/84
06/12/84
06/26/84
07/06/84
08/17/84
09/21/84
10/30/84
12/03/84
4\4l»-»U*.kk
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—

55,000.00
43.00
1,257,415.00
3,205.00
1,373.76
71,598.00
8,642.00
144,677.21
5*, 723.50
4,882.50
119,473.75
161,895.59
216,191.07
186,949.91
68,087.66

Payee
Oeseret Federal
Oeseret Federal
Zlons
Zions
Zions
Tri-K
Chapman 6 Cutler
Tri-K
Associated Title
Associated Title
Tri-K
Tri-K
Tri-K
Tri-K
Tri-K

__

Purpose

Loan Set Up
Credit Reports
Loan Payoff
Loan Payoff
Loan Payoff
Oraw Request
Attorneys' Fees
Draw Request
Title Insurance
Title Znsurance
Draw Request
Draw Request
Draw Request
Draw Request
Draw Request

In addition to tha abova-listad disbursanants, Oasarat Fadaral
mada othar disbursanants and intarast charges ralatad'to tha loans
and tha Camelot Condominium Projact.
23.

Tha disbursamants undar tha Revolving, Lina of Cradit

Agraamant and Promissory Nota batvaan Summit Park Company and
Oasarat Fadaral vara mada as follows:
Bill

AflOVnt

05/01/84
06/26/84
12/18/84

S

D2/07/84

?tV«t

Purpo»«

2,500.00
901.00
67,769.28

Chapman & Cutlar
Assoeiatad Titla
Tri-K

Attornays1 Faas
Titla Insurance
Draw Raquast

72,256.50

Tri-K

Draw Raquast

Zn addition to tha abova

listad disbursamants, intarast

:hargas wara mada to tha Revolving Lina of Cradit.
24.

By latter, dated March 5, 1984, Continental committed to

sartieipata with Oasarat Federal in funding tha construction loan
for tha Camalot Condominiums, subjaet to tha terms and conditions
rotlined in said commitment letter.
Latter may

ba so construed, no

Except as this commitment

formal vrittan

participation

tgreemenfwas aver executed between Oasarat Fadaral and Continental.

As avidanca of tha participation of Continantal, Oasaret

'ederal on August
continental.

22, 1984, endorsed tha Promissory Nota to

Thereafter, Continantal reimbursed Oasarat Federal

or a portion of tha loan funds which had bean disbursed in the
mount of $1,703*, 767.17.
25.

Undar data of April 4, 1984, United Pacific issued its

erformance Bond insuring tha performance of tha ganaral eontrae-

4t$~tM.kh
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obligate.
26.

On April 4, 1984, Deseret Federal, by a letter addressed

to tha Dala Barton Agency, who was an agent for tha United Pacific,
stated, in part, ""^This latter will confirm that' Deseret Federal
Savings and Loan Association of Salt Lake City, Utah, will escrow
funds into a construction aceount in the amount of $2,801,850.00
for the construction of tha Camalot Condominium located at Summit
Park, Utah pursuant to tha construction loan agreement."
27.

Under data of April 4, 1984, United Pacific also issued

its Payment and Materials Bond with Soter's, Inc. and Deseret
Federal again being named as joint obligees.
28.

Tri-K submitted monthly draw requests for payment of

labor and materials purchased for the construction of the Camelot
Condominiums.

Tri-K submitted

its draw requests directly to

Deseret Federal and was paid tha amount requested on each draw
request submitted directly to Deseret Federal, except for the draw
requests submitted for materials and labor provided for the project
in the months of January, February, March, and April 1985.
29.

On or about April 2, 1985, Dasarat Federal prepared an

"Extension Agreement" which was accepted by Soter's, Zne. and was
approved by tha Loan Committee of Deserat Federal and pursuant to
which tha due d*ta of tha first payment under tha nota and deed of
trust payabla by Soter's, Zne. was extended from April S, 1985,
until October S, 1985.

*\4tftM.Vk
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may be reserved in tha contastad issuas of fact, thara is no
disputa that tha abova rafarancad Not as, Daads of Trust, Agreamants
and Bonds vara axacutad by thosa having authority for and in bahalf
of tha partias tharato.
ZZ.
At tha conclusion of trial and bafora submission to tha jury
of tha contastad issuas of faet on spacial interrogatory, tha Court
nil ad on tha partias' motions for diractad vardict.

Basad upon

such rulings tha Court antars tha following additional Findings of
Fact:
31.

Continental was not a party to the Construction Loan

Agreement or the Promissory Note and at no time did Continental
agree to directly fund the Construction Loan or Promissory Note or
make payments directly to Soter's, Znc. or Tri-K.
32.

The Construction Loan Agreement expressly provided that

Deseret Federal was obligated to fund the subject loan regardless
of whether it obtained funds from a participant provided that
Soter's, Znc. was not in default and had complied
conditions precedent

for each advance.

Section 8(f) of the

Construction Loan Agreement provides:
Lender's obligation to make each advance
of the Loan, including the first advance, shall
also be subject to the satisfaction of the
following conditions:
•

• •

(f) Lender shall have received from the
Participant an amount equal to 95% of the
4Ul*Mfa«.h*
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with all

rower is now in default, has timaly cw.plied
with all of tha conditions precedent to an
advance, and Lander has not racaivad tha
aforesaid amount from Participant within 10
days after the date of requested disbursement
then Lender shall waive the requirement that
it rectiye sueh amount prior to the disbursement of such advance.
33.

Continental at no time made any payments directly to

Soter's, Inc. or Tri-K.
34.

The $1,705,767.17 funded by Continental was paid directly

to Oasaret Federal to reimburse Deseret Federal for disbursements
it had already made under the loan.
35.

Deseret Federal was tha only intended beneficiary of the

agreement of Continental to participate in the Construction Loan.
36.

Zn endorsing the Promissory Note to Continental on August

22, 1984, Deseret Federal intended only to assign to Continental
Deseret Federal's rights under the Promissory Note to collect the
amounts due and owing as security for repayment of the funds
advanced by Continental and also to secure any funds advancad by
Deseret Federal. Deseret Federal did not intend and, in fact, did
not assign to Continantal its obligations undar tha Promissory Note
or Construction Loan Agreement•
37.

As a consequence of sueh endorsement, Continental became

a holder of tha Promissory Note.
3B.

Continental took endorsement of tha Promissory Nota from

Deseret Federal for value and in good faith.

*\4tfM.kh
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39.

At tha tin* «he Promissory Nota was a m

;sed by Dasarat

Federal to Contlnantal it was not ovardua and had not baan dishonored .
40.

Dasarat Fadaral was navar axprassly authorized to act as

the agent of Continental and Daseret Federal nfever represented
Itself to be the agent of Continental nor did it undertake to act
or speak for Continental as its agent.
41.

Deseret Federal was not authorized in writing by Summit

Park to make the December 18, 1984 disbursement in the amount of
$67,769.28 paid to Tri-K for Draw Request No. 7, dated December 4,
1984, or the February 7, 1985 disbursement

in the amount of

$72,256.50 paid to Tri-K for Draw Request Ho. 8, dated January 11,
1988, out of the Revolving Line of Credit. Those funds were used,
however, to pay Draw Requests of Tri-K for work completed prior to
December 31, 1984.
42.

Tri-K

provided

labor

and materials

to

the

Camelot

Condominium Project from August 1983 through April 1985.
ZZZ.
The disputed issues of fact remaining ware then submitted to
the jury on special interrogatory.

In accordance with tha jury

answers to those special Interrogatories, the Court does hereby
enter the additional following Findings of Fact:
43.

Tha jury found in answer to Special Interrogatory 1 that

as of January 19, 1985 and beyond the $3,000,000.00 Construction
Loan was in balance because the undisbursed portion of tha Con-
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struction Loan aqualad or axcaadad tha astimatad costs of completing tha Canalot Condominium Projact.
44.

Zn ansvar to Spacial Interrogatory 5, tha jury found that

as of January 1985, tha Cam*lot Condominium Projact eould not have
baan completed on or before April 4, 1985 as required by the
Construction Loan Agreement.
45.

Zn answer to Special Interrogatories 6, 7, and 8, the

jury found that all of the elements of waiver by Deseret Federal
of the April 4, 1985 completion data had been established and that
Deseret Federal had waived such completion date.
46.

Zn answer to Special Interrogatory 9, tha jury found that

tha amount of $1,250,000.00 would fairly compensate Soter's, Inc.
for the loss proximately caused by Deseret Federal's decision to
stop further funding of the loan., The Court modifies such finding
made by tha jury, however, insofar as tha jury attempted to award
interest calculated on a basis which was not legally justifiable.
The answer to Special Interrogatory 9 is, accordingly, amended by
the Court to provide for interest on the $1,250,000.00 at the legal
rata from and after the data of judgment entered herein.
47.

Zn answer to Special Interrogatory 10, tha jury found

that Soter's, Inc. had breached the terms of tha Promissory Note
and Construction Loan Agreement in that tha Camalot Condominium
Project was not completed on or before April 4, 1985; Soter's, Inc.
abandoned work on tha Camalot Condominium Projact and construction
ceased for 21 consecutive days; soter's, Znc. permitted mechanic's

4\U«-«f«t.kh
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lians to ba filed against tha Carnalot Condominium Projact; and
Sotar's, Zne. failed to pay principal and intarast on or bafora
Octobar 5, 1985, tha data to which repayment had baan extended.
48.

In ansvar to Spacial Interrogatory 11, tha jury found

that Sotar's, Zne. was indebted to Deseret Federal and Continental
under the Construction Loan and Promissory Nota in tha amount of
tha principal advanced and the interest accrued.

Tha evidence

reflected that the principal balance due under the Promissory Nota
is $2,700,485.75 and the Court does also further find that tha
interest accrued on that principal through October 31, 1988 is
$1,268,941.28.
49.

Zn answer to Special Interrogatory 12, tha jury found

that as of August 22, 1984, whan the Promissory Note was endorsed
to Continental by Deseret Federal, Continental did not have notice
that Sotar's, Zne. could claim that Deseret Federal had waived the
requirement that the undisbursed portion of the Construction Loan
equaled or exceeded tha estimated eosts of completing the Camelot
Condominiums.
50.
jury

Zn answer to Spacial Interrogatories 13, 14, and 15, the

found that all of tha elements of waiver had not been

established to demonstrate that Continental had acted in such a
manner as to waive its right as tha holder of tha Promissory Note
to require Sotar's, Zne. to eompleta the Camelot Condominium
Project by April

4, 1985, pursuant to tha Construction

Agreement.

4\a«-*i««.kk
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51.

Zn answer to Special Interrogatories 16, 17, and 18, the

jury found that the Construction Contract entered into by and
between Tri-K and Soter's, Inc. was that certain contract providing
for a lump aua amount of $2,801,850.00 with a completion date of
December 31, 1984.
52.

Zn answer to Special Interrogatory 19, the jury found

that Tri-K did not substantially complete the construction of the
Caaelot Condominium Project on or before December 31, 1984.
53.

Zn answer to Special Interrogatories 20 and 21, the jury

found that Tri-K withdrew all or a portion of its profits from Draw
Requests paid by Deseret Federal and that the dollar profit
iaproperly withdrawn by Tri-K through said Draw Requests was
$202,651.74.

The Court finds that such withdrawal of- profit was

unauthorized because Tri-K had not completed the Camelot Condoainiua Project, as was required before Tri-K was entitled to any
profit.
54.

Zn answering Special Znterrogatories 22, 23, and 24, the

jury found that with regard to tha claias of Deseret Federal
against Tri-K all of tha elements necessary to daaonstrate that
Deseret Federal had acted in such a aannar to waive its right under
tha Construction Contract to have the Caaelot Condoainiua Project
completed on or before December 31, 1984, had not been established
and that Deseret Federal did not, therefore, waive such right.

4Wft.»<««.kk
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55.

In answering Special Interrogatory 26, ,h« jury found

that United Pacific did not complete the Construction Contract or
remedy the default of Tri-K under the Construction Contract.
56.

In response to Special Interrogatory 27, the jury found

that the cost of completing

the construction of the Camelot

Condominium Project was $2,602,500.00.
57.

The Court further finds that with respect to the cost of

completion United Pacific is entitled to set off against that
amount those funds which were remaining unpaid to Tri-K. The Court
finds that the amount of such set off is $386,581.00 calculated as
follows:
a.

Pursuant to paragraphs 6.1 of the Construction Loan
Agreement, Oeseret Federal was obligated to fund
$2,554,850.00 for "construction costs including payoff of existing indebtedness".

b.

Tri-K had received in payment for construction costs
the amount of $1,715,269.00 which had been paid
either directly by Oeseret Federal or which Tri-K
had received through the earlier construction loan
from Zion's.

These payments to Tri-K out of the

Zion's loan were part of the prior existing indebtedness which was paid off by Deseret Federal.
c.

In addition to the payments which Tri-K had received
out of the Zion's loan for "construction costs"
Deseret Federal was required to expend an additional

4 Wit ••!««. kfc
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$453,000.00 to pay off the existing indebtedness to
Zion's.
d.

When thjL. $1,715,269.00 in construction costs paid
to Tri-K and the additional $453,000.00 in existing
indebtedness are deducted from the $2,554,850.00
which Oeseret Federal was committed to expend on
construction

costs under

the Construction

Loan

Agreement the balance payable to Tri-K for construction costs is $386,581.00.
58.

Zn answer to Special Interrogatories 30 through 38, the

jury found that Oeseret Federal induced Tri-X to remain on the job
after December 31, 1984 by promising to pay Tri-K for construction
costs incurred for the Camelot Condominium Project during January,
February, March, and April 1985. Although the jury's findings are
framed in terms of a fraudulent inducement, the Court finds that
there is not competent evidence in the racord to support a finding
of actual fraud.

Nevertheless, the Court does concur with the

jury's finding that Deseret Federal did make such a promise to pay
and failed to pay Tri-X.

Tha Court further finds that as a

consequence of such promise to pay Tri-X, Deseret Federal is
estopped froa denying its obligation to pay for construction costs
incurred

for the Camelot

Condominium

Project during January,

February, March and April of 1985.
59.

The jury found in response to Special Interrogatory 39

that the fihaneial loss suffered by Tri-X as a result of such
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promise to pay Tri-K was $419,482.58 plus interest.

That figure

is not supporttd by competent evidence in th« racord.

Tha Court

finds that tha amount to which Tri-K is antitlad is $102,796.00
which is tha nat-amount of tha unpaid draw raquasts for January,
Fabruary, March and April of 1985 aftar deducting amounts due to
subcontractors and suppliers which amounts hava baan previously
sattlad and paid.
60.

In answar to Spacial Interrogatory 40, tha jury found

that Dasarat Fadaral mada no misraprasantation of a presently
existing material
construction

fact regarding the escrow of

account

in the amount

of

funds into a

$2,801,850.00

for the

construction of the Camelot Condominium Project.
61.

Special Interrogatories 48 through 50 dealt with whether

Oeseret Federal had waived the Oecember 31, 1984 completion date
under the Construction Contract with regard to its claim against
United Pacific. While the answers to these interrogatories appear
on the surface to be inconsistent with the jury's answers to
Special Interrogatories 22 through 24, where the jury found that
Oeseret Federal had not waived the Oecember 31, 1984 completion
date with regard to its claim against Tri-K, Special Interrogatory
50 misstates the third element of waiver which was correctly stated
in Special Interrogatory 24. Interrogatory 50 essentially restates
the first element of waiver in which the jury found under both
Special Interrogatory 22 and Special Interrogatory 48 had been
established.

4\4f«Mf«f.kli
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the Court finds that the evidence of waiver is the same for both
Tri-K and United Pacific and further finds that if the jury had
been given the saate three elements of waiver with regard to United
Pacific as it had been given with respect to Tri-K that the jury's
answers would have been the same.

Accordingly, the Court finds

that Deseret Federal did not waive its right to claim against
United Pacific that Tri-K breached its obligation to complete the
project by December 31, 1984.
62.

In answer to Special Interrogatory 51, the jury found

that the amount of retainage from the Draw Requests which Tri-K was
entitled to be paid by Soter's, Inc. was $419,432.58 plus interest.
This amount of retainage awarded by the jury to Tri-K has no basis
in the evidence in this case and the Court declines to follow the
jury's answer to this interrogatory.

The evidence which was

introduced during the course of the trial was that the amount of
retainage from the Draw Requests that had been withheld on the TriK Construction Contract was $43,889.72, and the Court so finds.
However, inasmuch as Tri-K failed to complete the Camelot Condominium Project, and has already unauthorizadly withdrawn profit
in the amount of $202,651.74, the Court

finds that there is

insufficient evidence which would entitle Tri-K to any retainage
and accordingly sets aside the jury's finding on this issue.
63.

In answering Special Interrogatory 52, the jury found

that Tri-K had established that it was entitled to receive from
Soter's, Inc. the profit which it would have received upon comple-
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tion of tha Carnalot Condominium Projact.
to complata

tha Camalot Condominium

Inasmuch as Tri-X failad

Projact, and has alraady

unauthorizedly withdrawn profit in tha amount of $202,651.74, tha
Court finds that thara is insufficiant avidanca which would antitla
Tri-X to any profit and accordingly sats asida th*a jury's finding
on this issua.
64.

Basad

upon

tha

jury's

answers

to

tha

Special

Zntarrogatorias and tha evidence at trial, the Court finds that
Tri-X knowingly and improperly withdrew through its Draw Requests
profits in the amount of $202,651.74, and that Tri-X has already
received payment for the reasonable value of all improvements
constructed

by Tri-X with respect to the Camalot Condominium

Project.
CONCLUSIONS Of LAW
Basad upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court does now
enter its Conclusions of Law as follows:
1.

Deseret Federal did not aet as tha agent of Continental

in negotiating the Construction Loan Agreement or in funding the
Construction Loan, and tha claims of Soter's, Inc. and Tri-K
against Continental predicated upon such alleged agency relationship should be dismissed with prejudice.
2.

Deseret Federal, in inducing Tri-X to remain on the

Camalot Condominium Project after December 31, 1984, was not acting
in any manner as tha agent of Continental, and tha claims of Tri-

4Ui«.*fat.kk
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X against Continantal pradicatad upon such allagad agancy should
ba dismissad with prejudice.
3.

Tha arrangement between Oasarat Federal and Continental

for Continantal to participate in tha Construction Loan was not
intended as a third-party beneficiary contract for tha benefit of
either Soter's, Inc. or Tri-K, and the claims of Soter's, Inc. and
Tri-K against Continental predicated upon a third-party beneficiary
claim should ba dismissed with prejudice.
4.

Continental and Oeseret Federal ware not partners with

respect to the Construction

Loan between Oeseret

Federal and

Soter's, Inc.
5.

Oaseret Federal and Continental were not joint-venturers

with respect to tha Construction Loan between Oaseret Federal and
Soter's, Inc.
6.

There is no basis in the record upon which any party can

justify the award of punitive or exemplary damages and no punitive
or exemplary damages should, therefore, ba awarded to any party.
7.

•Continental having stipulated at tha close of trial that

there was insufficient avidanea of record to support its claim of
fraud against Soter's, Znc. and its claim of conspiracy to defraud
against Soter's, Zne. and Tri-K thosa claims should ba dismissed
with prajudiea.
8.

Tha April 2, 198S "Extension Agreement" extended only the

data on which tha first payment undar tha Promissory Nota was due
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and did not extend any duties or obligations of Daseret Fadaral to
further fund said Note.
9.

Zn response to a Motion to Dismiss of United Pacific,

Continental stipulated at the close of trial that it was not a
joint obligee under the Performance Bond of United4 Pacific and that
its interests were sufficiently protected by the claims of Oeseret
Federal against United Pacific on the Bond.

Based upon such

stipulation of Continental, Continental's direct claims against
United Pacific should be dismissed with prejudice.
10.

In response to a Motion to Dismiss of Tri-K, Continental

stipulated at the close of trial that it was not a party to the
Construction Contract between Soter's, Inc. and Tri-K or the direct
assignee of the benefits of Soter's, Inc. under that contract and
that its interests were protected by the claims of Deseret Federal
against Tri-K as the assignee of the rights of Soter's, Inc. under
sueh contract.

Based upon such stipulation, the claims of Con-

tinental against Tri-K for breach of the Construction Contract
should be dismissed with prejudice.
11.

Deseret Federal having stipulated before trial that it

did not wish to pursue its indemnity claim against Soter's, Inc.
under the Assignment of Construction Contract and Consent, the
indemnity claim against Soter's, Inc. should be dismissed with
prejudice.
12.

Inasmuch as Deseret Federal ceased funding the Construc-

tion Loan after December 31, 1984, Soter's, Inc. is entitled to

4\4f»>«f«t.k*
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have judgment in its nvor and against Oeseret Few-ral for the sum
of $1,250,000.00, together with interest thereon at the legal rate
from the date of the Order, Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure
entered in this natter.

Oeseret Federal is entitled to offset

Soter's, Inc.'s judgment against it by Oeseret Federal's judgment
for its portion of the principal and interest due under the
Soter's, Zne. Promissory Note.

Oeseret Federal's portion of the

principal and interest due under the Soter's, Znc. Promissory Note
through October 31, 1988 is $1,550,329.62.
13.

Oeseret Federal waived the April 4, 1985 completion date

contained in the Construction Loan Agreement between Soter's, Inc.
and Oeseret Federal.
14.

Inasmuch as Soter's, Inc. failed to submit the breach of

implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing to the jury,
Oeseret Federal did not breach the implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing and such claim should be dismissed with prejudice.
15.

The December 18, 1984 and the February 7, 1985 disburse-

ments out .of the Revolving Line of Credit are properly attributable
to the Promissory Note and Construction Loan Agreement, and the
amounts of such disbursements, plus interest and all other charges
and costs relating thereto, should be added to the amount of
principal disbursed under the Promissory Note and Construction Loan
Agreement. Therefore, Oeseret Federal did not breach the Revolving
Line of Credit Agreement and did not convert money from Summit
Park, and such claims should be dismissed with prejudice.
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16.

Sotar's, Zne. breached the Promissory Note and Construc-

tion Loan Agreement by not completing the Camelot. Condominium
Project on or before April 4, 1985, by abandoning work on the
camelot

Condominium

Project

and

ceasing

construction

for 21

consecutive days, by permitting mechanic's liens to be filed
against tha Camelot Condominium' Project, and by failing to pay
principal and interest on or before October 5, 1985.
17.

Inasmuch as Deseret Federal endorsed the Soter's, Inc.

Promissory Note as seeured by tha Sotar's Trust Oec.d and the Summit
Park Trust Deed to Continental on August 22, 1984, both Continental
and Oeseret Federal have an interest in the Soter's, Inc. Promissory Note. As a consequence of the interests that Continental and
Deseret Federal each hold in the Soter's, Inc. Promissory Note as
secured by the Soter's Trust Deed and tha Summit Park Trust Deed,
Continental and Deseret Federal may jointly foreclose the Soter's
Trust Deed and tha Summit Park Trust Dead.
18.

Continental holds the Soter's, Ine. Promissory Note under

tha endorsement by Deseret Federal as a holder in due course.
19.

Tha total sum of $3,969,427.03, together with interest

continuing on tha principal amount of $2,700,485.75 at tha rate
set forth in tha Promissory Note from and after October 31, 1988,
plus tha attorney's faas and costs of Court incurred by Continental
in conjunction with this case, is due under tha Sotar's, Inc.
Promissory Note as secured by tha Trust Deads that are tha subject
to this action, which Trust Deeds vera given by Sotar's, Inc. and
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Summit Park, as tru.cors, to Deseret Federal, as trustaa and
banafieiary.

Tha Trust Daad givan by Sotar's, Inc. (harainaftar

rafarrad to as tha "Sotar's Trust Daad") was racordad in tha office
of tha Summit County Recorder on April 23, 1984 as Entry 219486,
in Book 297 at Page 381.

Tha Trust Daad given by Summit Park

(harainaftar rafarrad to as tha "Summit Park Trust Daad") was
racordad in tha office of tha Summit County Recorder on April 23,
1984 as Entry No. 219487, in Book 297 at Page 401 and rerecorded
in tha office of tha Summit County Recorder on May 3, 1984 as Entry
No. 219995, in Book 298 at Page 626.

Tha entire amount of the

Soter's, Znc. Promissory Note is presently due.
20.

Soter's, Inc. is entitled to offset its judgment in the

amount of $1,250,000.00 against the amount due on tha Sotar's, Inc.
Promissory Nota. Such offset, however, is limited to tha principal
advanced by Desarat Federal, together with accrued interest on that
principal.
21.

Tha Sotar's Trust Deed and tha Summit Park Trust Deed,

which cover tha real property described in Exhibits "A" and "B"
attached hereto, ara valid and subsisting liens upon said real
proparty securing

tha indebtedness

identified

above, and tha

interests of all parties in said real proparty ara inferior and
subordinate to tha lians of tha Sotar's Trust Deed and tha Summit
Park Trust Daad.
22.

Continantal and Dasarat Federal hava duly alactad to seek

foraclosura of tha Sotar's Trust Daad and tha Summit Park Trust
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Oaad in tha manner providad by lav for tha foraclosura of mortgages
upon raal proparty, and ara antitlad to a judgment and dacraa of
foraclosura.
23.

Tha interests, if any, in tha parcels of raal property

dascribad in Exhibits "A" and «B" hereto of all parties herein,
except Continental and Dasaret Federal, all those claiming by,
through or under any parties herein except Continental and Deseret
Federal, and all persons whose interest in said property was not
duly recorded in the proper office at tha time of recording of the
Soterfs Trust Deed and tha Summit Park Trust Deed be and the same
are hereby barred and foreclosed, subject to their statutory rights
of redemption, if any.
24.

In tha event that the proceeds of the sale of the parcels

of real property described in Exhibits "A' and "B" hereto, which
are covered by tha Soter*s Trust Deed and the Summit Park Trust
Deed, ara insufficient to satisfy tha indebtedness set forth in
paragraph

19 hereof, Continental and Deseret Federal will be

antitlad to hava and racovar judgment against Soter's and Summit
Park, jointly and severally, in such amount.
25.

Inasmuch as Gregory S. Soter and Julia Soter executed

unconditional guarantees, guaranteeing tha performance of the
Promissory Note by Soter's, Inc., Continental and Deseret Federal
ara entitled to hava and recover judgment in their favor and
against Gregory S. Soter and Julia Soter, jointly and severally,
in tha amount of indebtedness set forth in paragraph 19 hereof.
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26.

Tri-K is not antitlad to any mechanic's lian upon the

subjact property, and Tri-K's claim to astablish and foraclosa its
nachanic's lian should ba dismissed with prejudice.
27.

Unitad Pacific and Tri-K had the obligation and duty to

construct and complete the Camelot Condominium Project. As between
Deseret Federal and Soter's, Inc., on the one hand, and United
Pacific and Tri-K, on the other hand, Deseret Federal and Soter's,
Inc. had no obligation or duty to complete the construction to
mitigate their damages caused by United Pacific's and Tri-K's
failure to construct and complete the Camelot Condominium Project.
28.

Tri-K breached its Construction Contract, which had been

assigned to Deseret Federal, by failing to complete construction
of the Camelot Condominium Project on or before December 31, 1984,
and

by

unauthorizedly

withdrawing

profits

in

tha

amount

of

$202,651.74.
29.

Unitad Pacific breached its Performance Bond by failing

to complete the Construction Contract and by failing to remedy TriK's breaches of tha Construction Contract.
30.
December

Deseret Federal and Soter's, Inc. did not waive the
31, 1984 completion

data

found

in the

Construction

Contract.
31.

As a result of Unitad Pacific's and Tri-K's breaches,

Deseret Federal has baan damaged, and is antitlad to a judgment
against Unitad Pacific and Tri-K, jointly and severally, in tha
amount of $2.,215,919.00.
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32.

inasmuc*. fti yeseret Federal promiSw-»

pay Tri-K ror

construction costs incurred for the camelot Condominium Project
during January, February, March, and April 1985 and failed to make
such payments, Oes«ret Federal breached such promise and is
estopped from denying its obligation to make such payment.

Tri-K

is entitled to a judgment against Deseret Federal in the amount of
$102,796.00.
33.

Oeseret Federal did not defraud Tri-K and Tri-K's fraud

claim against Oeseret Federal should be dismissed with prejudice.
34. Oeseret Federal did not defraud United Pacific and United
Pacific's fraud claim against Deseret Federal should be dismissed
with prejudice.
DATED this

if*day of

<f^

, 1981

Z

2*>j^£S«2*-

JORABLE-tR^EST F. BAipfllN
fict Court Judge
/7
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The reel property referred to herein is described u follows:

T.I511 COUKTT RCCOROCifS OFFICE.

^.297 «u397
XB0028S
EXHIBIT "A#

Ich point Is 2207.47 feet Sooth and 1138.42 t«eV . e s t . from m e
*hwest eorner of Section 15, Township 1 South, IUngeq» East, Salt
Base and Meridian, end running thence North 60*00*00*"Vcst 466.43
rt; thence South 68*00*00* Vest 503.23 feet; thence North 63*00*00"
tt 380.00 f e e t ; thence South 83*00*00* Vest 290.00 f e e t ; thence
ith 40*00*00* Vest 305.00 f e e t : thence North 35*00'00* Vest 181.6$
st; thence South 14*67*00* Vest 298.54 feet; thence North 76*00*00"
st 278.41 f e e t ; thence South 81*24*29* Vest 264.98 f e e t ; thence
ith 43*30*00* Vest 609.74 feet; thence North 76*00*00* Vest 425.90
et; thence South 78*00'00* Vest 175.00 feet; thence North 53*00*00"
st 175.00 f e e t ; thence South 88*30*00* Vest 215.00 f e e t ; thence
rth 02*30*00* East 385.00 f e e t ; thence North 32*30*00* East 380.00
i t ; thence North 10*00*00* Vest 305.00 feet; thence North 33*30*00"
st 215.21 . f e e t ; thence North 65*00'00* East 203.28 f e e t ; thence
nth 25*00*00" East 435.24 feet; thence South 20*00*00* East 136.36
et to a point on the arc of a 100 foot radius curve to the right;
ence Southeasterly along the arc of said 100 foot radius curve
8.35 f e e t ; thence South 25*00' East 30.00 feet to a point of tanncy with e SO.00 foot radius curve to the l e f t ; thence Easterly ang. the arc of said 50.00 foot radius curve, 93.72 feet to the South
rner of Lot 45, Summit Park, Plat *0*; thence North 42*23*40* Vest
0.00 f e e t ; thence North 47*36'20* East 165.00 f e e t ; thence North
*24*29* East 60.66 feet; thence North 338.00 feet; thence North 17"
•30* East 987.75 f e e t ; thence North 17*18*45* East 157.74 feet to
e Northwest corner of Lot. 28, Summit Park, Plat *J",'said corner
so being the South corner of. Lot 79, Sums,it Park, Plat *!*; thence
th 47*41*30" Vest 239.60 feet; thence North 25*58*00* Vest 475.00
. t ; thence North 56*S5*09" Vest 345.78 feet; .thence North 84*55*00"
st 455.00 feet to a angle point on the South line of Lot 99, Summit
irk. Plat * 1 " , said point also being the Northeast corner of Lot 11.
immit Park, Plat *L*; thence South 42*24*11* Vest 164.40 feet;, thence
)uth 46*56' 00* Vest 50.00 f e e t ; thence South 44*48*28* Vest 162.11
ttt; thence South 47*26*00* Vest 50.00 f e e t ; thence South 51*48'03*
sst 188.08 feet; thence North 60*55*00* Vest 70.00 feet; thence North
t*S5'00" Vest 250.00 feet; thence North 15*55*00* Vest 330.00 feet to
he Northwest corner of Lot 18, Summit Park Plat *L*, said corner be*g on the County line between Salt Lake and Summit Counties; thence
long.the.boundary line between Salt Lake and Summit Counties the folowing courses and distances; South 44*05'00* Vest 370.00 feet; thence
outh 73* 20'00" Vest 1042.81 feet; thence South 26*23*00* Vest 272.37
ect; thence South 07*45*00* East 622.68 feet; thence South 76*53*00"
est 457.25 f e e t ; thence South 31*42'00" East 513.62 feet to the top
f a peak on the Oivlde; thence South 03*26*00* Vest 799.44 f e e t ; theee South 17*16*00* Vest 1290.03 f e e t ; thence South 01*34*00* Vest
28.27 feet; thence South 38*40*00* East 256.15 feet to a peak on the
1dge l i n t ; thence South 82*59'00* East 589.39 feet; thence South 79*
1*00* East 1260.75 feet;.thence South 69*13*00" East 849.96 feet to a
olnt where two. ridges meet; thence leaving the county line end runnng Northerly to the l e f t along thc'rldge the following courses and
Ustsnecs; North 09*13*00* Cast 830.72 f e e t ; thence North 46*00'0C"
• st 683.79 f e e t ; thence North 28*29*00" Cast 773.64 f e e t : thence
srth 74*15*00" East 821.54 f e e t ; thence North 64*01»00" Cast 928.99
t t t ; thence North 13*48*00" Cast 520.30 feet to the point of.8C61NKftifl.
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PTIH6 THEREFROM the f o \ ,*1ng described tract of a
;
NNINS at a point North 30 feet and West 2300 f e e t f r o a the South,
corner of Section 9 , Township 1 South, Range 3 Cast, Salt Late
and Herldlan; thence North SO f e e t ; thence Vest SO f e e t ; thence
i SO f e e t ; thence East SO feet to the point of BEGINNING.
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CONSTRUCTION LOAN AGREEMENT

Deseret Federal Savings and Loan Association
3860 South 2300 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 14109
Re:

Camelot Condominiums
Summit Park, Utah

Gentlemen:
The undersigned, Soter's, Inc., a Utah corporation CBorrowcr") has applied to
you for your commitment to extend credit to ft in the amount and for the uses and purposes
hereinafter set fcrth (the "Loan"). This Agreement is executed and delivered to you by the
Borrower to set fcrth the terms and conditions to oe applicable to such extension of credit
%nd the representations to be made in connection therewith. You are hereinafter referred
to as the "Lender".
S£CT10N

^

DEFINITIONS.

Unless the context otherwise requires, the following terms shall for all
purpose* of this Agreement have the meanings herein specified and the following definitions
shall be equally applicable to both the singular and plural forms of any of the terms herein
defined.
1.1. "Additional Collateral Documents1* shall mean an Assignment of
Leases, an Assignment of the General Contract with the General Contractor's consent
thereto, an Assignment of the contract with the Architect with the Architect's consent
thereto and a Guaranty of payment of the Loan from each of the Guarantors, each of such
documents to be satisfactory to Lender in form and substance.
j # 2. "Affiliate" shall mean any person, firm, corporation or entity (herein
collectively called a "Person") directly or indirectly controlling or controlled by, or under
direct or indirect common control with, another Person* A Person shall be deemed to
control another Person for the purposes of this definition if such first Person possesses,
directly or indirectly, the power to direct, or cause the direction of, the management and
policies of the second Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, common
directorsf trustees or officers, by contract or otherwise.
1.3.

"Architect" shall mean Jimmie L. Jones.

1.4. "Business Day" shall mean a day on which the Lender is open for
business in Salt Lake City, Utah,
1.5. "Change Order" shall mean any amendments or modifications to the
Plans, the General Contract, or the contract with the Architect.

1

shall mean April 4, IMS.

•7* "Construction Costs'* shall mean the costs of all labor and materials
necessary to complete the physical construction of the Improvements in accordance with
the Plans and any Change Orders permitted hereunder, the estimates of such costs being as
specified in the Project Budget.
1,1. "Consultant" shall mean Steve Anderson oi any other construction
consultant designated by Lender.
1.9,
Estimated Total Cost of Completing the Improvements" shall mean as
of any given date, the then total cost of completing construction of the Improvements
pursuant to the Plans and any Change Orders permitted under the terms of this Agreement,
including the then estimated Other Project Costs which remain unpaid. The Estimated
Total Cost of Completing the Improvements shall be determined by the Lender except
where expressly otherwise indicated herein.
1.10. pGeneral Contractor" shall mean Tri*K Contractors, a Utah corporation
and Ger.a»ai Contract" shall mean the Contract with the General Contractor icr
construction of the Improvements dated August 17, 1983.
n

1.11. "Governmental Body" shall mean the United states, the State of Utah,
and any political subdivision thereof and any agency, department, commission, board,
bureau or instrumentality of any of them which exercises Jurisdiction over the Mortgaged _ .
Premises, construction thereon, the use of improvements thereto or the availability of
Ingress or egress thereto or of gas, water, electricity or sewerage facilities therefor.
1.12. "Governmental Requirements" shall mean any law, ordinance, order,
rule or regulation of a Governmental Body.
1.13.

"Guarantors" shall mean Greg S. Soter, Julie R. Soter and Eva S. Soter.

1.14. Improvements" shall mean the work to be performed pursuant to the
Plans consisting of the construction of a 25 unit residential condominium development with
a clubhouse containing a swimming pool and other facilities, landscaping and parking area,
all to be constructed on the Mortgaged Premises.
1.15.

"Loan Amount" shall mean $3,000,0

1.16. "Deed of Trust" shall mean the Deed of Trust, Security Agreement and
Assignment of Rents bearing even date herewith made by Borrower and securing the loan
evidenced by the Kote. ."Summit Park Deed of Trust" shall mean the Deed of Trust Security
Agreement and Assignment of Rents bearing even date herewith made by Summit Park
Company, a Utah corporation CSummit Park") and securing the loan evidenced by the Note.
1.17. "Mortgaged Premises" shall mean the property conveyed to the trustee
under tht Deed of Trust for the benefit of Lender as security for tht Loan more fully
described In the Deed of Trust consisting of an approximately 2.399 acre parcel located at
465 Aspen Drive,In Summit Park, Utah, all improvements thereto and all income there fro P..
all to be built on the land legally described in the Deed of Trust (the "Real Property").
"Summit Park Premises" shall mean the property conveyed-to the Trustee under the Summit

Park Deed of Trust as security for the Loan more fully described In .the Summit Park Deed
of Trust consisting of an approximately 350 acre parcel at Summit Park, Utah, all
improvements thereto and all income therefrom.
1.18. "Note" shall mean the Promissory Note of the Borrower ta the amount
of $3,000,000.00 bearing even date herewith, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit
A
1 19 "Other Project Costs" shall mean and include all of the costs to be
incurred In connection with the construction of the Improvements or as expenses of holding
and maintaining the Mortgtged Premises during the period from the date hereof to the
maturity date of the Note which are identified as such on the Project Budget.
1.20. " 'Plans' ' shall meai i tl ie f inil plai is and specifications for the
construction of the Improvements on the Real Property prepared by the Architect and approved as required herein and a11 amendments and modifications thereof made in
accordance with this Agreement.
1.21. "Frime Rtte 1 * shall mean the rate of interest from time i
a .• ii ic " in :: c <d by Chemical Btnk of New York, New York as its prime commercial rate.
1.22. "Project Budget 91 shall mean the budget attached hereto as Exr
ill s till ,e sarr lis may from time to time be amended with the written consent of Lender,
1.23

Iitle Company" shall mean Western States Title Company.

1.22.
Unavoidable Delays" shall mean delays due to strikes, acts of God,
governmental restrictions or preemption of labor or material, enemy action, insurrection,
fire, unavoidable casualty or other causes beyond the control of the Borrower. The
existence of an Unavoidable Delay shall not excuse a failure to complete construction of
the Improvements on or before the Completion Date.
1.23. "Revolving Credit Loan" shall mean the revolving credit loan in the
amount of $350,000 made by Lender to Summit Park Company on the date hereof.
Capitalized terms defined elsewhere in this Agreement shall, unless t _
context otherwise requires, have the same meanings in all provisions of this Agreement and
the use of any gender shall be applicable to all genders.
SECTION 2.

R E

pRESENTAT|0NS

AND

WARRANTIES.

Borrower represents and warrants to Lender as follows:
2 # i # Borrower fyyi nil necessary power to carry on its present business and
has full right, power and authority to enter into this Agreement, make the borrowings
herein provided for, issue the Note, execute and deliver the Deed of Trust and Additional
Collateral Documents executed by it and to convey the Mortgaged Premises pursuant to the
Deed of Trust and otherwise perform and consummate the transactions contemplated
hereby and this Agreement, the Note, Deed of Trust and Additional Collateral Documents
do not, and the performance or observance by Borrower of any of the matters and things
herein or therein provided for will not, constitute an event of default or event which with
-3-

the lapse of time, the giving of notice or both would constitute an event of default under
any indenture, loan agreement; mortgage, deed of trust, lease, guaranty or other agreement
to which the Borrower Is a party or by which it is bound.
2.2. Borrower is a duly organized and validly existing corporation under the
laws of the State of Utah, a true copy of the Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws of Borrower having been heretofore delivered to Lender. The sole shareholders of Borrower are
Greg S. Soter and Eva S. Soter.
2.3. Ail contracts, agreements, consents, waivers, documents and writings
of every kind or character at any time to be delivered to Lender pursuant to any of the provisions of this Agreement are valid and enforceable and in all respects what they purport to
be and to the extent that any such writing shall impose any obligation or duty on the party
thereto or constitute a waiver of any rights which any such party might otherwise have, said
writing shall be valid and enforceable against said party in accordance with its terms except
to the extent the same may be in conflict with applicable law. As of the date hereof, the
Borrower is in full compliance with all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the
Note, the Deed of Trust and the Additional Collateral Documents and no event of default
has occurred and Is continuing with respect thereto and no event has occurred and is
continuing which with the lapse of time or the giving of notice, or both would constitute
such an event of default.
2.4. All financial statements heretofore delivered to Lender by or on behalf
of Borrower and the Guarantors are true and correct and have been prepared in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles consistently applied and truly and accurately
reflect the financial condition of Borrower and the Guarantors as of the dates thereof and
for the periods covered thereby provided however that Lender accepts for purposes of this
warranty the financial statements prepared by Huber, Erickson and Butler previously
submitted to Lender. Since the date of the latest of such financial statements delivered to
Lender there has been no material adverse change in the financial condition or in the assets
or liabilities of Borrower and the Guarantors nor any changes except those occurring in the
ordinary course of business and no additional borrowings have been made by Borrower and
the Guarantors since the date thereof, other than the borrowing contemplated hereby.
There is no litigation or governmental proceeding pending or threatened against Borrower,
the Guarantors or the Mortgaged Premises. All tax returns and reports of Borrower
required by law to be filed have been duly filed and all taxes, assessments, and other
governmental charges upon Borrower and upon Borrower's properties, assets or income and
upon the Mortgaged Premises, which are due and payable, have been paid and shall continue
to be so paid.
2.5. Borrower has good and marketable title to the Mortgaged Premises
subject only to such objections, if any, as shall be specifically permitted in writing by
Lender. The Plana have been approved to the extent required by applicable law or any
effective restrictive covenant, by all Governmental Bodies and the beneficiary of any such
covenant, respectively.
2.6. All construction heretofore performed on the Improvements has been
performed in a fit and workmanlike manner and in accordance with the Plans, all such
construction Is free from structural defects and no violation of any Governmental
Requirement exists with respect thereto. There are no unpaid claims for labor,
architectural drawings, surveys, engineering plans, materials, supplies or other services
furnished upon the Mortgaged Premises or the Improvements other than those set forth on
-4-

Exhibit E attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, and no notice of
commencement or claim of lien affecting the Mortgaged Premises or the Improvements has
been filed. No such notice of commencement or claim of Hen will be filed prior to the
recording of the Deed of Trust and no notice or claim filed subsequent thereto will have
priority over the Deed of Trust
2.7. The copies of the Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws of Borrower
heretofore delivered to Lender are true and correct and in all respects what they purport to
be and have not been amended or modified in any respect (except for amendments embodied
in written agreements delivered to Lender).
2.8. The construction of the Improvements in accordance with the Plans and
the Improvements themselves when so constructed will not violate any Governmental Requirement with respect thereto* including without limitation* zoning, building, use,
environmental and ecological laws, rules* regulations and ordinances and the anticipated use
of the Improvements complies with all applicable ordinances, laws* rules, regulations and
restrictive covenants affecting the Mortgaged Premises and the Improvements and ail
requirements of such use which can be satisfied prior to completion of construction have
been satisfied.
2.9. All permits, consents, approvals or authorizations by, or registration*,
declarations, withholdings of objection or filing* with any Governmental Body necessary in
connection with the valid execution, delivery and performance cf this Agreement, the Note,
the Deed of Trust and the Additional Collateral Documents or necessary for the
construction of the Improvements, have been obtained, are valid, adequate and in full force
and effect or will be obtained prior to the commencement of construction of the portion of
the Improvements to which they relate.
2.10. All utility services necessary for construction and for the operation of
the Improvements for their intended purpose are available at the boundaries of the Real
Property, including water supply, storm and sanitary sewer facilities, gas and/or electric
and telephone facilities, and garbage disposal services will be available to owners in the
Improvements; the providing of all such utility services necessary for the construction and
operation of the Improvements shall not be subject to the consent or withholding of
objection of any Governmental Body or, if so subject, such consent or withholding of
objection will have been obtained prior to commencement of construction and all applicable
tap and connection fees have been paid or have been provided for in the Project Budget.
2.11. All roads, easements and other necessary modes of ingress or egress to
and from the Mortgaged Premises necessary for the full utilization of the Improvements for
their intended purpose or the construction thereof have been completed or obtained or the
necessary rights of way therefor have been acquired and all necessary steps have been taken
by Borrower or the appropriate Governmental Body to insure the complete construction and
installation thereof*
2.12. No brokerage or other fee, commission or compensation is to be paid by
Lender, and Borrower hereby indemnifies Lender against any and all claims for brokerage
fees or commissions which may be asserted against Lender, and hereby agrees to pay all
expenses, including but not limited to costs and attorney fees incurred by Lender in
connection with the defense of any action or proceeding brought to collect any such
brokerage fees or com missions.
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The foregoing representations and warranties shall survive the execution and
delivery of this Agreement and shall continue in full force and effect until the liabilities of
the Borrower arising hereunder, and the indebtedness evidenced by the Note, has been fully
paid and satisfied. The request for any advance under this Agreement by the Borrower or
on Its behalf shall constitute a certification that the aforesaid representations and
warranties are true and correct as of the date of such request.
SECTION 3.

COVENANTS.

From and after the date hereof and so long as any credit remains in use or
available hereunder, Borrower covenants and agrees that:
3.1. Preservation of Existence. Borrower will preserve and keep in full
force and effect its existence as a corporation under the laws of the State of Utah and will
not amend or modify or permit the amendment or modification of its Articles of
Incorporation and By-Laws under which it is formed in any manner which might adversely
affect the interest of Lender or the holder of the Note.
2.2. Financial Reports. Borrower will furnish to Lender such !r.?orma;ion
ano data with respect to the financial condition* business affairs or operations or Bo*remand each of the Guarantors as may be requested (all such information and data to be
prepared in accordance with generally acospted accounting principles consistently applied
provided that Lender shall accept financial statements prepared by Huber; Erickson ano
Butler in the same manner as previously submitted to Lender}* and in addition* will furnish
to Lender such information and data with respect to the Mortgaged Premises and the.
construction of the Improvements thereon as may be requested by Lender and Borrower will
maintain a system of accounting capable of furnishing all such information and data in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles consistently applied.
3.3. Insurance. The Borrower will* at its expense* maintain the following
insurance with good and responsible insurance companies satisfactory to Lender:
(a) Builders1 Risk, It will insure, or cause to be insured* the Improvements,
all property (whether real* personal or mixed) incorporated therein and all materials
and supplies delivered to the Mortgaged Premises for use in connection with
construction of the Improvements and all equipment to be used for that purpose under
insurance policies in builders' risk form with standard non-contributory mortgage
clauses in favor of Lender providing that any loss is to be adjusted with and any
recovery payable to Lender as its interest may appear and also containing loss payable
endorsement 38BFU naming Lender as loss payee. All such policies shall be in such
* amounts* contain such coverages and insure against such risks as shall be satisfactory
to Lender. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing* the Improvements and all
materials* supplies and equipment shall be insured to an amount equal to 100% of the
full insurable value thereof (actual replacement value without deduction for
depreciation) at all times against loss or damage by fire* lightning* windstorm,
explosion* theft and such other risks as are usually included under extended coverage.
(b) Other Insurance. It will procure and maintain insurance against such
other perils and risks (exclusive of the perils and risks insured against under the
coverage provided in subpart (a) of this Section 3.3) as Lender shall request and,
without any such request* will procure and maintain comprehensive general liability
-«-

!nsurancef statutory workmen's compensation and occupational disease Insurance,
insurance against statutory structural work act liability, flood Insurance (if the
Mortgaged Premises or any part thereof Is In an area designated by a Governmental
Body as having special flood hazards), boiler and machinery insurance/ All such
insurance shall be maintained under policies containing such provisions and coverages
and being In such amounts as are approved by Lender, which policies shall name
Lender as a co-Insured thereunder. Borrower shall cause the Architect to procure
professional liability insurance In such amounts and with such coverages as shall be
satisfactory to Lender.
(c) Policy Provisions. All Insurance maintained by Borrower shall be
maintained with good and responsible insurance companies, shall provide that no
cancellation thereof shall be effective until at least 30 days after receipt by Lender of
written notice thereof, shall provide that losses are payable notwithstanding any acts
or omissions of Borrower, shall contain no deductible provisions which have not been
approved by the Lender and shall be satisfactory to Lender In all other respects.
(d) Renewal Policies. Borrower will deliver to Lender the photocopy of any
policy required under the provisions of this Section 3.3, together with an original
certificate of insurance, and will cause photocopies of renewal policies, together with
an criminal certificate of insurtnce, to be delivered to Lender at least 15 days prior to
the exciration of any such policies.
(e) Adjustment of Loss. Borrower hereby authorizes the Lender, at the
Lender's opMon, tc edjust and compromise any losses under any insurance afforded, but
unless Lender elects to adjust the losses as aforesaid (which election Lender shall no:
make prior to the occurrence of an event of default or event which, with the lapse of
time, the giving of notice, or both would constitute an event of default hereunder),
said adjustment and/or compromise shall be made by Borrower, subject to final
approval of Lender in the case of losses exceeding $10,000.
(f) Additional Policies. Borrower shall not take out or maintain separate
insurance concurrent in kind or form or contributing in the event of loss with any
insurance required hereinabove.
3.4.

Damage to and Destruction of the Improvements.

(a) Notice. In the case of any material damage to or destruction of the
Improvements or any part thereof, Borrower shall promptly give notice thereof to
Lender generally describing the nature and extent of such damage or destruction.
(b) Restoration. Upon the occurrence of any such damage to or destruction
of the Improvements, Borrower shall cause same to be restored, replaced or rebuilt as
nearly as possible to their value, condition and character immediately prior to such
damage or destruction. Such restoration, replacement or rebuilding shall be effected
promptly and Borrower shall notify Lender if it appears that such restoration,
replacement or rebuilding may delay completion of the Improvements beyond the
Completion Date. Damage to or destruction of the Improvements shall not excuse a
failure to complete the Improvements on or before the Completion Date unless a delay
In completion shall specifically be assented to in writing by Lender.
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(c) Application of Insurance Proceeds. Net Insurance proceeds received by
Lender under the provisions of this Agreement or any instrument supplemental hereto
or thereto or any policy or policies of insurance covering the Improvements or any
part thereof shall be applied by Lender at its option as and for a prepayment on the
Note (whether or not the same is then due or otherwise adequately secured) or to
restoring the Improvements (in which event Lender shall not be obiigited to see to the
proper application thereof nor shall the amount so released or used be deemed a payment of the indebtedness evidenced by the Note), provided, however, that (i) if such
proceeds are not sufficient to repay the outstanding balance of principal and interest
and any other indebtedness of Borrower to Lender, (ii) Borrower is not in default
hereunder and (Hi) Borrower is required by Lender to restore the Improvements, such
proceeds shall be made available for the restoration of the portion of the Mortgaged
Premises damaged or destroyed if written application for such use Is made within
thirty days of receipt of such proceeds and the following conditions are satisfied:
(v) the restoration will not, in the reasonable Judgment of Lender, delay completion of
the Improvements beyond the Completion Date; (w) no event of default (as hereinafter
defined) or event which with the lapse of time, the giving of notice or both would
constitute sucn an event of default shall be continuing (and if such an event of default
shall occur du-mg restoration, Lender may at its election apply any insurance proceeds
then remaining in its hands to the reduction of the indebtedness evidenced by the Netand the other indebtedness of Borrower to Lender arising in connection with the
transactions contemplated hereby); (x) Borrower shall have submitted to Lender plans
and specifications for the restoration which shall be satisfactory to it; (y) Borrower
shall submit to Lender fixed price contracts with good and responsible contractors and
materialmen covering all work and materials necessary to complete restoration and
providing for a total completion price which is not in excess of the amount of such
insurance proceeds; and (z) Borrower shall have obtained a waiver of the right of
subrogation from any insurer under such policies of insurance which at that time claim
that no liability exists as to Borrower or the insured under such policies. Any
insurance proceeds to be released pursuant to the foregoing provisions shall be
disbursed by Lender from time to time as restoration progresses to pay for restoration
work completed and in place on and subject to compliance by the Borrower with all of
the terms and conditions of this Agreement (including those applicable to
disbursement of loan proceeds). All title insurance charges and other costs and
expenses paid to or for the account of Borrower in connection with the release of such
insurance proceeds and such restoration shall constitute so much additional
indebtedness of Borrower to Lender which Borrower hereby promises to pay and to be
payable upon demand with interest at the rate provided for in the Note after
maturity. Lender may deduct any such costs and expenses from insurance proceeds at
any time standing in its hands. If Borrower fails to request that insurance proceeds be
applied to the restoration of the Improvements, or if Borrower makes such a request
but fails to complete restoration within a reasonable time, Lender shall have the right,
but not the duty, to restore or rebuild the Mortgaged Premises or any part thereof for
or on behalf of Borrower in lieu of applying said proceeds to the indebtedness
tvidenced by the Note or otherwise arising in connection with the transactions
contemplated hereby and for such purpose may do all acts, including using funds
deposited by the Borrower and advancing additional funds for the purpose of
restoration, all such additional funds to constitute part of the indebtedness secured by
the Deed of Trust, Summit Park Deed of Trust and Additional Collateral Documents
and to be payable upon demand with interest at the rate provided for in the Note after
maturity.
-S

3.5.

Eminent Domain.

(a) Notice. The Borrower will give Lender immediate written notice of the
actual or threatened commencement of any proceedings by any Governmental Body
for the purpose of taking or otherwise affecting by condemnation, eminent domain or
otherwise all or any part of the Mortgtged Premises or the Improvements thereon,
including any easement therein or appurtenance thereto.
(W Assignment of Claim, Power of Attorney to Collect, Etc. Any and all
awards heretofore or hereafter made or to be made to the present and all subsequent
owners of the Mortgaged Premises by any Governmental Body for taking or affecting
the whole or any part of the Mortgaged Premises, the Improvements or any easement
therein or appurtenance thereto (including any award from the United States
Government at any time after the allowance of the claim therefor, the ascertainment
of the amount thereof and the issuance of the award for payment thereof) are hereby
assigned by Borrower to Lender and Borrower hereby irrevocably constitutes and
appoints Lender its true and lawful attorney in fact with full power of substitution for
!t and in its name, p!tce and stead to collect and receive the proceeds of any such
award granted by virtue of *ny such taking and to give proper receipts &r.d
acquittances therefor.
(c) Effect of Condemnation and Application of Awards. In the event that any
proceedings are commenced by any Governmental Body or other person to take or
otherwise affect the Mortgtged Premises, the Improvements or any easement therein
or appurtenance thereto, Lender may at its option apply the proceeds of any award
made in such proceedings as and for a prepayment on the indebtedness evidenced by
the Note, notwithstanding the fact that said indebtedness may not then be due and
payable or is otherwise adequately secured, provided however, Borrower may retain
any such award if Borrower is not in default hereunder, such taking is not a default
under paragraph 9.1(h) hereof and such award is less than $20,000.00.
3.6. Payment of Expenses. The Borrower will pay all costs, expenses and
fees incurred by Lender in connection with the preparation and enforcement of this
Agreement and the other instruments and documents contemplated hereby or arising out of
or incurred in connection with any of the transactions contemplated hereby or in connection
with any proceedings (including probate and bankruptcy proceedings) to which the Lender
becomes a party or in which it intervenes which may affect or relate to the Loan and the
collateral security therefor and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, will pay
all taxes, filing and recording expenses (including stamp taxes, if any), all title insurance
charges, all escrow fees and expenses, the fees and commissions lawfully due to brokers in
connection with the transactions contemplated hereby, the fees of the Consultant (provided
that ail Consultant fees for routine processing of draw requests prior to default shall be
paid for by Lender), the Lender's attorneys9 fees and court costs incurred by the Lender in
connection with this transaction, including attorneys' fees, other fees and costs incurred in
connection with the enforcement of this Agreement, the Note, Deed of Trust, and
Additional Collateral Documents or arising out of claims or actions brought or filed by or
against the Lender arising out of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and the
Borrower hereby indemnifies and saves the Lender harmless from and against any and all
costs, expenses, judgments, awards and liabilities incurred by it in connection with the
transactions contemplated hereby* In the event that Lender is in default hereunder, Lender
shall pay for Borrower's attorney's fees, court costs and other costs incurred by Borrower in
connection with the enforcement of this Agreement.
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3.7. Mechanics* Lien Claims. The Borrower will not suffer or permit to
rist any mechanics1 lien claims asserted against the Mortgaged Premises, the
improvements or any funds due the General Contractor and will promptly discharge same in
te event of the filing thereof; provided, however, that nothing herein contained shall
rohibit the Borrower from contesting any such liens or claims for lien in good faith if they
tail have furnished such bond, security or indemnity as Lender may require.
3.8. Subcontractors, The Borrower will, If Lender at any time so demands,
ibmit any or all proposed subcontractors, subcontracts and contracts with persons who are
> perform services or furnish labor and materials for items included in the Improvements
3 Lender for Its approval.
3.9. Diligent Prosecution of Construction. The Borrower will cause the
onstruction of the Improvements to be prosecuted with diligence and continuity and will
ompiete same on or before the Completion Date free and clear of all liens or claims for
ens for material supplied or labor or services furnished in connection with the construction
f the Improvements*
3.10. Change Orders. The Borrower will not execute or author??.* the
xecution of or permit the execution of any Change Order without the prior written
pproval of Lender.
3.11. Correction of Defects in Construction. The Borrower will, upon
lemand by Lender, correct any material defect in the Improvements or any material
leparture from the Plans not approved by Lender or authorized by any other provisions of
his Agreement. The disbursement of funds hereunder shall not constitute a waiver of
vender's right to require compliance with this covenant with respect to any such defects or
iepartures from the Plans not theretofore objected to by Lender.
3.12. Inspection and Cooperation. The Borrower will permit Lender or its
representatives at all reasonable times and as often as Lender may request to inspect the
Improvements and the materials to be used in the construction thereof, to examine ail
jetailed plans and drawings which are or may be kept on the Mortgaged Premises and to
ixamine and copy all books and account records and other papers relating to the Mortgaged
Premises and the construction of the Improvements and will, and will cause the
lubcontractors and materialmen to cooperate with Lender to enable it to exercise such
rights. Any such inspection shall be made solely and exclusively for the benefit of the
Lender.
3.13. Further Assurances. The Borrower will at any time and from time to
time upon request of Lender take or cause to be taken any action and execute,
acknowledge, deliver or record any further documents, opinions, mortgages, security
agreements, financing statements or other instruments which Lender in its reuonable
discretion deems necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes of this Agreement and
to preserve, protect and perfect the security intended to be created and preserved in the
Mortgaged Premises and the subject matters of the Additional Collateral Documents and to
establish, preserve and protect the security interest of Lender in and to any personal
property installed in, furnished to or used or intended to be used in connection with the
construction of the Improvements or the operation thereof.
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3.14. Burdensome Contracts with Affiliates. The Borrower will not without
Lender's written consent enter into any contract, agreement or business arrangement with
an Affiliate on terms and conditions which are leu favorable to it than would be usual and
customary In similar contracts, agreements or business arrangements between persons not
affiliated with each other.
3.15* Litigation. Borrower will promptly furnish Lender with a written
notice of any litigation affecting Borrower, any Guarantor or the Mortgaged Premises.
SECTION 4.

INTEREST AND TERM.

4.1. Prime Rate. The Loan shall bear interest (which the Borrower hereby
promises to pay at the times herein provided), payable monthly on the first day of each
calendar month prior to maturity, at the rate per annum determined by adding 2% to the
Prime Rate as from time to time in effect and shall bear interest after maturity (as well
after as before judgment) at the rate per annum determined by adding 4% to the Prime
Rate as from time to time in effect until paid in full. Any change in the interest rate by
reason of a change in the Prime Rate shall be and become effective as of and on the date of
the relevant change in the Prime Rate.
4.2. Computation of interest. All interest on the Note shall b* calculated
on tf<* basis of a 360 day year for the actual number of days elapsed. Each dexermination of
the Prime Rate shall be conclusive and binding on the Borrower's absent manifest error.
4.3. Term. The principal amount of the Loan together with ail accrued and
unpaid interest shall be due and payable on April 4, 1985; provided however, that Lender
may, in its sole discretion, extend said date to October 4, 198S upon the following
conditions: (a) Lender shall have received from Borrower, prior to March 4, 1985 a written
request for such extension, (b) no event of default or event which with the lapse of time,
the giving of notice, or both would constitute an event of default shall have occurred or be
continuing under this Agreement and (c) Borrower shall have paid to Lender on or before
April 4, 1985 an extension fee equal to one percent of the outstanding principal balance of
the Loan on April 4, 1985.
SECTION 5.

PAYMENTS.

5.1. Place and Application. All payments of principal, interest and
commitment ftts shall be made to Lender at its office at 3860 South 2300 East, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84109 (or at such other place for the account of Lender as Lender may from
time to time in writing specify to the Borrower), in immediately available and freely
transferable funds at the place of payment. All payments shall be paid in full without
setoff or counterclaim and without reduction for and free from any and all taxes, levies,
imposts, duties, fees, charges, deductions, withholdings, restrictions or conditions of any
nature imposed by any Governmental Body.
5.2. Prepayments. The Borrower shall have the privilege of prepaying the
Loan in whole or in part (but if in part, then in a minimum amount of $156,000.00), without
premium or penalty, at any time upon three business days prior notice to Lender, each such
prepayment to be made by the payment of the principal amount to be prepaid together with
accrued interest thereon to the date fixed for prepayment. No amounts prepaid hereunder
may be borrowed again.
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5.3. Notations. All advances made against the Note, the status of all
amounts evidenced by the Note and the rate of interest applicable thereto shall be recorded
by Lender on its books or at its option endorsed on the reverse side of the Note by Lender
and the unpaid principal balance, status, and interest rate so recorded or endorsed by
Lender shall be prima facie evidence in any court or other proceedings brought to enforce
the Note of the principal amount remaining unpaid thereon, the status of the borrowings
evidenced thereby and the interest rate applicable thereto.
SECTION 6.

DISBURSEMENT OF THE LOAN.

6.1* Amount of Advances. Subject to all of the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, Lender will from time to time (but not more often than once per month),
advance the Loan Amount as follows:
(a) up to $2,554,850.00 for Construction Costs including pay-off of existing
Indebtedness;
(b)
Budget;
(c>

up to $247,000.00 for Other Project Costs as detailed on the Project
up to $195,000 for Interest Reserve; and

(d) up to $3,150.00 for increased costs resulting from Change Orders and
contingencies.
Each advance to pay Construction Costs shall in no event exceed the amount
then due contractors or subcontractors for work completed and in place Gess a 10%
retainage, which shall not be paid until completion of all work by the relevant contractor or
subcontractors). The amount of each advance for Other Project Costs shall in no event
exceed the amount of Other Project Costs then due and unpaid. No advance for any cost
item shall be made if it will cause (a) the total advance for that item to exceed the amount
shown therefor on the Project Budget or (b) the remaining amount of such item to be
insufficient to pay for the remaining work or material covered by such item. The first
advance hereunder may be used to repay indebtedness incurred to finance costs included in
the Project Budget, but to the extent the advance is so used it shall reduce the amounts
available for the cost items in the Project Budget in the same manner as though Borrower
had directly financed such costs out of the loan hereunder.
6.2. Method of Disbursement. Advances to be made hereunder shall at the
option of Lender either be made to and through an escrow to be established and maintained
with the Title Company containing terms and conditions satisfactory to Lender or directly
to or upon the order of Borrower or directly to or through any contractor or subcontractor
or materialman or other person entitled to receive payment and the execution of this
Agreement constitutes an Irrevocable direction and authorization by Borrower to Lender to
advance the proceeds of the Loan in such of the above three manners as it may elect.
Borrower Irrevocably authorizes and directs Lender, and Lender agrees, at any time and
from time to time without prior notice to advance funds to itself for the purpose of paying
any sums then due Lender from Borrower in respect of the Loan, including Interest. The
Lender will promptly notify the Borrower of each such disbursement.
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8.3. Insufficient Capital to Complete. If at any time Lender determines
that the then Estimated-Totai Cost of Completing the Improvements is more than the
undisbursed portion of the Loan, plus the amount of any funds of Borrower then on deposit
with Lender pursuant to this Section, Lender shall have no obligation to make any further
advances hereunder and Borrower covenants and agrees that within 10 days of the mailing
of written notice of such deficiency as aforesaid it will deposit funds with Lender in an
amount sufficient to cure the deficiency, all funds so deposited with Lender to be held by it
In an interest bearing account as collateral security for the Loan and disbursed for the
payment of costs for which Loan proceeds may be requested under Section 6.1 hereof prior
to the disbursement of any further proceeds of the Loan*
SECTION 7.

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO FIRST ADVANCE OF THE LOAN,

Lender shall not be obligated to make the first advance hereunder unless it
has received and approved the following as to both form and substance at leut five bank
business days prior to the requested disbursement date for the first advance:
(a)

the Note;

(b)

the Deed of Trust;

(c)

the Summit Park Deed of Trust;

(d) the Additional Collateral Documents and the Hens and security thereby
contemplated shall have been duly perfected to the satisfaction of Lender;
(e)

any financing statements requested by Bank;

(f) the sum of $60,000*00 as and for the commitment and loan fees for the
Loan, provided however that $55,000.00 of such fees may be disbursed as part of the
first advance;
(g) one copy of the Plans and any Change Orders with respect thereto
(certified by the Architect that the Plans conform to all applicable building, zoning,
environmental protection and ecological laws and ordinances) together with an
agreement executed by the Architect that the Plans may be used by Lender, without
cost to the Lender or additional fees to the Architect, as and when necessary in
construction of the Improvements;
(h) executed copies of the General Contract and the contract with the
Architect;
(i)
license;

evidence that the General Contractor has a valid general contractor's

(j)
Lander;

General Contractor's performance bond in an amount acceptable to

(k) a commitment from the Title Company stating that it Is prepared to issue
its standard 1970 form of ALTA mortgagee's title policy in the Loan Amount, with full
extended coverage, such policy showing title to the Mortgaged Premises in the
Borrower and insuring the Deed of Trust as a first lien without prior rights of others
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on the Mortgaged Premises, subject only to current general taxes and assessments not
yet delinquent, and such other exceptions and objections as are satisfactory to Lender
in its discretion, such commitment to include ALTA Comprehensive Endorsement,
ALTA Endorsements Nos. 100 and 116, and any other endorsements Lander may
rtquest.
Q) a commitment from the Title Company stating that it Is prepared to issue
Its standard 1970 form of ALTA mortgagee's title policy In tht Loan Amount, with full
txttnded coverage, such policy showing title to tht Summit Park Premises in Summit
Park and insuring the Summit Park Deed of Trust as a first lien without prior rights of
others on the Summit Park Premises, subject only to current general taxes and
assessments not yet delinquent, and such other exceptions and objections as are
satisfactory to Lander in its discretion, such commitment to include ALTA
Comprehensive Endorsement, ALTA Endorsements Nos. 100 and 116, the endorsement
attached as Exhibit C to the commitment for the Loan and any other endorsements
Lender may request.
(m)

evidence of insurance required by Lander under Section 3.3 hereof;

(n) all documentation required by the laws of the State of Utah with respect
it; the formation and operation of the Mortgaged Premises as a condominium,
including without limitation, declaration, by-laws and deed of units.
(o) A Plot Plan for the Real Property with line measurements showing .the
location of adjoining streets and the distance to the nearest intersecting point;
(p) A complete soil report prepared by a licensed soil consultant concerning
soil conditions on the Real Property;
(q) a complete and current ALTA certified plat of survey of the Mortgaged
Premises and the Summit Park Premises certified to Lender and the Title Company
prepared by an independent registered Utah land surveyor in accordance with ALTA
and Utah land survey standards and satisftctory to Lender and showing thereon the
location of the perimeter of the Mortgiged Premises and the Summit Park Premises
by courses and distances, the location of all existing improvements, the lines of the
streets abutting the Mortgiged Premises and the Summit Park Premises and the width
thereof, and the established building lines and the street lines, all encroachments and
the extent thereof in feet and inches upon the Mortgaged Premises and the Summit
Park Premises;
(r)

Guaranties txtcuttd by tach of tht Guarantors;

(s) such documents, opinions, including, without limitation the opinion of
counsel required by tht commitment for the Loan, acknowledgements, consents and
assurances, Including certificates of incorporation, good standing certificates, bylaws, resolutions, shareholders' consents, trust agreements and opinions of counsel, as
Lender shall dttm reasonably necessary or appropriate to tvidtnet tht capacity and
authority of tht Borrower and all other parties to tht transactions contemplated
btrtby to tnttr into said transactions and be bound by tht ttrms and conditions of this
Agreement and all other agreements delivtrtd to Lender in connection with the
transactions contemplated hereby and tvidtneing tht fact that all auch documents
shall be tht valid and binding obligations of tht partita thereto, enforceable in
accordance with their ttrms;
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(t) such documents, opinions, withholdings of objection and assurances as
Lender shall deem necessary or appropriate to evidence the truthfulness of the representations and warranties contained in Section 2 hereof and the observance and
performance of the covenants contained in Section 3 hereof. Including without
limitation such evidence as Lender deems necessary to indicate complete compliance
with all requirements of Governmental Bodies with respect to the construction of the
Improvements and the use thereof for their intended purposes, Including without
limitation a certificate from the Architect as to such compliance and such evidence as
Lender may deem necessary or appropriate to evidence the availability of all utilities,
Including water, sewers, gas, garbage collection and electricity, as may be necessary
to construct the Improvements in accordance with the Plans and to use said
Improvements in accordance with their intended purposes; and
(u) such additional documents, opinions, comments or withholdings of
objection as may be required by the Title Company in order to provide the insurance
to be afforded to Lender pursuant to subsection (i) of this Section 7.
SECTION I.

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO ALL ADVANCES.

Lender's o'oUgilion to make each advance of the Loan, including the first
advance, shall also be subject to the satisfaction of the following conditions:
(a) No event of default or event which with the lapse of time, the giving cf
notice, or both would constitute such an event of default shall have occurred or be
continuing under this Agreement, the Note, the Deed of Trust, the Summit Park Deed
of Trust, any Additional Collateral Document or any document or instrument
evidencing or securing the Revolving Credit Loan;
(b) Lender shall have received at least five business days prior to the
requested date of disbursement a Request for Advance executed by the Borrower in
the form attached hereto as Exhibit C and all representations and certifications
contained therein shall be true and correct, It being understood and agreed to by
Borrower that Lender's practice is to disburse on Fridays and hereby requires a
Request For Advance together with all other required documentation to be delivered
to Lender by the Monday prior to the Friday on which a disbursement is requested;
(c) Lender shall have received contractor's and subcontractor's sworn
statements and waivers of lien covering all work for which the advance is to be made
to a date specified therein, all in compliance with the mechanics' lien laws of Utah,
together with such invoices, contracts or other supporting data as Lender may require
to justify the advance, including disclaimers from suppliers of fixtures and equipment
of any purchase money security interest therein; provided, however, that if the Loan is
to be advanced through an escrow, such information shall be furnished to the escrow
agent with a copy thereof to Lender;
(d) Lender shall have received from the Title Company an endorsement to the
title insurance commitment to be furnished pursuant to subsection (I) of Section 7
hereof indicating that since the last advance there has been no change in the state of
title, and no defects, liens or encumbrances not theretofore approved by Lender; and
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(e) the Architect and the Consultant, shall have made an examination of the
Mortgaged Premises and reported to the Lender that they have satisfied themselves
that the work for which payment is requested has been completed in a good and
workmanlike manner and in accordance with the Plans and any Change Orders permitted hereby end all Governmental Requirements, that the undisbursed portion of the
Loan is sufficient to pay for the completion of the Improvements and that the
Improvements will be completed prior to the Completion Date, the inspection of the
Consultant to be made solely for the benefit of the Lender, neither the Borrower nor
any other party to have any right to rely thereon;
(f) Lender shall have received from the Participant an amount equal to 95%
of the requested advance; provided however, if Borrower is not in default, has timely
complied with all of the conditions precedent to an advance, and Lender has not
received the aforesaid amount from Participant within 10 days after the date of
requested disbursement then Lender shall waive the requirement that it receive such
amount prior to the disbursement of such advance.
SECTION 9,

EVENTS OF DEFAULT AND REMEDIES.
S.LAny cr.e or more of the following shall constitute an event of default:
(a)

Default in the payment when due of the principal of or interest on the

Note;
(b) Default in the observance or performance of any covenants set forth in
Section 6.3 hereof;
(c) Default in the observance or performance of any other covenant,
condition, agreement or provision hereof or of the Note, Deed of Trust, Summit Park
Deed of Trust, any Additional Collateral Document or any document or instrument
evidencing or securing the Revolving Credit Loan;
(d) Any representation or warranty made by the Borrower herein or in the
Note, Deed of Trust or any Additional Collateral Document or in any statement or
certificate furnished pursuant hereto or thereto proves untrue in any material respect
as of the date of the issuance or making thereof;
(e) The Improvements in the reasonable judgment of Lender are not or cannot
be completed on or before the Completion Date;
(f) Borrower is unable to satisfy any condition of its right to the receipt of an
advance hereunder for a period in excess of 30 days;
(g) Work on the Improvements shall have been abandoned or work on the
Improvements shall have ceased for a period of 21 consecutive days urdtss such cessation is the result of Unavoidable Delays;
(h) All or any part of the Mortgaged Premises or Summit Park Premises is
taken by a Governmental Body or any other person whether by condemnation, eminent
domain or otherwise, unless such taking is of an immaterial portion of the Mortgaged
Premises or Summit Park Premises and such taking does not result in the
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Improvements or their Intended use violating a Governmental Requirement and does
not Impair the Borrower's ability to complete the Improvements substantially in
accordance with the Plans;
(I) The Borrower, Summit Park or any Guarantor becomes insolvent or
bankrupt or bankruptcy, reorganization, arrangement, insolvency or liquidation
proceedings or other proceedings for relief under any bankruptcy law or laws for the
relief of debtors are instituted against the Borrower, Summit Park or any Guarantor
and are not dismissed within 45 days after such institution or a decree or order of a
court having jurisdiction of the premises for the appointment of a trustee, receiver or
custodian for the Borrower, Summit Park or any Guarantor for the major part of any
of their respective property is entered and the trustee, receiver or custodian
appointed pursuant to such decree or order is not discharged within 60 days after such
appointment; or
(j) The Borrower, Summit Park or any Guarantor shall institute bankruptcy,
reorganization, arrangement, insolvency or liquidation proceedings or other
proceedings for relief under any bankruptcy law or laws for the relief of debtors or
shall consent to the institution of such proceedings against it by others or to the entry
of any decree or order adjudging it bankrupt or insolvent or approving as filed any
volition seekiDf reorganization under any bankruptcy or similar law or sri*!! apply for
or shall consent to the appointment of a receiver, trustee or cuilodlan for it or nlrr.
and for the major part of any of their respective property or shall make an assignment
for the benefit of creditors or shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debt* *<
they mature or shall take any action in contemplation or in furtherance of any of the
foregoing purposes.
00 Any judgment or judgments, writ or writs or warrant or warrants of
attachment or any similar process or processes shall be entered or filed against the
Borrower, Summit Park or any Guarantor or against any of their respective property
or assets and remains unsatisfied, unvacated, unbonded or unstayed for a period of 30
days;
Q) A change occurs in the identity of shareholders of Borrower or Summit
Park; or
(m) Any event occurs or condition exists which is specified as an event of
default in the Note, Deed of Trust, Summit Park Deed of Trust, any Additional
Collateral Document or any document or instrument evidencing or securing the
Revolving Credit Loan;
Any of the foregoing to constitute an event of default without regard to any
provisions of the Note or of any other document referred to herein.
9.2. When any event of default has happened and is continuing:
(a) Lender's commitment to make any additional advances hereunder shall, at
Its option, terminate.
(b) Lender may, by notice in writing to the Borrower, declare the principal of
and interest on the Note to be forthwith due and payable and thereupon the Note.
Including both principal and interest, shall be and become immediately due and
payable without presentment, demand or further notice of any kind.
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(e) Lender may offsat any Indebtedness, obligations or liabilities owed to the
Borrower against any indebtedness, obligations or liabilities of the Borrower to It.
(d) Lander shall have the right, but not the obligation, to take possession of
the Mortgaged Premises together with all materials, equipment and improvements
thereon, whether affixed or not, and to perform or cause to be performed any and all
work and labor necessary to complete the Improvements substantially in accordance
with the Plans or with such changes therein as Lender deems appropriate to complete
the work or protect, preserve or enhance the value of the Improvements and for that
purpose Lender shall have the right to expend sums in addition to the Loan Amount
and all such additional sums shall constitute indebtedness of the Borrower to Lender
and shall be entitled to the benefit of the security afforded by the Deed of Trust and
Additional Collateral Documents. Borrower, to implement the rights of Lender
hereunder, irrevocably constitutes and appoints Lender its true and lawful attorney in
fact with full power of substitution for it and in its name, place and stead to take any
and all actions Lender deems necessary or appropriate to complete construction of the
Improvements and to protect, preserve and/or enhance the value of same and* without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, irrevocably authorises Lender as follows: to
use the funds of Borrower at any time coming into its hands, Including try balance
which may be held in escrow, any funds which may remain unadvanced hereunder and
any funds then on deposit with Lender pursuant to Section 6.3 hereof, for the purpose
of completing the Improvements in the manner contemplated hereby or in such manner
as Lender deems reasonably appropriate to enhance the value of the Mortgaged
Premises; to employ such contractors, subcontractors, agents, architects and
inspectors as shall be necessary or appropriate for such purposes; to enter into, alter,
amend or modify any and all contracts, agreements or documents in connection with
the construction of the Improvements or the furnishing of labor and materials in
connection therewith; to pay, settle, compromise or collect all existing accounts or
claims arising in connection with the construction of the Improvements, including all
claims which are or may become liens against the Mortgaged Premises; to take all
actions it may deem necessary or appropriate In connection with title to the
Mortgaged Premises; to execute all applications, certificates or instruments which
may be requested or required under any contract or by any Governmental Body; to
prosecute and defend all actions or proceedings in connection with the construction of
the Improvements; and to do any and every act with respect to construction of the
Improvements and the operation, use and maintenance thereof which Borrower may do
in its own behalf. Lender shall bt liable for its own intentional acts and negligence in
connection with its actions pursuant to this paragraph.
SECTION 10.

GENERAL CONDITIONS.

10.1* Rights Are Cumulative. The rights and remedies granted to Lender
hereunder shall bt In addition to and cumulative of any other rights or remedies it may have
undtr tht Nott, Dttd of Trust, and Additional Collateral Documents, or any document or
documtnts txecuttd in conntction thtrtwith or available under applicable law. No dtlay or
failure on tht part of Lender in the exercise of any power or right shall optratt as a waiver
thereof nor as an acquiescence in any default nor shall any single or partial exercise of any
power or right preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other
power or right.
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10.2. Waiver and Amendment. Neither this Agreement nor any provision
hereof mty be changed, wtivedf terminated or discharged orally, but only by *n Instrument
In writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of the change, waiver, termination
or discharge is sought and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, no advance of
Loan proceeds hereunder shall constitute a waiver of any of the conditions of Lender's
obligation to make further advances nor in the event the Borrower is unable to satisfy any
such condition shall any such waiver have the effect of precluding Lender from thereafter
declaring such inability to be an event of default hereunder.
10.3. No Benefit to Third Parties. This Agreement is for the sole and
exclusive benefit of the Borrower and Lender and all conditions of the obligation of Lender
to make advances hereunder are imposed solely and exclusively for the benefit of Lender
and its assigns and no other person shall have standing to require satisfaction of such conditions in accordance with Its terms or be entitled to assume that Lender will refuse to
make advances In the absence of strict compliance with any and all thereof and no other
person shall under any circumstances be deemed to be a beneficiary of such conditions, any
or all of which may be freely waived in whole or in part by Lender at any time if It in its
sole discretion deems it advisable to do so. Without limiting the generality cf th*
foregoing, Lender she!' not have any duty or obligation to anyone to ascertain that fu^.ds
advanced hereurder are used to pay the cost of constructing the Improvements or to *o$air«
materials and supplies to be used in connection therewith or to pay costs of owning!
operating and maintaining same.
10.4.

Time is Of The Essence. Time is of the essence of this Agreement.

10.5. Holidays. If any payment required to be made hereunder or in respect
of the Note shall fall due on a Saturday, Sunday or other day which is a legal holiday for
savings and loan associations in the State of Utah, such payment shall be made on the next
succeeding business day and interest at the rate the Note bears for the period prior to
maturity shall continue to accrue on any principal installment thereon from the stated due
date thereof to and including the next succeeding business day on which the payment is
payable.
10.6. Notices. All communications provided for herein shall be in writing
and shall be deemed to be given or made when served personally or when deposited in the
United States mail addressed, if to the Borrower, at 1414 South 700 West, 1201, Salt Lake
City, Utah 14104, Attention: Greg S. Soter, or if to the Lender, at 3160 South 2300 East,
Salt Lake City, Utah 14109, Attention: Ronald Frandsen, or at such other address as shall
be designated by any party hereto in written notice to the other party hereto delivered
pursuant to this Section 10.8.
10.7. Governing Law. This Agreement and the rights and duties of the
parties hereto shall be construed and determined in accordance with the laws of the State
Df Utah.
10.1. Successors and Assigns. This Agreement shall be binding upon the
Sorrower and its successors and assigns and shall inure to the benefit of Lender and its
ruccesson and assigns, including any subsequent holder of the Note. Any party hereto may
issign its rights hereunder to any other party; provided, however, that tht Borrower may
lot assign its rights hereunder without the prior written consent of Lender. Such consent of
the Lender shall be conditioned upon satisfaction of the following requirements: (i) the
transferee is satisfactory to the Lender in its sole discretion, (ii) the transferee shall
•If-

assume in writing full personal liability for payment and performance of the Note, Deed of
Trust and Additional Collateral Documents* (Hi) a charge for administrative costs is paid to
the Lender, (iv) the interest rate on the Loan Is increased by not to exceed three percent
(3.0%), which increase shall entitle the Lender to increase monthly payments accordingly,
(v) the Lender Is paid a lump sum compensation not to exceed six percent (6.0%) of the
balance of the Loan at the time of said assignment or alienation9 and (vi) the Guarantors
shall not be released from personal liability for payment under and performance of the
terms and conditions of their guaranties.
10.9. Counterparts* This Agreement may be executed in any number of
counterparts and all such counterparts taken together shall be deemed to constitute one
Instrument.
10.10. No Other Agreements. This Agreement together with the Notef Deed
of Trust, and the Additional Collateral Documents, constitutes the entire understanding of
the parties with respect to the transactions contemplated hereby, and all prior
understandings with respect thereto, whether written or oral, shall be of no force and
effect*
18.11. Survival of Covenants, Etc. All covenants, representations and
warranties made herein or in any statement or certificate delivered to Lender pursuant *c
any of the provisions hereof shall survive the making of the Loan and shall continue in full
force and effect until the obligations of Borrower hereunder and the indebtedness evidenced
by the Note have been fully paid and satisfied and the Deed of Trust has been released of
record by the Lender.
10.12. Partial Invalidity. If any term of this Agreement shall be held to be
invalid or unenforceable, such term shall be deemed to be severable and the validity of the
other terms of this Agreement shall in no way be affected thereby.
10.13. Headings. The descriptive headings of the various Sections or parts of
this Agreement are for convenience only and shall not affect the meaning or construction of
any of the provisions hereof.
Executed and delivered at Salt Lake City, Utah, as of this 4th day of April,
1984.
(Seal)

SOTERS, INC.,
a Utah Corporation

AKMt|/0^r^P

^^jgP^^

By: S w //- <JfS?~,

•20

Accepted at Salt Uke City, Utah, as of the date last above written.
DESERET FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

By £ . r ™ , * / ^ - r-L ..,<,. ...

RT:RJS/cha/l90020-a

-21-
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

AIA Document A101

Standard Form of Agreement Between
Owner and Contractor
where the bisis of payment is a

STIPULATED SUM

1977 EDITION
THIS OOCVMtHT HAS \MPOKTANT LtCAL CONStQlitNClS; CONSULTATION WITH
AN ATTOINIY IS iSCOUKACtQ WITH USPiCT TO ITS COMPLETION Oft MOOlflCATION
Use only with the 1976 Edition o/ AIA Document A201. Cenertl Conditions ol the Contract for Construcuc
This document has bttn aporoved and endorsed by The Associated General Contractor! oi America.

AGREEMENT
made as of the Fifteenth
Hundred and Eighty-Three
BETWEEN the Owner:
and the Contractor:
The Project:

The Architect:

day of

August

in the year of Ninetee.

Soter • s, Inc.
Tri-K Contractors

Came l o t Condominiums, Summit Park, Utah

Jiatmie L. Jones

The Owner and the Contractor agree as set forth below.
Cooffhi 1915. 1911.1921 1937. 1931. 1934 1941. 194J, 1947. 1974. • 1977 br the America* Intniuie oi Architects. 173$ N«w
York Av*«ye. N.W.. Wtthiafto*. 0. C 20004. itoroductiOA ol the rrutenoi hereto or tybitantiai qyotatie* oi «u provitiont
without permmioii oi the A I A vioiates the coevnfht laws e4 the Uoiied States v*4 will boftyotectto Itfsi prosecution.
AIA OOCUMINf A101 • OWN|t.CONTlACTOt ACZUMlNT • EUVfNTH COlXlOH •
€1977 • TMC AMlUlCAN I W I T I T U T I /*« A « ^ ~ - . — -

tUNf 107? •

*»*•

ARTICLE 1
THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
The Contract Documents consist of this Agreement. t*r£aixicxarK*t<&x:<^xtCXX:£
KdltrMknaxofaO. theXUawmgs, the Specifications, all Addtndi issued prior to and ill Mocificatjons <uued after etecutton of this Agreement. These form the Contract, and all ^tt *i fully a part of the Contract as if attached to ihr.
Agreement or reseated herein. An enumeration of :**e Contract Oocuments appears n Article 7.

ARTICLE 2
THE WORK
The Contractor shall perform all the Work required by the Contract Documents for
tHt*9 i*t*n tA# ra#ti«* etscnpiji* •* (A* Wmt a V M * • * • * # # Conum

Ota*****)

the construction of the Camelot Condominium Project loca-ed
in Summit Park, Utah, as per plans and s p e c i f i c a t i o n s drawn
by Jimmie L. Jones whether s a i d work i s performed by contractor
or subcontractors.

ARTICLE 3
TIME OF COMMENCEMENT ANO SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION
The Work to be performed under this Contract shall bt commtnctd

September

1,

1983 ,

and, subject to authorized adjustments. Substantial Completion shall bt achieved not later than
ffftft tfttfft i*r I#*CIW mw*%—*% it H^nt4u09 4sm§%w% f4stim$ ie t»iwm m o m e l t n m urn* I

December 31, 1984.

AIA OOOJMINT A t e i • O W N C t - C O N T t A C T O t A C I I t M f N T • CUVfNTH COITION • |UNf 1*77 •
* W 7 • TH' M l t l C A N INSTITUTI 0 * AtCMlTtCTS. 17)1 NfW t Q l * AVf.. N W . W A i H I w C T Q * « r

AIA*
* « ~

ARTICLE 4
CONTRACT SUM
The Owner shall pay the Contractor in current funds for the performance of the Work, subject to add-ons and
deductions by Qhange Order as provided m the Contract Documents, the Contract Sum of $ 2 , 8 Q 1 , 8 " Q

(Two M i l l i o n T i g h t Hundred One Thousand Eight Hundred F i f t v '
Dollars)
The Contract Sum is determined as follows:

L u i n p S u m Amount accepted
iSutt Aert iht ftjit ft'tf 9» ot/itf tym? mm «moum. jccroterf aJftrfuifi. 4/10 ui%*t p*nn. u 4fi0ik*bl* J

same as above

ARTICLE 5
PROCRESS PAYMENTS
Based upon Applications for Payment submitted to the Architect by the Contractor and Certificates for Payment issued
by the Architect, the Owner shall make progress payments on account of the Contract Sum to the Contractor as provided in the Contract Oocuments for the period ending the 3 0 t h
day of the month as follows:
Not later than f i f t e e n
(15)
^ays following the end of the period covered by the Application for Payment
ninety
percent ( 9 0 %) of the portion of the Contract Sum properly allocable to labor, m.i<er:ais and
equipment incorporated in the Work and
ninety
percent ( 9 0 %) of the portion of the Contrac*
Sum properly allocable to materials and equipment suitably stored at the site or at some other location agreed upor
in writing, for the period covered by the Application for Payment. less the aggregate of previous payments mace by th *
Owner; and upon Substantial Completion of the entire Work, a sum sufficient to increase the total payments to
o n e hundredpercent ( 1 0 0 %) of the Contract Sum, less such amounts as the Architect shall determine for ar
incomplete Work and unsettled claims as provided in the Contract Oocuments.
t t9Um+4 *H* tfcf Wik rtidltJ a etna**

Retention o f l o t u n t i l completion a t which time 100% w i l l be
paid a t f i n a l payment*

Payments due and unpaid under the Contract Oocuments shall bear interest from the date payment is due at the rate
entered below; or in the absence thereof, at the legal rate prevailing at the place of the Project
(lt+f9 rmtffl 4*f tM9 ttf **9*1U 4 f * + 4

****.)

15% per annum.
ltu#v '*»« 4*4 ******tm*+9t t**d*# f*« r*</*t*J ?#*•#* •#» U**fc»f MI, MMMJ* tf** *#W toil »»*»«»««•> onfcf * * • * smi **— '+tW«i«*"» *' <h* 0.»**» •
fr* »ii<i«»# wHh iff*tl

m tffta**. <*•**«Jfitj*. m ***** teqwwtmmt %*€**• • • * * * +*tm***t

mw*wn t

A U OOCUMCNT A l i i • OVVN|«.CONftACTO« AOHCMlNf • CUVINTM COITION • JUNI 1*77 • AIA*
«1f77 • THC AMIKICAN INSTITUII 0 * AftCHlUCTS. 17JS N|W YO*K AVC. N.W.. WASHINGTON, O. C 20006

ARTICLE 6
FINAL PAYMENT
final payment, constituting the enters unpaid balance of the Contract Sum, shall be paid by the Owner to the
Contractor wnen the Work has been ccTipicicd. the Contract fully performed, and a final Certificate for Payment has
been issued by the Archiieo*

ARTICLE 7
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
S 4 J;kxJeCTXXx«xK*x:^:«iwffi^^^
7.2 The Contract Oocuments, which constitute the -entire agreement between the Owner and the Contractor, are listed
in Article 1 and, except for Modifications issued after execution of this Agreement, art enumerated as follows*
(Lie ftf'Ow (At A%ntf*t*i. th9 Co*4it'0f*s 0/ fA« Co*"JCI ld*9'il. iu00/t*itrtr«rv. 1*4 Of** Co**H»o**/. <A# Ofnrmfi. </tt Spttift€»tiO*t. 4** v*y Acitnc*
4*4 jcerptrtf jJtrrnms. jAow.ng p«ft o/ t/ittf ftumotrs i« «if <**#• 4fl4 tfaiti w^trt i#0«c<6l«.J

1.

This Agreement.

2.

The Plans and Specifications*

This Agreement entered into as of the day and year first written above.
OWNER

CONTRACTOR

TRI-K CONTRACTORS
yJW/*iiJ^mm^\Zi*i

&L

AlA OOCUMfNT A1f1 • OWNfft.CONTtACTOt ACM£M|NT • ClfVtNTH lOlTlON • )UN| 1f77 • AIA*
•1977 • THC AMUiCAN INSTITUTE Of AtCMITCCTS. 17JS N(W Y O * * A V I . N.W.. WASHINGTON, 0. C 20001

AT01-1977
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8ondNo. 0 53 71 66

U^JITiUP PACITIC IN8U-RANCE OO^CP-A^TIT
HOME OFFICE FEDERAL WAY. WASHINGTON
PERFORMANCE BONO
Th*Ammkm\ inetttuti o* Architaem, AIA Oocumnt A311. Ptbrvary 1S70 tdittort.
KNOW ALL MEN 8 Y THESE FKESENTS: that (More w t full *m» and addrwj or i * * tit* oi Contractor!

Shcrvln L.

Rnudaen, An I n d l v f a u a l d / b / a T R I - K CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, 3131 Ease Deer Hallow,
Sandy f U t a h 84092
at Frfncioal. hereinafter caflad Contractor, and. UNITED PACIFIC INSURANCE COMPANY, a corporation of tht Statt of Washington.
with its Noma Offlca at Teooma. Washington, aa Sumy, harainaftar called Suraty. ir% hetd and firmly bound unto <H«rt ,««rt M I W «
e * a d a r * » or i * * title etOwntrl

S 0 8 T n i

«

S f

mc

#

m Obligee, harainaftar called Owner, in tha amount of
TWO MILLION EIGHT HUNDRED ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED
FIFTY AND NO/100
Oolicra(S 2 t 8 0 1 f 8 5 0 . Q O
).for thapeyment whereof Contractor
and Suraty bind thamaalvaa, thsir neks, executors, administrators, mi.raem and eaugns, jointly an4>piwalty. firmly by thest presents.
WHEREAS, Comractor hat by vriittanagrsamantdftsd
August 1 5 , 19 84 . entered into e contract with Owner for
Construction of Caaalot Condominiums - Summit Park9 Utah

in aooniaixs with Orewingt and Specifications praparad by (Hv% **mhm rwm w* *&m*<* t^ tit* oi ArcAtmci)
Jimmia L . Jonas
^lioh contract ia by reference mada a pan hereof, and ia harainaftar referred to aa tha Contract.
NOW. THEREFORE. THE CONOIDON OF THIS OBLIGATION it auch mat. if Contractor * e l l promptly and faithfully parform
taid Contract than thit obligation tfteli ba null and *o«d: otherwise it shell ramain m full foroa and affact
Tha Suraty haraby waivaa notice of any eiterattan or extension of time mada by tha Owner.
Whenever Contractor ahall ba. and dadarad by Ownar to ba in dafault undar tha Contract, tha Ownar having performed Ownar %
obligations tharaundar. ma Suraty may promptly ramady tha dafault. or * a l l promptly
1) Complete tha Contract in acoordanca with its tarma and conditions, or
2) Obtain a bid or bids for completing tha Contract in accordant* with its tarmt and conditions, and uoon datarmination by Surety
of thatowaetresponsible bidder, or, if tha Ownar elects, upon datarmination by tha Ownar and tha Suraty jointly of tha lowest resoonsibit
bidder, arranga for a oontract batwaan such biddar and Ownar. and maka aweilable at Wort progresses (avan though thara *ouid ba a default or a irrsMiim of dafaults undar tha contract or contracts of compiation arranged undar this paragraph) sufficient funds to pay tha
coat of completion taat thabalanca of tha contract price: but not exceeding, including othar coats and damagaa for which tha Surtty - a y
ba liable hereunder, the amount sat forth in the first paregrcph hereof. The term "beianct of the contract price/' es uaad in this oaraQnon.
* e f l mean the total emount payable by Ownar so Contractor under the Contract and any amendments thereto, teas the amount property
paid by Owner oConttaeaor*
Any suit undar M a bond must be instituted before the captation of two (21 years from the daw
contract feilt due.
No rtght of action #>a« eccrue on this bond so or for the uaa of any person or corporation other then the Owner named heem or
the heirs, executors* summ iterators or suooBsaors of Owner.
SgmdvtfMttMt

*th

dayef

April

19

I - K CONSTROCTIOH COMPANY

( S M

I

I
meal
UNITEaFACtFlC INSURANCE COMFANY

^4*
P

« M

^m^^^

Sam CUrk

• S71Sex 111 MmaS la U J i L

»

^ m

**

84

Att^—

I)

X724JLTJUX3 ^ A ^ O I F T C I1TSTTEL-A**T023 CO^CP-AJb5TST
r

MIA0 OFFICE. FEDERAL WAY. WASHINGTON

Bond Ho. U S3 71 66

LABOR AND MATERIAL PAYMENT BONO
Tfca Amarttift lastituttat A f t f i i m . A I A Paaumam A31t. Fabruary tf70tdWon.

THIS BONO IS ISSUEO SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH PERFORMANCE BONO IN FAVOR OF THE
OWNER CONDITIONED ON THE FULL ANO FAITHFUL PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTRACT

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: that (Hara insart full noma and addraas or fagal titlt of Contractor)

Sharvin L. Knudaan, An Individual d/b/a TRI-K CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, 3131 Ease
Daar Hallow, Sandyt Utah 84092
*
as Principal, haiainaftar callad Princioal. and. UNITED PACIFIC INSURANCE COMPANY, a corporation of tha Stita of W a n t o n ,
with its Haad Off ica at Fsdaral Way, Washington, as Suraty, hartinaftar callad Surtty, it* ha Id and firmly bound unto (Hara insan full
nama and addraas or lagal titla of Ownar) SORTER'S INC.

« Obligaa, haraincftar callad Ownar. for tha uaa and banafit of claimants as harainfcalow dafinad. in tha amount of

.WO MILLION EIGHT HUNDRED ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED FIFTY & NO/100 OollarsCS 2,801,350.00 ),
for tha paymant wharaot Principal and Suratv bind thamsah**, thair htirs, axacutors. administrators, sucoasaon and asigna. jointly
and savaratty, firmly by thaaa prawnta.
WHEREAS. Principal haa by writtan agraamant datad
Ownar for

Auguac 13 f

19

84

gnj^

mt0

%

contract w.m

Conaeruccion of Caaaloc Condominiuma - Summit Park, Utah

in accordanoa with Orawings and Spaeifcackm praparad by iHawinartfutnamaandaiaraaoriasaititiaaf AicnittctJ
J i a n i a L . Jonas
which contract is by ftfaranca mada a pan haraof, and ia hartinaftar rafarrad to as tha Contract.
NOW, THEREFORE, THff CONOITIOfl OP THIS OILIOATION is s u * that, if Princioal *all promptly maka paymtnt to alf
claimants as im+intm daflnad. for atf labor and matanai usad or raaaonably niouirad tor usa in tha parformanca of ma Contract.
than mis obligation * a * ba void; othanmsa it *va»l ramam in f uM forca and affac9. subjact. howayar. to ma following conditions
t. A claimant is dafinad as ona having a diract contract with tha Princioal or with a Subcontractor of ma Principal for tabor.
matahal, or both, usad or raaaonably raquirad for uaa in tha ptrforrnanca of tha Contract, tabor and matarial baing conttruad to in*
duda that pan of watar, gaa. powar. light, haat. oil. gaaolina, talaphona sarvica or rantai of aquipmant diractty aooiicabia to tha
Contract.
1 Tha abova namad Principal and Suaty haraby jointly and savarally agraa w i * ma Ownar that avary daimant as t*rmt\ daf mad.
to has not baan paid in full bafora tha a*pirstion of a pariod of nintty (901 days aftar ma data on whidi ma last of such claimant s
work or labor was dona or parformad, or matariais wans ft*ni*tad by such claimant, may sua on this bond for ma usa of such claimant.
proaacuta tha suit to final judgmant for such sum or sums as may ba justh/ dua claimant, and *** axacution maraon. Tha Ownar mail
not ba liabia for tha paymant of any com or aapansas of any audi suit.

3. No suit or action shall ba commenced haraundar by any claimant:
a) Unless claimant, other than ona having a diraa contraa with tha Principal. **<< have given written notica to any two of me
following: tha Princioai. tha Owrw, or tha Suraty abova namad. within ninety (90) days attar such claimant did or performad tha last
of tha wort or labor, or fumiefGS tha laat of tha matarials for which said claim is mada. stating with substantial accuracy tha amount
daimad and tht nama of tha party to whom tha matarials wara furnished, or for whom tha work or labor was dona or performed. Such
notica r a i l ba served by mailing tha same by registered mail or certified mail, pottage prepaid, in an envalopa addreaaai to the Principal.
Owner or Suraty. at any plaoa where an office is regularly maintained for the transaction of business, or served in any manner in which
legal process may b% served in tha stata in which tha aforesaid project is located, sava that such service need not ba mada by a public
officer.
b) After tha expiration of one ( I I year following the data on which Principal caaaad wort on said Contract, it being understood.
however, that if any limitation embodied in this bond is orohibfted by any law controlling the oonstruaion hereof such limitation r a i l
ba deemed to ba amended so as to ba equai to tha minimum period of limitation permitted by sue* law.
d Other than in a stata court of competent jurisdiction in and for tha county or other political subdivision of tha state in which me
project, or any part thereof, is situated, or in tha United States 0istrict Court for the district in which the project, or any part thereof.
is situated, and not elsewhere,
4. Tha amount of this bond rfiall ba reduced by and to tha extent of any payment or payments made in good faith hereunder, inclusive of the payment by Surety of mechanics' litns which may b$ filad of record against said improvement, whether or not daim for
tha amount of such lien b% presented under and against this bond.

Sgnad and sealed this

4th

day of

April

_

1984.

TM-K COHSTRUCTIOH COMPANY

{$mi)

(Tit*)

UNITED PACIFIC INSURANCE COMPANY

Atienwv^*^*ect

r.tfTO

nvrumtap+mtmvxjL

CTSJiTSO PACxi'IC I N S U R A N C E OOMPA.S5HT
w O M | OP»»CC. T A C O M A . W A S H I N Q T Q N '

OUAL OBLIGEE * I O E *
'To ec attarb* d m H*»n4 at ttmr '»'

Te be attached fb and farm a port ef Bend No. U " 7 1 6 6 A«*.A

!*****€*>

concurrently with the eiecutien of this neer.

ittued by the UNITED PACIFIC INSURANCE COMPANY, at Surety, on behalf or

Sharvin L.

Knudsan,

An I n d i v i d u a l d / b / a TRI-K CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, 3131 East Daar Hallow, Sandy, Utah
84092

"

ot Principal, 9nd in fever of

m4

SORTER'S,

~'

INC.

DESERET FEDERAL SAVTNCS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
-

P ^ 0 V ! 0 £ 0 . HOWEVER. **ere s * s i be • :

at l»t> . - - f t -

•
.._«____•-___—__.

l
, ot Obligee*.

1 : - - s *t «he Obi-gee*. ; • e ^ e r zl • - * - . - e*«

rhe te*d 0b!<geet. or e*rher of **em. ir.oH ^c»e so-^o^M *s # - t 3 # •r^se* *??»ctly in occcrdonct -fits ?•# * e r * i - •
toid centrect as te payments. Qn4 snoit serfc** all of tne ethe* obl'$3t«on* -o be performed yn^9t *o»d csntroc* 3*
the time ond in the manner therein tot forth; all of the actt of one Obligee being binding on the other.

The attached bead thai I be tvbiact fa all ef i t t tenet, conditient and I imitation t eacept ot herein modified.

S^fned.teeied and dated t h . t

tlh

day e l

tEll*

19 _ ! 1

UNITED PACIFIC INSURANCE COMPANY

S«a Cl*rk

•"•••

U N I T E D i^CIFIC I N S U R A N C E COMPANY
H O M f OPPtCf. P€OCRAU WAY. WASHINGTON

POWER OF ATTORNEY
KNOW AUL M i N 9Y TMCSI P N I S I N T S . Thot the U N t T f O PACIPIC INSUftANCI COMPANY, t corporation duly dr»mted unotr i f * * « « 0 (
State df Wo*«*ftoit. dooi heropy ddjdo.^pwoiitytt and aop**nt

tNi

SAM W. CLARK of SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
m PMO end U w M ARdrrwvHA-Poct. id mode, esosvtc. t o * and doiwor for and on m teheff. and at its act and dood

AST A3D ALL BOSDS AKD USDESTAKISSS OF SURSTYSK:?
end to tend the U N l T I O PAClPtC INSUftANCI COMPANY thorepy at fully and to ma tamo eitent at if two* Pdnot and undertakinctandof*tr wr.t.»9i
dPiioetory «n the nature thereof wort Ofned Py an Iseeutiue Offtoar of the U N I T ! 0 PACIPIC INSUftANCI COMPANY and tceted and tttntto Ov o*t
other of men off**rt. and heropy rotifiot and opnf rent ad that ttt ions Attorney* t)4n*Pect mey do m punuencc herepf
TH«t Power of Attorney it fronted under and Py Authority of A r t * * V I I of the l v U « i o < U N l T I O PAClP«C INSUftANCI COMPANY «*«*.
Paoamt atttctivo Septtmpot 7. 1979. wfwdh prownont aro now m full foret and effect, rood***, at tdlidwe.
AftTlCLl Vlt - CXICUTION OP I ON OS ANO UNOIftTAKINGS
1 Tht Poard of 0*eetdrt. the PVetvjent. the Chetrmon of the Pdord. any Semor V * e P>oPdont. any V * e Pratidant or Aitiftant v»ct P»et*eem
Of otnor offddr dotdjnatad Py tno Soard df O*octort thai! he*e power and authority to U) apddint Artorr*yt.in«Pect and to eutftorite t * t * i to tttcutt
on peneM of tha Company. Dondt tnd undortatmot. lecoeniiencct. eontrectt of indemnity and dthor wrttinft oPf«ejtory «n tnt *ttura int*tt#». • « * IQI
td remow any me* Attorncym-Pcei at any time and rcuote tho powar and authority fwen to him.
2. Atiomoyt*m«Pact eheil hew; power and authority, tudtcct td tha tarmt and lim*tetiont of tho power of attorney tttued to t « t * . to tttcwtt
enddotwer on pehatt of tht Company. Pondi and unddftatmpi. rocoannancat. eemrectt of indemnity and dthor writinyt oPliottery »n tnt nttyro t^t'tot
Tht corppratt tee* d not Mieutry fdf tho eeldJity of any Ponot and unodrtettne*. fttddniMinoi. oantracn of indemnity and other «rn»»et QdX<aatO'v
m tho naturo tharopf.
3. Attorney iwi.Poct anew houa pdwer and authority td tiacuta aff * * w t t raajmrod *d *e atuonad to Pondt. rapponitonctt. contract o« . * « * - *
>ty or otnor aondrtionot or opfcjttdry undortaamot and thoy thod aito hew; power and authority td oortify tho financial ttatamant of tnt Ccnoa*» «*o
io ceowt df tha I r i j w i of tho Company or any onto* or taction tnereof.
Thit power of ttidrnoy d pcncd and teed* Py fdppmdo undor and Py euthprtty of tho fodowmf ftetdtutton adoptod py tnt 9oord o* 0*'tctOM o*
U N l T I O PACIPIC iNSUHANCf COMPANY at a mootmf notd on tha Sth day of Juno. 1979. at «fuch a duprum mm prttant. and t o * A t w v t . a * M I ^ot
I dr rodoaiad.
-dotpNod. that tho tdjnoturat df »udH dudctdm and dfficort and tno teal of tho Compeny may pe affiled to any tucn power of
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uonopjret or foepmiie toot ahad pa vafdl and Pmome weon ino Co moony and any mch power to taecuttd 9^ ertii»«d Oy
faenmiw ncnaturot and foepmrie tool ahad pe wji«d and pmdmo upon the Compeny «n the future with motet td any pond or
unddftoOiny td which it it dttoohod*
1N WITNESS WHlPitOP. the U N l T I O PACIPIC INSUHANCI COAJPANY hot caused theee pretentt to t d tdjnod Pv dt Vide Profcdent. one its eorporitt
,
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| « A « v e end Odrrooi dopy of o Power of Attorney eaoddted OY tPdl U N l T I O PACIPIC INSUAANCI COMPANY. wh*h it tim .« i^u
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SUMMIT COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

SOTER'iJ INC., et al.,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)

Jftib'RLT FEDERAL SAVINC5 AND
JUAN ASSOCIATION, et al.,
Defendants,

)
)
)

IUEUW1N KNUOSEN d/b/a
KI-K CENERAL CONTRACTORS,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

Civil No. 8560
(Judge Ernest Baldwin)

Case No. 8561
(Consolidated)

)

iOTER'S, INC., et al.
Defendants.

)
)

INTERROGATORIES TO THE JURY

ClAJMr, HY SOTEK'S. TNC. AGAINST DESPHCT FEDER^,
1.

lUs Setter's,

Inc. established, by a preponderance of

lut evidence, that as of January 1985 and beyond the
i#ooo#ooo.00 Construction Loan was in balance because the
mli^bursed portion of the Construction Loan equaled or exceeded
IU estimated cost^of completing the Camelot Condominium
reject?

|//vvn0V/t—
Yes

No

If you answered Question No. 1 'no," then answer Question
>s. 2, 3 and 4.
It you answered Question No. 1 'yes," then proceed to
i^tion No. b, and do not answer Question Nos. 2, 3 and 4.

2.

lias Soter's, Inc. established by a preponderance of the

idonee that Descret Federal, by funding the loan on April 24,
H4 and thereby paying the Zion's obligation, acted in such a
nner as to distinctly relinquish the right to require that the
disbursed portion of the Construction Loan equals or exceeds
e estimated costs of completing the Camelot Condominium
oject?
Yes

3.

No

Han Soter's Inc. established by a preponderance of the

idence that Deseret Federal by funding the loan on April 24,
M and thereby paying the Zion's obligation, clearly displayed

2

W

n some unequivocal manner an intent to relinquish the right to
require that the undisbursed portion of the Construction Loan
equals or exceeds the estimated costs of completing the Camelot
Condominium Project?
Yes

4.

No

lias Soter's, Inc. established by a preponderance of the

evidence that Deseret Federal's funding of the loan and paying
:he '/ion's obligation is consistent only with an Intent to

/

elinquish the right to require that the undisbursed portion of
he Construction Loan equals or exceeds the estimated costs of
ompleting the Camelot Condominium Project rather than with some
lliur intent?
Yes

5.

No
>

lias Soter's, Inc. established by a preponderance of the

sidence, that as of January 1085 the Camelot Condominium Project
uild have been completed on oc before April 4, 1985?
Yes

V/

NO

y

It you answered Question No. 5 "no," then answer Question
j. 6, 7, and 8.

If you answered Question No. 5 "yes," then proceed to the
itructions following Question No. 8 and do not answer Question
;. li, 7, and 8.

3

6.

Has Soter's, Inc. established by a preponderance of the

evidence that Deseret Federal, acted in such a Banner as to
distinctly relinquish the right under the Construction Loan
Agreement to require that the Camelot Condominium Project be
completed on or before April 4, 1985?
/

7.

Yes

No

Has Soter's Inc. established by a preponderance of the

evidence that Deseret Federal clearly displayed in some
mequivocal manner an intent to relinquish the right under the
i

instruction Loan Agreement to require that the Camelot
rondominium Project be completed on or before April 4, 1985?
J

8.

Yes

No

i/vW^t

Has Soter's, Inc. established by a preponderance of the

evidence that any evidence of an intent by Deseret Federal to
relinquish the right under the Construction Loen Agreement to
lave the Camelot Condominium Project completed on or before
December 31, 1^84 was inconsistent with any other intent?

T

Yes

No

uu+*^

If you answered both Question Nos. 1 and 5 "yes,* then
answer Question No. 9.
If you answered Question No. 1 "no"; each and every one of
Question Nos. 2, 3 and 4, "yes"; and Question No. S "yes," then
answer Question No. 9.
4

If you answered Question No. 5 "no*; each and every one of
Question Nos. 6, 7 and 8, "yes"; and Question No. 1 "yes," then
answer Question No7"~9.
If you answered Question No. 1 and Question No. S "no," and
each and every one of Question Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 "yes,"
then answer Question No. 9.
If you answered Question No. 1 "no," and any one or more of
2ucstion Nos. 2, 3, or 4 "no," then proceed to Question No. 10
ind do not answer Question No. 9.
If you answered Question No. 5 "no," and any one or more of
Questions Nos. 6, 7, or 8 "no," then proceed to Question No. 10
ind do not answer Question No. 9.

9.

What amount has Soter's, Inc. established by a

preponderance of the evidence will fairly compensate it for the
loss proximately caused by Deseret Federal's decision to stop
•urther funding?
Answer:

\.

J
A 2 ^

OQO

-/

/

I/AKK^

.

CIAIMS nv DESERET FEDERAL AND CONTINENTAL FEDERAL ACAINST
SOTER'S. INC.
10.

With regard to each of the events of default set forth

>elow, has Deseret Federal and Continental Federal established by
L preponderance of the evidence whether such event of default
>ccurred:

5

a.

As of April 1984, the $3,000,000.00 Construction

Loan was out of balance*
Yes
b.

/
/

*SV*&SAA

No

Soter's, Inc. failed to deposit funds with Deseret

Federal in an amount sufficient to bring the $3,000,000.00
Construction Loan in balance after receiving written demand from
Do*eret Federal.

U»i*sy^

Yes
c.

,/

No

The Camelot Condominium Project was not completed

on or before April 4 # 1985.
_J/1_

u^v^t/W

Yes

d.

No

Soter's, Inc. abandoned work on the Camelot

Condominium Project and construction ceased for twenty-one
consecutive day?.
/

Yes

c.

No

Soter's, Inc. failed to cause the construction of

the Camelot Condominium Project to be prosecuted with diligence
and continuity.
Yes
f.

i

No

Soter's, Inc. permitted mechanic's liens to be

tiled against the Camelot Condominium Project.
V
g.

Yes

No

Soter's, Inc. failed to pay principal and interest

on or before October 5, 1985.
\f*

Yes

No

6

11.

What amount of indebtedness (principal, interest and

o^rs) have Oeseret Federal and Continental Federal established
y a preponderance ST the evidence is due from Soter's, Inc.
rider the $3,000,000.00 Construction Loan Agreement, the
romissory Note, and the Deed of Trust as of April 30, 1988?
Answer:

12.

As of August 22, 1984 when the Promissory Note was

idorscd to Continental Federal by Oeseret Federal, did
ntinental Federal have notice that Soter's, Inc. could claim
at Deseret Federal had waived the requirement that the
disbursed portion of the Construction Loan equals or exceeds
e estimated costs of completing the Camelot Condominiums?

_

13.

Yes

£

NO

^ ^

Has Soter's, Inc. established by a preponderance of the

idence that Continental Federal, after August 22, 1984 acted in
ch a manner as to distinctly relinquish the right it had as
lder* of the Promissory Note to require Soter's, Inc. to
nplete the Camelot Condominium Project by April 4, 1985
rsuant to the Construction Loan Agreement?
*

14.

Yes

No

Has S o t e r ' s , Inc. established by a preponderance of the

Ldence that Continental Federal, a f t e r August 22, 1984 c l e a r l y
splayed in some unequivocal manner an intent t o relinquish tfte
7

ight it had as holder of the Promissory Note to require Soter's,
nc. to complete the Camelot Condominium Project by April 4, 1985
ursuant to the Construction Loan Agreement?
Yes

15.

/

No

Has Soter's# Inc. established by a preponderance of the

vidence that actions taken by Continental Federal, after August
2, 1984 are consistent only with an intent to relinquish the
ight of Continental Federal as holder of the Promissory Note to
equire that the Camelot Condominium Project be completed by
pril 4, 1985 pursuant to the Construction Loan Agreement rather
han with some other intent?
Yes

l/

No

CTJITMS BY DESERET FEDERAL AW^iTflgBWg^ftte- ftdATNST TRI-K
AND UNITED PACIFIC INSURANCE COMPANY
16.

Did t h e f i n a l C o n s t r u c t i o n C o n t r a c t e n t e r e d

into

etwecn T r i - K and S o t e r ' s , I n c . provide f o r a lump sum
o m » t r u c t i o n c o s t of $ 2 , 7 3 6 ^ 8 5 0 . 0 0 and a c o m p l e t i o n d a t e of " i n a
imely m a n n e r ' ?
Yes

v

No

It you answered Question No. 16 'yes," then answer Question
o. 17.
If you answered Question No. 16 "no," then proceed to
uestion No. 18 and do not answer Question No. 17.

8

17.

Has Deseret Federal established by a preponderance of

he evidence that Trt-K did not substantially complete
oniitruction of the Camelot Condominium Project in a timely
i.mner?

/
Yes

iu.

No

Did the final Construction Contract entered into

etweun Tri-K and Soter's, Inc. provide for a lump sum
omitruction amount of 52,801,850.00 and a completion date of
ccember 31, 1984?
t/

Yes

No

If you answered Question No. 18 "yes," then answer Question
j. 10.
If you answered Question No. 18 "no," then proceed to
jest ion No. 20 and do not answer Question No. 19.

d9.

Has Deseret Federal established by a preponderance of

IO evidence that Tri-K did not substantially complete
instruction of the Camelot Condominium Project on or before
iCember 31, 1984?

y

Yes

No

9

IM/*^

20.

Has Oasaret Fadaral astablishad by a preponderance of

tha evidence that Tri-K withdraw all or a portion of its profits
from draw requests paid by Oeseret Federal?
,/

Yes

No

If you answered Question No. 20 "yes," than answer Question
Mo. 21.
If you answered Question No. 20 "no," than proceed directly
to Question No. 22 and do not answer Question No. 21.

21.

What dollar amount of profit has Dasarat Fadaral

established by a preponderance of the evidence did Tri-K receive*
from Soter's, Inc. and Deseret Federal through draw requests
submitted to and paid by Deseret Federal?
? 0 ? fol » 7 4

Answer:

22.

Has Tri-K established by a prepondaranca of tha

evidence that Deseret Federal acted in such a manner as to
distinctly relinquish tha right under tha Construction Contract
to have tha Camelot Condominium Project completed on or before
December 31 # 198,4?
0'

^

23.

Yes

No

lias Tri-K astablishad by a prepondaranca of tha

evidence that Deseret Federal clearly displayad in soma
unequivocal manner an intent to ralinquish tha right undar tha
10

construction Contract to have the Camelot Condominium Project
DmpLeted on or before December 31, 1984?
\l

24.

Yes_

No

Has Tri-K established by a preponderance of the

'idence that any evidence of an intent by Deseret Federal to
tlinquish the right under the Construction Contract to have the
melot Condominium Project completed on or before December 31,
84 was inconsistent with any other intent?
Yes

/

Mo

It* you answered any one or more of Question Nos. 22, 23 and
"no," then proceed to answer Question Nos. 26 through 29 and
not answer Question No. 25.
If you answered each and every one of Question Nos. 22, 23
J 24 "yes," then answer Question Nos. 25 through 29.

25.

Did Soter # s # Inc. breach the Construction Contract by

iliny to pay the construction draw requests for the months
wary through April, 1985.
Yes

26.

__

No

Has Deseret Federal established by a preponderance of

\ evidence that United Pacific Insurance Company did not

11

complete the Construction Contract or remedy the default of Tri-K
nstrtc
under the Constriction
Contract?
Yes

27.

No

What amount has Oeseret Federal established by a

u'epondcrance of the evidence is the cost of completing
ronstruction of the Camelot Condominium Project as of May 1988?
Answer:

28.

lias Tri-K or United Pacific Insurance Company

atabliuhed by a preponderance of the evidence that Deseret

T

ederal and Soger's, Inc. failed to mitigate their damages?
Yes

No

If you answered Question No. 28 "yes,* answer Question No.
•J.

It you answered Question No. 28 "no," then proceed to
uestion No. 30 and do not answer Question No. 29.
29.

What is the amount, if any, that Tri-K or United

aciiic Insurance Company has established by a preponderance of
he twidence that the figure set forth in Question No. 27 should
e reduced by reason of Deseret Federal's or Soter's failing to
i L i <ja tc their damages?

Answer:

"75fl OOP.

12

Cf.ATMS 11Y TRT-K ASATMST HESERET FEnrpAL

30.

Has Tri-K established by clear and convincing evidence

hat Deforce Federal made a representation to Tri-K that Oeseret
'cderal would pay Tri-K for construction costs incurred for the
raraeiot Condominium Project during January, February, March, and
>pril# 1985?

/
/

It

Yes

No

you answered Question No. 30 "no," then proceed directly

o Question No. 40 and do not answer Question Nos. 31 through 39.

If you answered Question No. 30 "yes," then answer Question
Oi:. 31 through 38.

3 1.

Has Tri-K established by clear and convincing evidence

riat the representation referred to in Question No. 30 concerned
presently existing material fact?
v'

32.

Yes

No

Has Tri-K established by clear and convincing evidence

tut the representation referred to in Question No. 30 was false?
v

33.

Yes

No

Has Tri-K established by clear and convincing evidence

iat the person who made the representation referred to in
lustion No. 30 knew that the representation was false, or made
13

.ho representation recklessly, knowing that ha had insufficient
information to know whether the fact was true or false?
/

•

34.

Yes"

No

Has Trr-K established by clear and convincing evidence

hat the representation referred to in Question No. 30 was made
or the purpose of inducing Tri-K to act?

J
3b.

Yes

No

lias Tri-K established by clear and convincing evidence

hat Tri-K acted reasonably and in ignorance of the falsity of
he repreaenta^on referred to in Question No. 30?
Yes

36.

No

Has Tri-K established by clear and convincing evidence

tiat Tri-K actually relied upon the representation referred to in
jotition No. 30?
y/_

37.

Yes

No

HAS Tri-K established by clear and convincing evidence

jdf the representation referred to in Question No. 30 induced
/

:i-K to act? /
>/

Yes

No

14

30.

Has Tri-K established by clear and convincing evidence

that Tri-K suffered financial loss because of the representation
referred to in/Quas&ion No. 30?
/

/

Yes

No

If you answered Question No. 38 "no,* then proceed directly
to Question No. 40 and do not answer Question No. 39.
If you answered Question No. 38 "yes," then answer Question
No. 39.

39.

What is the amount of financial loss that Tri-K has

suefeted?
Answer:

K.

ClATMS BY UNITED PACTFTC TNSHRANCE COMPANY ACATNST DESERET
FEPKRAL

40.

lias United Pacific Insurance Company established by

clear and convincing evidence that the representation that
Deserct Federal would escrow funds into a construction account in
the amount of §2,801,850.00 for the construction of the Camelot
Condominium Project, pursuant to the Construction Loan Agreement,
concerned a presently existing material fact?
0

Yes

y

4

No

If you answered Question No. 40 "no,- then proceed to
Question No. 48 and do not answer Question Nos. 41 through 47.
15

If you answered Question No. 40 "yes," then answer Question
o. 41 through 46.

4 1.

lias United Pacific Insurance Company established by

lear and convincing evidence that the representation referred to
n Question 40 was false?
Yes

42.

__^

No

lias United Pacific Insurance Company established by

lear and convincing evidence that the person who made the
^presentation referred to in Question No. 40 knew that the
^presentation was false, or did he make the representation
icklcssly, knowing that he had insufficient information to know
tether the representation was true or false?
Yes

No

4.1. Ha;* United Pacific Insurance Company established by
Lear and convincing evidence that the representation referred to
it Question No. 40 was made for the purpose of inducing United
ACiric Insurance Company to act?
Yes

44.

No

Has United Pacific Insurance Company established by

Lear and convincing evidence that United Pacific Insurance

16

company acted reasonably and in ignorance of the falsity of the
representation referred to in Question No. 40?
Yes

45.

No

lias United Pacific Insurance Company established by

clear and convincing evidence that United Pacific Insurance
company actually relied upon the representation referred to in
Question No. 40?
Yes

No

4<>. Has United Pacific Insurance Company established by
< lc.ir and convincing evidence that United Pacific Insurance
Company suffered any financial loss because of the representation
iel erred to in Question No. 40?
Yes

No

It you answered Question No. 46 "no," then proceed to
Question No. 48 and do not answer Question No. 47.
If you answered Question No. 46 "yes," then answer Question
Mo. 47.

4 7.

What is the amount of financial loss that United

Pacific insurance Company has suffered?
Answer:

17

40.

\ld* United Pacific Insurance Compdii/ established by a

r>ft>'"itl«.»runce of the evidence that Deseret Federal acted in auch
manner au to Jisti**€tly relinquish its right to claim that
/'

ri-K w.ii to havt^completed the project by December 31, 1984?
V

49.

No

Yes

lias United P a c i f i c Insurance Company e s t a b l i s h e d by a

rcpoiiticrjncc of the evidence that D e s e r e t Federal

clearly

itipluytni in some unequivocal manner an i n t e n t to r e l i n q u i a h

its

[•jht to claim that Tri-K was to have completed the p r o j e c t by
seemlier 1 1 , I0fl4?
V/

50.

No

Yes

lUs United Pacific Insurance Company

established by a

;rp<in<!<!rtjitci: of the evidence an Intent by Deseret Federal to
tliivjuish H J right to claim that Tri-K was to have completed
lie project by Dermeber 31, 19rt4.
\J

/

Yes

No

H.AfMS nY TWI-K AGAINST SOTKR'S, fNC.
Si.

What i s the aftout of r e t a i n a g e which Tri-K has

»t«ibki:ilu!<l hy d preponderance of the evidence that i t
uiiiel

to \ut paid by S o t a r ' s ,
Answer:

52.
tlduuce

Wj

is

Inc.?

HV

<) S

i 1

A

c

^

Has Tri-K established by a preponderance of the
DIJL

it ia entitled to receive from Soter's, Inc. the

roflt which It would have received upon completion of the
i.nelot r.iri.|o«abiluja Project?
\/
l>ATK!> t h i s

Y«a

No
day of May, 190>1.
Foreman "
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SUMMIT COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
* * * * *

SOTER'S INC.
SUMMIT PARK CO.
EVA S. SOTER
GREGORY S. SOTER
JULIE R. SOTER

Transcript of:
(3rd Day)
5-12-88
Plaintiffs,

vs.
DESERT FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN
CONTINENTAL FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN
Defendants.

Cass C8560

* * * * *

Ths above-entitled cause of action came on
regularly for hearing before the Honorable Ernest F.
Baldwin, Jr., a Judge of the Third Judicial District
Court of the State of Utah, at Sunmit County, Utah, on
Thursday, May 12, 1988.

EXHIBIT

A

Not offhand.

Q

Do you recall anything else that was said

during the course of that conversation?
A

I requested of Mr. Frandsen at that time an

accounting of what in fact had been drawn down from the
construction loan and how it had been applied.

There

was some concern.
Q

What did he say in response to your question?

A

That he would get it for us.

Q

Did you ever get one?

A

No.

Q

Did you ever subsequently request one?

A

Yes, I did.

Q

On what occasion or occasions?

A

On a number of occasions.

I can't specify

how many, but I would say at least four.

Four times

over the next one and a half to two months.
Q

Did any representative of Deseret Federal

ever tell you why one wasn't forthcoming?
A

Mr. Frandsen indicated that they were having

computer problems.

Apparently there was a change in

their computer format or computer hardware or software
programs, but one was never forthcoming.
Q

Now, have you told us everything you can

recall about that January 30 telephone conversation

24

with Mr. Frandsen?
A

It is a long time ago.

That is all I can

recall at this point.
Q

Did you have a subsequent conversation either

by phone or a meeting with someone from Deseret
Federal?
A

Yes.

Either the afternoon of the

conversation to which I have testified, or perhaps the
next day, I had a telephone call from David Redd and
Ron Frandsen was on the line at this time.
Q

Who is David Redd?

A

Mr. Redd is an attorney with the law firm of

Larsen, Kimball, Parr & Crockett.
Q

That is Crockett's law firm?

A

Yes.

Q

And that is David Redd and Mr. Frandsen?

A

Yes.

Q

And what was said and by whom during the

course of that conversation?
A

Well, Mr. Redd had contacted me to explore

the possibility of getting the parties together to try
and to see what the status of the project was, and see
where the parties were.
Q

And was a meeting set up?

A

Yes, it was.
25

1 I

presented by Mr. Frandsen in the written format.

2 I

Mr. Knudsen very adamantly took the position that the

3 I

contract would be completed for the contract price.

4

That he would guarantee and that he would have or could

5 I

have each of his subcontractors sign a guarantee; or, I

6 I

think, the term was "guarantee" used, that the contract

7 I

would be finished at the contract price.

8 1
9 I
10 I

Q

Was anything said by anyone regarding when

the contract would be completed, that you can recall?
A

My recollection is the discussion was

11 I

initially that the first units would be furnished and

12 I

available for sale within a matter of months and at

13 I

that completion of the balance of the project would be

14 I

six, seven months down the road.

15 I
16

Q

Something like that.

Do you know what the first units consisted

of, the first 13?

17 I

A

I don't understand your question.

18 I

Q

You say the first units would be finished.

19 I
20 I

How many would be finished within a matter of months?
A

My sense was there would be several units

21 I

finished within a matter of a month and a half to two

22 I

months* but beyond that I don't have any good

23 I

recollection.

24 I
25 I

Q

Was anything said in response to that about

whether or not Sherwin Knudsen should continue to work?
32

A

Yes, both Dave Redd and I agreed,

particularly, that it was in the best interest of all
concerned to finish the project.

And therefore

whatever mechanism was utilized to work through the
impasse that existed at that point in time, that it was
best to keep the people on the job.

I made the

statement, particularly to Mr. Redd, that, "Look, the
project will cost what the project is going to cost."
That may sound like a fair rhetorical statement, but it
was my point that we had the contractors on the job.
Mr. Knudsen had just reaffirmed and had committed his
subcontractors to reaffirm.
MR. CROCKETT:

I object.

I don't see whether

this is what was said or his conclusions.
Q

(By Mr. Summerhays) Mr. Stoll, is that what

you said at the meeting?
A
distinct.

That is what I said.

I apologize if I wasn't

That we had the contractors on the site,

that we had an affirmation of the cost to complete the
project from Mr. Knudsen, and that we simply needed in
everyone's best interest to get the project finished
and then sort out where any discrepancies or
deficiencies might lie. Mr. Redd, in principle,
agreed.
Q

What did he say in that regard?
33

A
but

I don't recall precisely what his words were,

~
Q

We want the substance, if you can.

A

Substantively, it was an agreement that the

project completion was —
MR- DAVIES:

I will object, Your Honor, now

he is drawing conclusions as to what was done and not
what was said.
Q

(By Mr. Summerhays) Just what was said, what

Mr. Redd said in that regard as to any agreement that
may have been reached.
A

He said that it was in everyone's best

interest to get the project completed, to keep the
people on the project site, the workers.
Q

And did Mr. Knudsen say anything in response

to that?
A

Mot that I recall.

Q

Was anything else said regarding that subject

that you can recall?
A

With respect to continuing the work?

Q

Yes.

A

Not that I recall.

Q

Was anything said at that meeting about the

subject matter of loan to value ratio?
A

In the context of my statement too that we

34

loan to value ratios in these kinds of projects?
A

They vary, of course.
MR- CROCKETT:

Excuse me, if he had

experience, this goes precisely to our Motion in Limine
where Mr, Summerhays is trying to construct an
agreement that goes beyond what the parties agreed to.
MR. SUMMERHAYS:
THE COURT:

No, it is not, Your Honor.

I sustain the objection.

Mr. Summerhays, ask another question.
Q

(By Mr. Summerhays) Did you have another

meeting with these people that we have Just talked
about?
A

Yes.

Q

And when did that meeting occur?

A

Some time middle to latter part of February

of *85.
Q

And where did that meeting occur?

A

On the second floor of the Deseret Federal

Offices there in the Crossroads Mall building.

I

believe they refer to it as their board room.
THE COURT:

When you say "at Deseret

Federal," where?
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

In Salt Lake City.

The Deseret Federal here?

MR. SUMMERHAYS:

Yes.

40

question and ask another one.

Perhaps I can ask a

better question, Your Honor.
Q

(By Mr. Summerhays) Was there any discussion

at this meeting about whether or not Tri-K should
continue to work on the project and keep working?
A

No.

Q

And what was said and by whom in that regard?

A

Mr. Brown acknowledged that the construction

of the project needed to continue under the —

or with

the then present construction people under their
current contract.
THE COURT:

"Yes," is the answer.

said Tri-K should continue.

Mr. Brown

That is the only question

you asked?
MR. SUMMERHAYS:
THE COURT:
Q

Yes, Your Honor.

Let's go to the next question.

(By Mr. Summerhays) Did Sherwin Knudsen

respond to that in any way?

Did he say anything in

response to that?
A

Yes.

Q

What did he say?

A

He indicated that
THE COURT:

—

The question is not what he

indicated, what he said.
THE WITNESS:

He stated that he would keep
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the subs up there as long as he could, but he expressed
his. concern that they would not be willing to stay
because they had not been paid for what, I believe,
were their December and January draws or costs.
Q

(By Mr. Summerhays) Was there any discussion

about the payment of those draws, and if so, what was
said and by whom?
A
me.

Yes. Mr. Knudsen indicated, stated, excuse

Mr. Knudsen stated on several occasions during the

course of that meeting that Deseret Federal had to pay
him the draws so he could pay his subcontractors in
order to keep them on the Job.
Q

Did anyone say anything in response to that,

and if so, what?

What did they say?

A

I don't recall a response.

Q

Now, just by way of a little more foundation

here, Mr. Stoll.

Do you do any trial work whatsoever?

A

No.

Q

You do documents in the office?

A

Right.

Q

Was the subject as to whether or not Deseret

Federal was disbursed anymore loan proceeds out of the
$672,000 that it had available, was that said?

Was

that subject discussed?
A

Yes.

52

subcontractors that you can recall, and if sof would
you tell us what was said and by whom?
A

Sherwin said —
MR. CROCKETT:

We would ask a foundation.

What meeting are we on?
MR, SUMMERHAYS:

February 15th.

(Last question read back by the reporter.)
THE WITNESS:

Sherwin said that the

subcontractors needed to be paid in order to keep them
on the job.
Q

(By Mr. Summerhays) Was there any statement

made in response to that by anyone?
A

Yes.

Q

Who said what in response?

A

Mr. Brown agreed —

Q

No, what did he say?

A

Mr. Brown stated that he agreed with

What did Mr. Brown say?

Mr. Knudeen that it was critical to keep the
subcontractors on the job.
Q

Was anything said at that meeting regarding

the subject of subcontractors?
A

Yes.

Q

What was said and by whom?

A

Sherwin said that he did not know how long he

could keep the subcontractors on. the job if they

58

weren't paid.
Q

Was anything else said?

Tell us what else

was said and by whom regarding subcontractors?
A

Not that I recall anything.

Q

Was there any discussion about Soters putting

up any other collateral at that meeting?
A

Could I refer to my notes?

Q

Yes, while you do that —
MR. SUMMERHAYS:

offer another exhibit.

Your Honor, I would like to

I am going to offer stipulated

Exhibit 95, which is a letter dated April 5, directed
to Mr. Stoll.
MR. CROCKETT:

We have no objection on behalf

of Deseret Federal, Your Honor.
MR. SUMMERHAYS:

It is directed from

Mr. Redd.
MR. DAVISS:

No objection.

MR. HUGHES:

No objection.

MR. CAYIAS:

No objection, Your Honor.

THE COURT:

Tell me what the letter is.

MR. SUMMERHAYS:

A letter dated April 5 from

David K. Redd.
THE COURT:

Of what firm?

MR. SUMMERHAYS:

Crockett, Larsen, Kimball &

Parr to Stanley Stoll.
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Q

And what did Mr. Knudsen say in response to

that?
A

Both Mr. Knudsen and Mr. Soter were perplexed

because Zions First National Bank had agreed to fund
the original construction loan based on a handwritten
agreement, without a firm completion date.
Q

You had had a prior conversation, I take it,

with an attorney representing Deseret Federal then
regarding this subject?
A

Mr. Brimhall, yes.

Q

And when did that conversation take place?

A

I would say the latter part of March, first

day or so of April.

That time frame.

We were getting

ready for the April 4th closing that had been
scheduled.
Q

Was that a telephone conversation or face-to-

face?
A

Yes, it was a telephone conversation.

Q

Was anyone else on the line, to your

knowledge, besides yourself and Mr. Brimhall?
A

Not that I am aware of.

Q

Tell me what Mr. Brimhall and you said in the

course of that conversation regarding the need for a
completion date?
A

Specifically with respect to completion date,
156

Lake, did they at that time?
THE WITNESS:

No, they do not.

THE COURT: We will recess for 10 minutes to
allow a new bailiff and a new clerk to come in.
I admonish you to speak to no one or discuss
among yourselves or allow anyone to talk to you about
the case.
(At 2:55 p.m., Court recessed until
3:05 p.m.)
THE COURT:

The record may show all jurors

are in their seat, all of the counsel are present, and
on the stand.

You may proceed.

question at the end.
Illinois.

Ms. Tripp had a

I asked this other firm out of

I asked if they had an office in Salt Lake.

The answer was yes.

Did they have one at the time this

went on and she didn't get the real answer.
THE WITNESS: Yes.
THE COURT:
Q

All right.

Thank you, gentlemen.

(By Mr. Davies) Mr. Stoll, let me go back

again, just one or two more questions with regards to
Exhibit 1001, which is the typed edition of the
Standard Form Agreement Between Owner and Contractor.
For what purpose was this contract prepared?
A

For the purpose of modifying the-document to

comply with certain of the requirements of the lender.
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exhibit.
Q
counsel?

If not, it will be.
(By Mr. Hughes) Do you have a copy of it,
Well, I can go along without it.
MR. CROCKETT:

I can give you a copy of the

witness's response and what I used to jog his memory,
if you want to use it.
MR. HUGHES:
Q

No, that is fine.

(By Mr. Hughes) Do you recall about when the

request for the money for the sales were made?
A

Early April.

I believe Mr. Redd's letter is

dated early April, but I don't have it in front of me.
Q

And that was at a time that you had already

been told that Deseret had refused to fund anymore
draws on this project, was it not?
A

Yes.

Q

Now, I am to my last question, Your Honor.

Going back, we have already talked about the telephone
conversation.

Let's go to the first meeting that you

had, and I think that was the one you have
characterized as being at Mr. Redd's office?
A

Yes.

Q

Did anyone within that meeting state that

Sherwin Knudsen was in breach in any way?
A

Not that I recall.

Q

Do you recall in that meeting whether anybody

12

brought any issue up regarding the bond or United
Pacific Insurance Company?
A

No.

The bond was not mentioned.

Q

Now, let's go to the next meeting, which I

think you said is in mid-April and this is the one you
characterize was in the board room at Deseret Federal,
was it not?
A

Right.

Q

Again, the same question.

At this meeting

did anybody state that Mr. Knudsen was in any way in
breach of any, of any agreement?
A

Let me clarify not my last answer, but my

prior answer.

No one claimed or alleged specifically

that Mr. Knudsen was in breach of his contract.

The

discussions in both meetings, however, centered on cost
to complete the project and the possible cost overruns.
Nobody alleged a breach.

No mention of the bonding

company was made in either meeting.
MR. HUGHES:

Thank you.

THE COURT:

Mr. Cayias.

MR. CAYIAS:

That is all I have.

Thank you, Your Honor.

CROSS EXAMINATION CONTINUED
BY MR. CAYIAS:
Q

Mr. Stoll, during the course of these

negotiations and things you have testified about so
13

remember what he said and what you said.

Would you

give us the approximate date of that meeting?

Some

time in February, I assume?
A

Yes.

Q

And you know about what part, the middle?

A

Probably the first part of February.

Q

Now, is that about the January draw request I

am talking about that was submitted on the 8th?
A

Yes.

Q

What did you say and what did Mr. Frandsen

say?

With respect to Mr. Frandsen, I want you to tell

me everything.

We don't have a limitation on your

discussions with Mr. Frandsen.
A

Mr. Frandsen told me that Continental Savings

& Loan had refused to fund any more of the draw
requests, and they were having personal problems
between themselves and he did not know when he would be
able to fund these draw requests until they got the
problems worked out with Continental.
Q

What did you say, if anything, in response to

that?
A

I said we will not be able to continue

working unless they are funded on this job because we
have not the capacity to pay off the subcontractors and
keep going on the job.

And he told me at this time,
129

1

"Go as long as you can. We will try and get this

2

situation with Continental worked out.

3

working.

4

dedicated.

5

the sales started, then this might work things out

6

between Continental and Deseret Federal."

Let's get the model open.

Just keep

Let's get it

Let's get some sales started.

If we get

7

Q

Did you work as long as you could?

8

A

Yes, sir,

9

Q

And how long was that?

10

A

We worked on the job until April 15th and at

11

that time all of the subcontractors were gone. They

12

left about the end of February.

13

roofer.

14

wasn't paid to work.

15

THE COURT:

He stayed there and I admired him for it. He

Again, Mr. Summerhays, you have

16

called him as a witness.

17

response to a question.

18
19
20

All except one, the

MR. SUMMERHAYS:

The narrative is not in

I know, Your Honor, I

hope —
THE COURT:

I don't want to interrupt, but I

21

will unless some of the lawyers do. When he has

22

answered your question, I want you to ask another

23

question and know when you have your answers there.

24
25

MR. SUMMERHAYS:

You understand that,

Mr. Knudsen?
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lj

any way to refresh ycur recollection/ Xr. Knud3en, as to

2|

whether in fact you recsived this letter?

3J

.A.
'/

-

No.

Well, : do rszsn^er zh* t r i c k t h i n e .

4^»;

I

5

sane tine frame r>et wi~i a Mr. 3oucj McAlpine an the jch

7

site, did you not, Mr. Knudsen, in October of 1934?

3
91
1C
11

A.

Is he the nan that came out with Mr.

Grantham?
Q.

No, he came out before Mr. Grantham did.

A.

The only man I recall meeting at the site was

I

12

i

— his name was Sean, and he came --it with Mr. Grantham.

13

I

14j

Q.

;
i

..

You nave no recoliecticn of meeting Mr.

!

I

KcAioine?

j

151

A.

No, I don't.

i

16j

Q.

You did -eet with Mr. Granthan, and Mr. Sean

|

17

i

Copish in January cf 1S25; isn't that correct?

IS

A.

I did rteet with them.

I den't reroer±>er what

t

I

t

IS I

the time frame was.

!!

I

20
21

I

Q.

A.

23

Q.

25

You v/ere aware at the time Mr. Grantham cane

out of the problems with Continental not funding?

22

24

;

|

Yes.
So, you were aware of that before the time

you met with Mr. Grantham?
A.

Not before.

;

I don't recall

i
?ags 5 7

SUMfY C. HSUZSSCE37AKD23, CSR, RPR

j

MR. SUMSPJLVTS:

L e t ' s read than bad:.

I thin*

there is no confusion.
Q. (By Mr. Davies)

When you met with Mr. Granthan

in January of 1983, or whenever it was that you met with
Mr. Grantham, you were aware then that Continental vas
not funding the loan, were you not?
A.

Yes, I believe so.

Q.

Did you —
TH2 COURT: Who's Mr. Granthan?
MR. DAVIES: Mr. Grantham was a vice president--

at Continental.
TK2 CCUR?:
Q.

All right.

(By Mr. Davies)

Did you know that Cor.tir.enta!

was not funding the loan at any time prior to -he time
you met with Mr. Grantham?
A.

I don't know.

Q.

Had you had your conversation with Mr.

Frandaen in which he indicated that Continental was not
funding before you met Mr. Grantham?
A.

No, I think that was after, because that

would have been the January, February draws.

Pace 5
BUNNY C. NEUZNSCIiWANDZR, CSR, R?R

about that at.any pci.it after the first time you tut it

|

on your draw request regarding that $121,000 that vs'va

!

bear, tastifyitr -- you've ?*3tifi*d about?

I
5j

Q.

Nov, Mr. Davies his —

you've testified fo-

6

Mr. Saviea about a meeting where- Xr. Grar.tha.-s was

7

present.

Do you recall that testimony?

3

A.

Yes.

51

Q.

Did anyone at that meeting indicate to ycu

10

that you had not completed the contract by the completion

i

111

date?

J

12I

A.

No.

13

Q.

V7as the completion date —

14

i
did that subject

ever come up in that meeting?

151

A.

No.

16,

Q.

Did anybody ir. that meeting comment or. the

17

workmanship of uhe job?

15

A.

19

Davies?

20|

workmanship was excellent, and at that time Mr.Grantham

21|

told his to shut up and sit down.

22

Q.

Yes.

The —

what was his last name, >:r.

Sean Copish indicated that he thought the

That's fine.

Did you state —

did you state

23I

in that aeeting that you would complete the project for

24

your contract price?

25j

TH2 CC*J?.T:

You're leading again, sir.

This is

P2.C3 116
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11
12
13
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14
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15

on for trial before the HONORABLE ERNEST F. BALDWIN,

16

District Court, with a jury, in the Coalville County

17
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18
19
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20
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21
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22
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1

had you been told that the Camelot project --

2

THE COURT:

3

MR. HUGHES:

Had he been told?
Yes.

That's all I'm

4I ask ing .
5

THE COURT:

6 I hearsay f

We are getting a little into

aren't we?

7

MR. HUGHES:

I just want to know if

8 1 anybody had told him that.
9

truth of the matter

10
11

it for the

asserted.

MR. CROCKETT:

I object on the grounds

of relevency.

12
13

I am not doing

THE COURT:

It is immaterial and

irrelevant and a waste of time here.

14

MR. HUGHES:

I'll move on then.

15

Mr. Soter # at any time did you tell Mr.

16

Knudson that he was in default of his construction

17

contract, and by that I mean orally?

18

A.

I don't recall telling him that.

19

Q.

At any time did you give him written

20 I notice that he was in default of his construction
21

contract?

22

A.

The only time I remember anything about

23

that is in a counterclaim to a suit staffed by Mr.

24

Knudson.

25

Q.

Thank you.

During the building of the
131

GS SOTER

WIT P

X fi

1

Camelot Condominiums, did you inspect the project?
<

21

A.

Yes,sir.

3

Q.

How often would you inspect the project?

41

A.

I was up there every day.

5

Q.

Were you satisfied with the quality of

6 1 the workmanship?
71

A.

Absolutely.

81

Q.

Were you satisfied with the progress of

9

the construction?

101

A.

Yes, sir.

Ill

Q.

Prior to Mr. Knudson submitting

12

request, did you review those with him, generally?

13
14

the draw

A.

I remember discussing

them.

I don't

know how much detail we went into with them.

15

Q.

Did you ever recall any discussions

16

where you disagreed with any amount that Mr. Knudson

17

had put in a draw request?

181

A.

The only thing I remember disagreeing

191 with is Mr. Knudson putting this on the draw request,
20

Q.

By this, what do you mean by that?

21

A.

This 100 --

22..„
23

you.

24

hear you well.

25 I

Mr. Soter, I can f t hear

THE COURT:

Speak up loud to Mr. Hughes, and then I will

THE WITNESS:
132

Okay.
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II

MR. CROCKETT:

jj

THE COURT:

II

MR. CROCKETT:

Soter f s Inc.

Soter's Inc.
And Summit Park Company.

i!

jj

THE WITNESS:

I introduced myself, and

il indicated that I had been asked to become involved in

I
I

the situation.
I asked him what his current understanding

I of the status of the loan was, and then proposed that
we have a meeting together.
Q

(By Mr. Crockett)

All right.

Did you,

I in fact, after that, obtain any documents in connection
I with this transaction.

I

A

Yes, I did.

Q

What documents did you obtain?

A

I think the first documents that I obtained

„ were a series of construction progress reports and an

j

I analysis of the project by WCAS.
I

Q

Before you there is a stack of exhibits.

J The first exhibit is a stipulated Exhibit 54. Can you
I look at that exhibit and tell me if that's the document

i
1 you were just describing.
J

A

I'll flip the pictures.

Yes, this is

I one of the documents that I received.
I —~

MR. CROCKETT:

I Exhibit 54 at this time.

Your Honor, we would offer

It's a stipulated exhibit.
6

THE COURT: Mr. Davies.
MR. DAVIES:

No objection.

THE COURT: Mr. Hughes.
MR. HUGHES:

No objection.

THE COURT: Mr. Cayias.
MR. CAYIAS:
THE COURT:

No objection.
Thank you.

I haven't missed

anybody, have I? Mr. Summerhays?
MR. SUMMERHAYS:
THE COURT:

We have no objection.

I can't see you from here.

MR. SUMMERHAYS:

That's fine, Your Honor.

No objection.
Q

(By Mr. Crockett)

Nowf would you also

look at Exhibit 55f and describe what that is.
A

This is a letter dated February 1, 1985,

to Ron Frandsen, signed by Richard L. Ballingham of WCAS
|Consulting Architects.

i

THE COURT: And WCAS is who?
THE WITNESS: William C. Selvedge and
Associates, a consulting architectural firm.
THE COURT: All right.
Q

(By Mr. Crockett)

a stack of documents.

You said you received

Is Exhibit 55 one of the documents

you received?
A

This is one of the documents I received.
7

MR. CROCKETT:

We'll also offer stipulated

Exhibit 55.
MR. DAVIES:

No objection.

MR. HUGHES:

No objection.

MR. CAYIAS:

No objection.

MR. SUMMERHAYS:
THE COURT:

No objection.

Hearing no objection from

any counsel/ it may be received.
Q

(By Mr. Crockett)

Sir, you have before

you a February 5th letter, which is Exhibit 58.
me, a February 4th letter.

Excue

That's not the one I'm looking

for.

I'm looking for the one to Stan Stoll.

5th.

It's right here.

February

You have Exhibit 59, do you not.
A

Yes.

Q

Excuse me, Exhibit 94.

A

Exhibit 94, yes.

Q

Right.

We'll get away from the deposition

exhibits and get to the trial here pretty soon.

This

one has already been received into evidence.
The letter reads:

"Dear Stan:

Enclosed

herewith is a letter dated February 4, 1985 to Ron
Frandsen prepared by WCSA, consultants hired by Deseret
Federal to analyze the above captioned project,
showing that WCSA estimates the total cost
8

to complete the 25 units, assuming completion within
the next couple of months, to be $1,436,625.00."
Is that February 4th letter referred to from
WCAS before you, sir?
A

It is.

Q

Which exhibit is that?

A

It is Exhibit 58.

Q

Is this another part of the documents .

you received?
A

Yes.
MR. CROCKETT: We would offer 58 at this

time, Your Honor.
MR. SUMMERHAYS:

No objection.

MR. CAYIAS: No objection.
MR. DAVIES:
THE COURT:
Q

No objection.
It may be received.

(By Mr. Crockett)

In addition you have

Exhibit 56 before you, do you not, sir?
A

I do.

Q

Is that the final WCAS that constitutes

the stack that you were talking about?
also.

Oh, Exhibit 57

So 56, 57 and 58, do those complete it?
A

They do, although 57 is dated a later

date, so I didn't receive it in connection with the initial
contact that I had.
It came at a later date.

MR. HUGHES:
Q

We'll move on.

(By Mr. Hughes)

Thank you.

Let's go to the next

report you said you reviewed/ which is Exhibit 58.
A

I have that report.

Q

And let me have you look at date stamp

3121 on that report.
A

I have that page.

Q

And this is a report written on February

4th, so it's just a couple of days after the report we
just looked at, Exhibit 57, isn't it?
A

That's right.

It's dated February 4,

Q

And again, this gives estimated percentages

1985.

of completion, does it not?
A

It does.

Q

And under Tri-K it has 62.4%.

A

That's right.

Q

And under WCAS it has estimated percentage

of completion 54.8%.
A

That's right.

Q

Did you take an opportunity to review

any of Tri-K's draw requests in connection with your
review of this report?
A

I reviewed their draw requests.

I don't

have a specific recollection of sitting down and comparing

them with these reports.
Q

Do you know at this time about how much

Sherwin Knudsen or Tri-K had shown disbursed —

let me

rephrase that.
What percentage of completion he showed on
his draw requests?
A

It's been a long time, but my recollection

is the figure is approximately a million seven.
Q

I'm talking about —

yes, that's true.

That's the dollar amount.
Well

~
THE COURT:

Strike that as to what is

true and what is not true, Mr. Hughes.
MR. HUGHES: He answered my next question.
I appreciate that. Your Honor.
Q

(By Mr. Hughes)

I'm talking now just

| in terms of percentage completed.

Do you know if this

\ 62.4 percentage represented what Tri-K showed as- completed?
[

A

I do not know that.

Q

Okay.

:j rapidly now.

We'll go through these reports

The last one, I think, that you were presentee

is the WCAS reports. Let's just go over that next one,
which is Exhibit 56.
A

I have that exhibit.

Q

That's a letter dated February 19, 1985.

A

It is.
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Q

And that, again, has a computer sheet

attached to it.
A

It does.

Q

And what is the total amount complete

now indicated?
A

Percent complete?

Q

Percentage.

A

The figure is 63%.

Q

And the clubhouse down at the bottom,

do you see that?
A

50%.

Q

It appears that there's been quite a bit —

well/ I won't ask that.

Those figures speak for themselves,

THE COURT:
MR. HUGHES:

That saves you an objection.
Could I get Exhibit 42, Joye,

please.
Q

(By Mr. Hughes)

Let me have you look

at Exhibit 57.
A

I.have it.

Q

That is also WCAS architectural report.

A

It is.

Q

And the first page is a letter, is it

A

It is.

Q

And what is the date of that letter?

not?
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A . April 8, 1985.
Q

And then if we turn another couple of

pages, it's Bates No. 3157. Do you see that, sir?
A

I do.

Q

And this is designated as a field obser-

vation report?
A

Yes, it is.

Q

And it is designated as No. 003.

Q

It is.

Q

Do you see under the heading "weather"

on the right hand column?
A

Yes.

Q

What is listed on that column?..

A

It says, "snowing/plus or minus 40."

Which stands for inches of snowpack.
Q
3160.
listed

Now, if you turn in that report to document

Slash quote mark means inches.

That's the heading

at number 5. What is number 5 listed on that

page?
A

What are you talking about?

Q

Under "comments and concerns".

A

Part two, number 5, says —

do you want

me to read it*
Q

Yes.

A

"Overall, the project appears to be plus

or minue 63% complete."

Q .
| Exhibit
Exhibit 42
42.
»

A

Let me show you what has been marked as
Have you seen that document before, sir?
I have seen either this document itself

or photocopies of this document.
Q

And this is an application for certificate

of payment/ application 10.

Would this be one of the

requests submitted by Tri-K that you reviewed?
A

Yes.

Q

Would you look on the second sheet or

second page of that sheet/ sir.

What was the application

date listed?
A

March 14/ 1985.

Q

And the date of this WCAS report/ if I

could have you refer back to that/ which is 3157/ what
is the date of that?
A

April 8/ April 8/ 1985.

Q

Excuse me r I'm talking about the report.

A

I'm sorry.

I thought you were talking

about the letter.
Q

3157.

A

I'm sorry.

The field observation report

is dated the 21st of March/ 1985.
Q

If you will look on the exhibit which

is the draw request/ under column G, it goes^"^* —
appears to be minus "C".

it

Total completed/ and what is .

the percentage shown by Mr. Knudsen that he has completed

36

!j and stored .on that date.

1

II

A

His indication is 61%.

I

Q

Did that have any influence in any of

1 your decisions?
I

A

I wasn't deciding anything.

I observations and analyses.

I was making

Sixty-one percent talks about

I the percentage of the building that's completed.

But

I it doesn't talk about the other elements of the entire
J project.
j

Q

By "other elements of the project,ff what

| do you mean?
j

A

Oh, there were many issues in the discussion

J between people.

That included the marketing, and those

I included the quality of construction, those included
J the timeliness of construction, and things like that.
j

I remember this because there is an indication

J
j here on this schedule of still two eight oh one - one
fifty.
j

Q

Yes, sir.

j

A

And there was still, as I mentioned, some

jj discussion as to whether the amount was two eight oh
lone or two nine two one.

And as a consequence, the 61%

lis a percentage of the two eight oh one - one fifty,
J instead of the two nine two one.
J

Q

It's a lower percentage.

But that would only change if there was

la change order, would it now, sir?
37

A

That's right.

Q

There was not a change order, was there?

A

He lists —

change by chage order $121,242.62«

Someone thought there was a change order.
Q

But on this schedule that we are going

off ofr it doesn't include —
THE COURT: We are talking about new or
different or amended, and not a change order?
MR. HUGHES:

I don't want to get into

THE COURT:

I do. We kept getting into

the contracts.

| that, and we have —

how many contracts do we have in

evidence?
MR. HUGHES: Four.
THE COURT:

Four contracts.

MR. HUGHES: And the two point
THE COURT:
MR. HUGHES:

~

No change order?
No change order.

Not at

I all.
THE COURT:

So let's refer to it as the

j different executed documents.
Q

(by Mr. Hughes)

Do you know why WCAS

A

I have an understanding as to why.

Q

What is your understanding?

was hired?
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A

My understanding is that they were going

to inspect the project and comment on the status of completion
of the project and the status of the quality of the work.
|

Q

And the last report we have just looked

at showed them at how many percent complete?
I
|

I

A
on —

Their field observation report indicates

let's see, it was two-five, the overall project

appears to be plus or minus 63% complete.

I

THE COURT:

I have a question.

I to know what you mean by "complete".

I

I want

Does that mean

complete in terms of the dollar amounts that were to
be paid and the dollar amounts that have been put in

I and to finish the jobr or is it the actual percent of
I work that had been completed.
I

A

My understanding is that it is the actual

I percentage of work completed on the buildings themselves.
J

THE COURT:

Without relation of what was

J going on with respect to costs or what had been —
J

THE WITNESS:

Plus or minus 63% is what

I this report says.
I

Q

(By Mr. Hughes)

Draw request number 10

I was forty-two, which is dated March 14, and shows 61%
I completer does it not?
J

A

That's what the report shows in the column

"G".
39
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1

A

Towards the latter part of the loan as far

2 I as my affiliation with it.
3

Before construction totally

stopped.

4

Q

5

Had you authorized payment on that draw

request?

6 I
7

A

I hadn't done anything with it, because I was

instructed not to do anything with it.

8

Q

Who instructed you not to do anything with

10 I

A

That was Rod Brown and Ron Frandsen.

11

Q

Did they tell you why you were not to do

9

12

it?

anything with it?

13

A

I was told there were problems with

14

Continental Federal.

15

that if we paid any additional draw requests we were in

16

second position to them.

17

Q

And that they had indicated to us

Did they indicate to you at that time that

18

the refusal was based on anything Sherwin Knudsen had

19

done or not done?

20 I
21

A

No.

Nothing like that was ever indicated to

Q

Do you know if there were subsequent draw

me.

22 I
23

*requests after the one you have just spoken of that

24

were also not paid?

25

A

I believe there were a couple of others.
65

THE COURT:

1
2

A

Let him explain in his own way.

September of '84 1 was looking at a lot of

3

different things, and October of '84 we are looking at a

4

lot of different factors and the progress of

5

construction, and concluded that they would not be

6

finished until year end, until somewhere around year end

7

of '85 or before.

8
9
10
11

Q

Did you discuss with anyone that this was

going to take another 15 or 16 months to complete from
that date?
A

Ron Frandsen.
MR. SUMMERHAYS:

12
13

months, he has got the wrong number there, your Honor.
• — — - " — •

#

14

MR. HUGHES:

15

THE WITNESS:

16

Yes.
October, November and December

and 12 are 15.

17

MR. CROCKETT:

18

MR. SUMMERHAYS:

19

22
23
24
25

That's right.
End of October, your Honor,

is the date of it.
THE COURT:

20
21

We'll object if you count the

Proceed, sir.

The jury all

understand andL can add better than the rest of us.
A

I'mt sure I spoke about It with Ron Frandsen

at least.
Q

(By- Mr. Crockett)

Did you know pursuant to

the constructl on loan agreement whether or not there was
112
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business, I may do so.

1

MR. CROCKETT:

2

Your Hon or, in terms of

3

putting o bjections to the instructions , we can do it

4

Just with the reporter, can't we?
THE COURT:

5

I111 sit here and listen.

I'd like to know.

6

MR. CROCKETT:

7

I guess the plaintiff will

be first.

8

(Discussion off the record.)

9

THE COURT:

10

The record will show that

11

prior to the preparation of the Instructions and of the

12

Interroga tories, all counsel did have a discussion with

13

the Court concerning the same.

14

that the exceptions to Instructions and to the

15

Interrogatories may be formally taken on the record

16

after the Jury had retired to deliberate but before they

17

return./ And at this time counsel may take their

18

exceptions to the Instructions given to the Jury and to

19

the Special Verdict.

And it: was stipulated

I had to give the clerk my marks on the

20
21

questions that were made to the Court.

22

gentlemen

23

on each one:

24

or given in effect.

25

There they are,

They were there yesterday,, and I had marked
Given or not given, or, given in substance
So, the instructions I have marked

as required on each one generally what I did regarding
1

i

12 |

1

understood it.

2

And it was only that.
THE COURT:

3

That matter relates only to

Mr. Cayias.

4

MR. CAYIAS:

Correct, your Honor.

5

THE COURT:

And to whoever had the

6

revolving line of credit.

7

MR. CAYIAS:

8

Right, your Honor.

you.

9

THE COURT:

10 I

Thank you, Mr. Cayias.

Mr. Hughes.

11 I

MR. HUGHES:

12

THE COURT:

Mr. Russell.
Now, I'm separating you two.

13 I Mr. Russell represents Mr. Knudsen.
14

United Pacific.

You represent

Mr. Hughes, you are next.

15 I

MR. HUGHES:

16

THE COURT:

17

MR. RUSSELL:

18

THE COURT:

19

Thank

I have no objections then.
Mr. Russell.
Thank you, your Honor.
I'm just trying to keep

straight in my own mind who is who.

20 I

MR. RUSSELL:

On behalf of Tri-K, and

21

Trf-K only, your Honor, asr to the requested instructions

22

that counsel submitted to the Courir on behalf of Tri-K,

23

we would make exception to the following numbered

24

instructions as they appear in our packet and are

25

numbered for our reference.

20

1

We would take exception as follows:

Our

2

Instruction No- 3, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 23,

3

24.

4

Instruction No. 27, if I can refer to the original

5

packet here, my recollection, your Honor, was that our

6

tentatively marked Instruction No. 27 was not, in fact,

7

given.

Then, your Honor, I am a bit confused because on

8

That instruction deals with breach and waiver.
If I may approach the bench, your Honor, just

9

to make sure that the Court is aware that that was not

10

given.

Is that what that says, Judge?

11

have my original packet of instructions that actually

12

were given to the jury.

13
14

THE COURT:
waiver.

And I do not

We gave some instructions on

Maybe I should say, given in substance.

15 I

MR. RUSSELL:

I see, your Honor.

If the

16

correct notation on that specific instruction is. Given

17

in substance

18

—
THE COURT:

I recall if they voluntarily

19

gave up the right, they can't be held liable to complete

20

on time.

21

in the instructions, I feel.

22

sir, but it was given in effect and substance.

23

I may not have given the first —

MR. RUSSELL:

Maybe not specifically,

That's correct.

24 I waiver inatruetfciQfi i» thar«^ yonff Hano*^
25

it's covered

Weu have a

W » would have

liked that one given;
21

1

THE COURT:

2 1

MR. RUSSELL:

3

It's in substance and effect.
Thank you, your Honor.

Your Honor, we would take specific exception

4

to the fact that there was no instruction on agency on

5

Continental.

6

dispositive of that.

7

record at this time.

8

Obviously the Court's ruling is
We would review and preserve the

We further take exception specifically that

9

no exemplary or punitive damages were given.

We are

10

aware of the Court's position and ruling on that, as

11

well.

12 I

As to the Special Verdict form,, your Honor,

13

war take exception to the fori of the waiver questions

14

that appear throughout that-*

15

should have been one Interrogatory on each waiver

16

question, your Honor.

17

Verdict form, that that shouldn't have been split out

18

into three separate interrogatories with each one of

19

those Interrogatories setting forth a particular element

20

of waiver.

21

We submit that there

That comes up in the Special

-would submit thmir the proper farm of

22

interrogator* would have bees to ask whether the parties

23

indicated by their warder or conduct a waiver; and then

24

have th* instruction^ itself^ set forth the elements for

25

reference for the jury.
22

1

That's all I have, your Honor.

2

THE COURT:

3

Mr. Davies.

4
5
6

Thank you, sir.

MR. DAVIES:

Yes, your Honor.

I can be

very brief.
With respect to the instructions Continental

7

proposed but were not given, Continental has no

8

objections with regard to the Court's determination on

9

those requested instructions.

It is Continental's

10

understanding that all of the instructions which

11

Continental would have required or requested were given

12

in substance, and Continental has no objection with •

13

regard to any instruction which Continental requested

14

having been deleted.

15

With regard to the specific instructions

16

given by the Court, Continental specifically objects to

17

Instruction No. 22 which left open to the jury the issue

18

of finding which of the Tri-K contracts was the contract

19

that was the operable contract.

20

Court's failure to give, I think it was Mr. Summerhaysf

21

Instruction No. 54 which had initially been proposed and

22

approved by the Court and then was withdrawn.

23

believe that instruction would have been the proper

24

instruction with regard to which contract was operable

25

and effective.

We object to the

We

23
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TRI-K
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
3131 DEERHOLLOW DRIVE

SANDY, UTAH 64092

(601) 942-2232

A p r i l 16, 1985

Gregory S. Soter
Soter*s Inc.
1414 South 700 West
Salt Lake City, Utah
Ret

84104

Camelot Condominium Project

Dear Greg:
This letter constitutes formal notice that Soter1s Inc. is in default
under that certain Construction Contract between Soter1s Inc. and Tri-K
Contractors, dated August 15, 1963 (the "Contract") because of Soter's
failure to pay the following draws as requested by Tri-K: January - $30,609.90j
February - »65,055.00| and March - $71,000.00
Unless payment of all draws described above is made on or before the close
of business on Friday, April 19, 1985, the Contract will be terminated and TriK Contractors will have no further obligations to Soter1s in connection therewith.
Any such termination will not constitute a waiver of any right which Tri-K
Contractors may have against Soter1s or any other party with respect to payment
due under the Contract or damages on account of the breach thereof, including
any right to payment of profit to whirh Tri-K \t% entltlrxl.
Sincerely yours,
TRI-K C0HTRACTORS

L ,..j££^&L

:

Sherwin Knudsen
SK:ead
cc: Stan Stoll,
Snow, Christensen & Martineau
cc: Rod Brown,
Deseret Federal Savings

X301093
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vs.
•J-

at

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY

Defendant_£_.

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury:
(See Instructions No. 1 to No. 4*jr)

.

INSTRUCTION NO.
You are now a part of a court of justice and, as such,
prejudice, ptasien, bLao,

and sympathetic foaling havo no place

whatever in your deliberations.
In organized society man's rights, duties, obligations
and relationships are determined and controlled by the law.

I:

is your duty to apply the law as given in these instructions to
the facts established by the evidence and render your verdict
accordingly, without regard to its effect on any person, party
or thing;
Nothing that may be said in these instructions is to be
construed or taken by you as suggesting or intimating in any way
what the court may believe the facts to be, or as to which party
or parties the court may think is entitled to a verdict.

The

determination of these matters is the province of the jury, and
the court neither forms, has or expresses any opinion or judgment
thereon.
In determining questions of fact, you are not at' liberty
to indulge In speculation or conjecture, nor arc you at libeit/
to follow your own ideas of what the law is or-ought to be. On
the contrary, you are required to look solely to the evidence for
the facts and to the instructions given you by—Ure cuotc-Ior-chB
law and to return a verdict according thereto.
All parties to this action are entitled to equal justice
under the law, and you have no right in arriving at your verdict
to consider any matters except the evidence submitted to you in
open court, or inferences that may reasonably be drawn therefrom,
viewed in the light of and under the law as given you in these
instructions.

INSTRUCTION NO.

^

It is the duty of the court to instruct you in the
law chat applies to this case, and it is your duty as jurors
to follow the law as the court states it to you, - regardless
of what you personally believe the law is or ought to be. On
the other hand, it is your exclusive province to determine the
facts in the case, and to consider and weigh the evidence for
that purpose.
Th« a u t h o r i t y thus v o c e o d i n y o u i » n o t an p r M r r a r y

power, but must be exercised with sincere judgment, sound discretion, and in accordance with rules of law stated to you.

INSTRUCTION NO.

S

You are the exclusive judges of the credibility of
the witnesses and the weight of the evidence.

In judging the

weight Of tfte testimony ami ci-«dibili«7 of eh* witnesses you

have a right to take into consideration their bias, their interest in the result of the suit, or any probable motive or
lack thereof to testify fairly, if any is shown. You may
consider the witnesses' deportment upon the witness stand,
the reasonableness of their statements, their apparent frankness or candor, or the want of it, their opportunity to know,
their ability to understand, and their capacity to remember.
You should consider these matters together with all of the
other facts and circumstances which you may believe have a
bearing on the truthfulness or accuracy of the witnesses'
statements.

INSTRUCTION NO.

*T

You should not consider as evidence any statement of
counsel made during the trial, unless such statement vas made
as an admission or stipulation conceding the existence of a
fact or facts.
You must not consider for any purpose any offer of
evidence that vas rejected, or any evidence that vas stricken
ouc by th« oourr; such matter is to be treated as though you
never had known of it.
You are to decide this case solely upon the evidence
that has been received by the court, and the inferences that
you may reasonably draw therefrom, and such presumptions as
the law deduces therefrom, as noted in these instructions, and
In accordance with the law as herein stated.

INSTRUCTION NO.

f

If you believe any witness has wilfully testified
falsely as to any material matter, you may disregard the en
tire testimony of such witness, except «s he may-have- been
corroborated by other credible evidence.

IW3TRUCTI0M HO.

V

At times throughout the trial the court has been
called upon to determine whether certain offered evidence
might properly be admitted.

You are not to be concerned with

the reasons for such rulings and are not to draw any inference
from them.

Whether offered evidence is admissible is purely

a question of law.

In admitting evidence to which an objection

is made, the court does not determine what weight should be
given such evidence; nor does it pass on the credibility of the
witness.

You are not to consider evidence offered but not

admitted, nor any evidence stricken out by the court; as to
any question to which an objection was sustained, you must noc
conjecture as to what the answer might have been or as to the
^reason for the objection.

INSTRUCTION NO.

(

If during this trial the court has said or done anything which has suggested to you that it is inclined to favor
the claims or position of either party, you will not permit
yourselves to be influenced by any such suggestion.
The court has not intended to inUluace «ny opinion
as to which witnesses are, or are not, worrhy of belief, nor
which party should prevail.

If any expression has seemed to

indicate an opinion relating to any -of these matrexs. you
should disregard it, because you are the exclusive judges of
the facts.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

I

Whenever in these instructions it is stated that the
burden, or the burden of proof, rests upon a certain party to
prove a certain allegation made by him, the meaning of such an
instruction is this: that unless the truth of that allegation
is proved by a preponderance of the evidence, you shall find that
the same is not true.

If the evidence is evenly balanced as to

its convincing force on any allegation, you must find that such
allegation has not been proved.

INSTRUCTION NO.

^

By a preponderance of the evidence, as that term is
used in these instructions, £a maant char which to your minds
is of the greater weight. The evidence preponderates to the
side which, to your minds, seems to be the most convincing and
satisfactory.

The preponderance of the evidence is not alone

determined by the number of witnesses, nor the amount of the
testimony, but the convincing character of the testimony weighed
by the impartial minds of the jury.

INSTRUCTION NO.

If)

In this, as in every suit for damages, the parties
are required to allege the amount of damages claimed, and
under no circumstances could there be an award of damages in
excess of the amount demanded, but the amount thus alleged
constitutes no evidence and is no indication of the amount to
which a party may be entitled.

The fact that the court has

instructed you concerning damages is not to be taken as any
indication that the court either believes or does not believe
that (plaintiff, defendant) is entitled to recover such damages.

The instructions in reference to damages are given as

a guide in case you find from a preponderance of the evidence
that the (plaintiff, defendant) is entitled to recover, as it
is the court's duty to state to you fully all of the law applicable to this case; but should your determination be that there
should be no recovery, then you will entirely disregard the
instructions given you upon the matter of damages.

INSTRUCTION NO*

I( _

You are not permitted to award speculative damages by which
term is meauit compensation for detriment which/ although
possible, is remote, conjectural or speculative•

INSTRUCTION NO.

j'V

The lav forbids you to determine any issue in this
case by resort to chance.

If you should decide that any

party is entitled to recover, in discussing the amount of
damages to be awarded, you properly could ascertain from each
juror his ovn independent judgment as to what the amount should
be -- if you should so vish to do — whereupon, it would be
your duty to thoughtfully consider the amounts so suggested, to
test them in the light of the law and the evidence, and, after
deliberation thereon, to determine which, if any, of such individual estimates was proper.

But it would be unlawful for

you to agree in advance to take the independent estimate of each
juror, then total such estimates, draw an average from the total,
and to make such average the amount of your award.

INSTRUCTION NO.

IJ

If in these instructions any rule, direction or idea
has been stated in varying ways, no emphasis thereon is intended,
and none oust be inferred by you. For that reason, you are not
co «iT*gTfi out. «tuy cercain eetic«ne«, or any individual point or
instruction, and igixuic che ochera, but: you ar« ro consider all

the instructions as a whole, and to regard each in the light of
all the others.
The order in which the instructions are given has no
significance as to their relative importance.

P.I?

i

INSTRUCTION NO. __/,

The attitude and conduct of jurors at the outset of
their deliberations are a matter of considerable importance.
It is rarely productive of good for a juror, upon entering
the jury room, to make an emphatic expression of his opinion
on the v«»e or so announce a d«c«rm£aat4rm to stand for a

certain verdict.

When one does that at the outset, his sense

of pride may be aroused, and ha nay hesitate to recede from
an announced position if shown that it is fallacious.

Remember

that you are not partisans or advocates in this matter, but are
judges.

Th« fin»i fast of the quality of your service will lie

in the verdict which you return to the court, not in the opinions
any of you may hold as you retire. Have in mind that you will
make a definite contribution to efficient judicial administration if you arrive at a just and proper verdict.

To that end,

the court would remind you that in your deliberations in the jury
room there can be no triumph excepting the ascertainment and declaration of the'truth and the administration of justice based
thereon.

P. 20

INSTRUCTION NO.
It is your- duty as jurors to consult with one another
and to deliberate with a view to reaching an agreement.
your individual judgment allows such agreement.

If

You each

must decide the case for yourself, but should do so only after
a consideration of the case with your fellow jurors.

You

should not hesitate to change an opinion when convinced that
it is in error.

However, you should not surrender your honest

convictions concerning the effect or weight of evidence for the
mere purpose of returning a verdict or solely because of the
opinion of the other jurors.

INSTRUCTION NO.

Je_

You must veigh and consider this case without regard to
sympathy, prejudice, or passion for or against any party to the
action.

JUM cc

'W
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INSTRUCTION NO,

P. 22

/

/

A proximate cause of damage i s a cause which, in a natural
and continuous sequence, i s a substantial

factor in bringing

about the damages and without which the damage would not have
occurred*

INSTRUCTION NO,
A waiver is the intentional relinquishment of a known right.
To constitute a waiver, there must be an existing right, benefit
or advantage, a knowledge of its existence, and an intention to
relinquish it*

To constitute waiver, one's actions or conduct

must be distinctly made, must clearly display in some unequivocal
manner any intent to waive, and must be inconsistent with any
other intent.

INSTRUCTION NO.

/ '

In order to recover on a contract, a party must first establish his own performance or a valid excuse for his failure to
perform.

A party who seeks to take advantage of a right or ex-

ception under a contract is charged with a burden of proof of
proving by a preponderance of the evidence facts necessary to
bring him within such right or such exception.

P. 35
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INSTRUCTION NO.

The rules of evidence ordinarily do not permit the opinion
of a witness to be received as evidence.

An exception to this

rule exists in the case of expert witnesses*

A person who, by

education, study and experience, has become an expert in any art,
science or profession, and who is called as a witness, may give
his opinion as to any such matter in which he is versed and wnicn
is material to tne case.

You should consider such expert opinion

and should weigh tne reasons, if any, given for it. You are not
buund, however, by such an gpinion.

Give it the weight wnich you

deem it entitled, whether that be great or slight, and you may
reject it, if in your judgment
unsound.

the reasons given for it ars

P. 36

INSTRUCTION NO.

*V 1

Evidence may be either direct or circumstantial.

Direct

evidence proves a fact with an inference, and, if true conclusively establishes that fact.

Circumstantial evidence proves a

fact from which an inference of the existence of another fact may
oe orawn*

an inference is a oeouction or ract that may logically

and reasonably be drawn from another fact or group of facts.

A

law makes no distinction between direct and circumstantial evidence as to the degree of proof required; each is a reasonable
method of proof.
it may carry.

Each is respected for such convincing force as

H.d/

INSTRUCTION NO.

*V*^^

Proa the evidence before youf you may find that the
construction contract between Tri~K and Soter's Inc. was to be
performed either in a timely manner, or upon a date certain, in
making this finding, you should consider the intent of these two
parties as evidenced by their words or actions.
If you find that the contract was to be performed in a
timely manner, Tri-K can be held in breach of the contract if you
find that such contract was not performed in a reasonable, timely
mannerIf you find that the contract was to be performed by a date
certain, noncompletion by that date would be a breach.

P.3S

JUR¥*lH0TXUJCrXOH MO, s*l,~

^
u

You are instructed that any person who claims damages •:
as -a result of ah alleged wrongful ao* en the pirfr nf nnnfhflr hftn
a duty under the law to •mitigate* those damages —

that is, to .'

take advantage of any reasonable opportunity he may have had under the cireuaatanees to reduce or minimize the loss or;damage.

P. 39

INSTRUCTION NO.

*t

In the event you determine that Deseret Federal breached the
Construction~Loan Agreement with Soter's, Inc., the measure of
damages that should be awarded Soter's, Inc* is one that will
fairly compensate for the loss proximately caused by the breach
or which in the ordinary course of things, would be reasonably
foreseeable to result from the breach of the Construction Loan
Agreement*

In such case, Soter's, Inc. should be entitled to

those damages which would place it in an equivalent position as
it would have been if Oeseret Federal had satisfied the terras of
the Construction Loan Agreement*
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INSTRUCTION NO.

P.4Q

iK

In the event you determine that United Pacific Insurance
Company b r e a c h e d ifco o b l i g a t i o n s u n d a r t h o Porf©rman<?<? BrmH,

tho

measure of damages that should be awarded Deseret Federal is the
amount required to complete construction of the Camelot
Condominiums.

INSTRUCTION NO.

iJ*

in thla ca.. you «ay not includ. ia any award for breach of
contract any

m

for th. purpo.. or punlshins a p . « y ,

o r t o ma)te

an exaapl. of hia for th. public good or to pravant oth.r
injurias.

Such da«a 9 ., would ba punitiv. rathar than

coapan^tory, and th. law do., not authorize punitiv. d.„ag.s
breach of contract.

tor

INSTRUCTION NO.

U

Certain of the parties are corporations and as such can act
only through its officers and employees, who are its agents. The
acts and omissions of an agent, done within the scope of his
authority, are, in contemplation of the law, the acts and
omissions of the corporation whose agent he is.

INSTRUCTION NO.

Is *

In order to prevail upon a claim of fraud, a party
demonstrate,-by clear and convincing evidence, that it
reasonable to rely upon the representation made.

INSTRUCTION NO.

^

I

In order to form the basis for fraud, a representation must
concern a fact that exists at the time of the representation. A
mere expression of opinion or promise is not a representation of
an existing fact.

INSTRUCTION NO.

hO

A 'breach of contract' as used in these instructions means
the failura of a party to perform a promise or covenant which is
part of an agreement or contract.
acting or failing to act.

A breach may occur by a party

INSTRUCTION NO.

4

The Court has determined that Soter's, Inc. assigned the
Construction Contract between Soter's, Inc. and Tri-K to Deseret
Federal, with the consent of Tri-K.

Deseret Federal has claimed

that Tri-K breached the Construction Contract in the following
respects:
1.

Tri-K failed to complete the Camelot Condominiums on

2*

Tri-K attempted to obtain unauthorized compensation.

3.

Tri-K withdrew its profits early.

time.

If you believe that Deseret Federal has proven by a
preponderance of the evidence that any of the above-described
events occurred, you should find that Tri-K has breached the
Construction Contract.

INSTRUCTION NO.
D«»«r«,b Fodorail and continental Federal Savings have claimed
that the following events of default have occurred under the
Construction Loan Agreement, promissory Note, and Deed of Trust
executed by Soter's, Inc.:
1.

Soter's, Inc. failed to deposit funds with Deseret

Federal in an amount sufficient to cure any deficiency between
the estimated total costs of completing the Camelot Condominiums
and the undisbursed funds under the loan as required by the
Construction Loan Agreement.
2.

The Camelot Condominiums were not completed on or

before the completion date of April 4, 1985 as defined in
paragraph 1.6 of the Construction Loan Agreement.

This event is

a defined event of default under paragraph 9.1(e) of the
Construction Loan Agreement.
3.

Soter'o, Inc. abandoned work on the Camelot

Condominiums and work ceased for twenty-one consecutive days.
This event is a defined event of default under paragraph 9.1(g)
of the Construction Loan Agreement.
4.

Soter's, Inc. failed to cause the construction of the

Camelot Condominiums to be prosecuted with diligence and
continuity in violation of the covenants and agreements of
Soter's, Inc. contained in paragraph 3.9 of the Construction Loan
Agreement.
5.

Soter's, Inc. permitted mechanic's lien claims to be

asserted against the Camelot Condominiums in violation of the

covenants and agreements contained in paragraph 3.9 of the
Construction Loan Agreement.
6.

Failure to pay principal and interest when due.

If you belTeve that Deseret Federal and Continental Federal
Savings have proven by a preponderance of the evidence that any
one of the events of default listed above has occurred, then you
should find that Soter#s# Inc. is liable to Deseret Federal and
Continental Federal for the amount owing under the Promissory
Note.

INSTRUCTION NO. S

^

United Pacific Insurance Company has claimed that Oeseret
F e d e r a l fwitlritil^n+'ly i n d u e e d Unifcod P a o i £ i e Z n i u r o n c t Cuuxyany CO

issue the Performance Bond.
In order for you to find fraud, you must find by clear and
r n n v i n c i n g a v i d e n e a oaoh • £ t h e

followingi

First, that Deseret Federal made a representation to United
Pacific Insurance Company;
Second, that the representation was about a material
existing fact;
Third, that the representation was false;
Fourth, that the person who made the representation either
knew that the representation was false, or made the
representation recklessly, knowing that ne had insufficient
information to XJIWW wiiaUier tfte race was true or false;
Fifth, that the representation was made for the purpose of
inducing United Pacific Insurance Company to act;
siAtn, m a t united pacixic Insurance Company acted
reasonably and in ignorance of the falsity of the representation;
Seventh, that Unitud Pacific insurance company actually
relied upon the representation;
Eighth, that the representation induced United Pacific
Insurance Company to act; and
Ninth, that United Pacific Insurance Company suffered a
financial loss because of the false representation.
if YOU h*1<*v* that United Paoifio Ineuranet Company

has

proven each of the elements listed above by clear and convincing

Unit.d Pacific
'
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INSTRUCTION NO.

J

t

Tri-K has clainad that Oasarat Federal fraudul*
Tri-K to render const 1
cuiuarv
I

February,

, •• , i

„aaelot Condominiums
March 1985.

rder for you

. •• ^

convincing evidence

swing:
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ncurred
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Clear and convincing proof clinches what
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INSTRUCTION NO.
You wi ]

t

required to ape]

proof I n yoiit aeliterations

"J i
distinct standards

i .

the party upon whom the burden

proof rests must

clear i " " • i\ •• I p i r» »• j- I d e n c e .

,:y

Where other claims are

the party upon whom rne burder*
a preponderance
i
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vidence. "Clear and convincing evidencev
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INSTRUCTION If I
It is your duty

„,.J£JL

and determine this case the same as
P-1 i,"i I'lusit, r i

i f i t: i in i: • s 1: • e t in si i i „

-IUII;

Soter, Julie R. Soter and Sherwin Xnudsen are inaiviauai,

,
i

that Soter's, Inc., Summit Park Company, Deseret Federal Savings
and Loan Association

iitiJiniii

I

I"

I '>ni

I M>> "

ii

United Pacific Insurance Company are corporations should make no
f ou should look solelv fcn f h ^

diffe?

evidence for the facts ai ici t : I: he Instructions yi'jan /ou ij the
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INSTRUCTION NO
In order t o be a holder in due course, Continental Federal
aust prove tty a preponderance of
Federal look endorsement of the
(a)

For value,

(b)

In good faith,

the part of any person.

. evidence that Continental
ssory Nnia

INSTRUCTION NO.

<<0

Notice of a defense or claim means that from all the facts
and circumstances known to him at the time in question one has
reason to know a given fact exists. The critical time for such
notice is when the party comes into possession as a holder.

I-'.??

INSTRUCTION NO.

4

The Court has determined that Deseret Federal and Soter's,
Inc. are duaT obligees under a Performance Bond and a Labor and
Material Payment Bond.

A bond involves three parties. United

Pacific Insurance Company, called the obligor, promised that if
Tri-K, called the principal, did not perform the Construction
Contract, then United Pacific Insurance company would perform the
duties specified in the Bonds.
Deseret Federal claims that United Pacific Insurance company
Old nuu pct.Coi.-m i-t» obii^a-tiena un<i#i- Hi A Bonds.

However, United

Pacific Insurance Company claims it had no obligation to perfera
because Deseret Federal breached the terms or conditions of the
Bonds by not making payments to Soter's, Inc. and Tri-K.

Deseret

Federal responds that the obligation to make payments to Soter's,
Inc. and Tri-K was excused by the occurrence of defaults under
the Construction
If you fine tnat DeseteL r«deral hao proven by *

preponderance of the evidence that Tri-K was in default under the
Construction Contract; that United Pacific Insurance Company
failed to perform its obligations under the sonds, and that
Deseret Federal's

obligations to make payments to soter's, Inc.

and Tri-K were excused by the occurrence of defaults undes-the
Construction t&mmtymmmsB*i

then you should find that United

Pacific Insurance Company breached its obligations under the
Bonds.

However, if you find that Deseret Federal has not proven

ky * propond«»r»«r« of the evidence that the obligations* to make
payments to Tri-K were excused by the occurrence of defaults

under the Construction *?BaBkgBHHfiS*&# then you should find that
United Pacific Insurance Company has not breached its bond
obligations_gnder the Bonds.

XNSTROCTXOI* JTO.

e

T

r

United Pacific Insurance Company has claimed that its
obligations^to Deseret Federal and Soter's, Inc. under the
Performance Bond are excused because of a delay by n«sp.rp-tPodeiral in *ivi**y uwcluv Co united Paciric insurance company or a
default under the Construction Contract.

In order for the

obligations of United Pacific Insurance Company to be excused,
United Pacific Insurance Company must establish by a
preponderance of the evidence that it suffered actual loss or
damage proximately caused by any such delay in giving notice.
If you find that United Pacific Insurance Company has proven
by a preponderance of the evidence that it suffered actual loss
or damage proximately caused by a delay by Oeseret Federal in
giving notice to United Pacific insurance Company of a default
under the Construction Contract, then you should find that United
Pacific Insurance Company's obligations under the Performance
Bond are excused.

However, if you find that United Pacific

Insurance Company has not proven by a preponderance of the
evidence that it suffered actual loss or damage proximately
caused by a delay by Oeseret Federal in giving notice to United
Pacific Insurance Company, then you should find that United
Pacific Insurance Company's obligations under the Performance
Bond are not excused.

INSTRUCTION NO.

*S

The Court has found that the construction disbursements for
November 1984 draw request in the amount of $67,769.28 and the
construction disbursement for the December 1984 draw request in
the amount of $72,256.60 should have been charged against the
$3,000,000.00 Construction Loan and not the $350,000.00 Line of
Credit.

Therefore, any amount of indebtedness you find due from

Soter's, Inc. under the $3,000,000.00 Construction Loan
Agreement, Promissory Note and Deed of Trust should include
principal and interest related to the construction disbursements
for November and December 1984.

INSTRUCTION NO.

*f MT

This case is not submitted to you for the rendition of a
general verdict, as is sometimes done, but it is your function
herein to make findings of fact as to special interrogatories or
questions which are herewith submitted to you.

In making your

findings of fact you should bear in mind that the burden of
proving any disputed facts rests upon the party claiming that
fact to be true, and he must prove it by a preponderance of the
evidence, or clear and convincing evidence as required by the
question.
Before you may answer 'Yes* or "No" to any question
submitted to you, you »u»t find f.he same to be true by a
preponderance of the evidence, but it is not necessary that the .
same six (6) jurors agree on each interrogatory.

It requires the

agreement of six (6) of the jurors to answer any question, and at
least six (6) of the jurors must agree that the answer to the
question should be "Yes" or "No" before such answer may be made.
In the event that six (6) or more jurors after full and
thorough deliberation do not agree as to a "Yes" or muo~ answer,
that particular answer should be left blank, and neither "Yes"'
nor "No" should be answered.
Whan yuu retire to delifeorato, en* nf your members will be
selected as foreperson, who will preside over your deliberations
and at the conclusions of your deliberations will sign your
special verdict form, whether or not he is one who voted for each
of the answers to the interrogatories.

Whan you arriva at a verdict, you ahould notify the bailiff
that you ara ready to report to the Court,
Dated this

? f dav of
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